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Oculi - 3rd Sunday in Lent 
Rolling Meadows - 1965 


IN NOMTh"E JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


St. Luke 11: 27, 28 As He said this, a woman in the crowd raised her voice and 
said to Him,"Blessed is the v.omb that oore You, and the 


breasts that You sucked!" But He said, "Blessed rather are those who hear the 
Word of God and keep it!" 


AT THE CROSSROADS 


God is not as easy to get along with as some people imagine. He is ni 


an easy-going, part-time God, satisfied with easy-going, part-time followers. 


He refuses to be put off or to be satisfied with the small change some people 


try to palm off on Him as service and worship. God is not stupidj He knows th• 


difference between fiction and fact, and He is not taken in by sentimentalists, 


pious as they may be. Anyone who thinks he is clever enough- to confuse and de-


ceive God is only deceiving himself. ·./hen God's Son came, He demonstrated t hat 


God is not soft., •• Christ had just finished making a series of statements: 


Every kingdom divided against itself is laid waste, and house falls upon house 


• ••• He who is not with Me ia against Me, and he who does not gather with Me 


scatters . Thereupon, a woman in the crowd raised her ~oice and said to Him, 


"Blessed is the womb that bore You, and the breasts that You sucked!" But He 


said, "Blessed rather are those who hear the Word of God and keep it!tt 


The woman wanted to pay Him a compliment. Christ turned it down. Hu 


reply is hard and severe. In fact, it is dovmright offensive. His sternness tc 


this woman seems to be unnecessarily forbidding and His response unnecessarily 


brutal. This side of Christ many people would just as soon pass over and ignore 


pref erring to think of Him as a kindly Man who should have been pleased with arzy 


sign of favor or friendliness. This, however, is not the case. God is not 


satisfied, you see, with surface friendliness or with empty compliments. The 


world is full of people who are ready to speak well of Christ, but not to believ 


in Him - ready to say a good word for God, but not to do His will - ready to 


hear His Word, but not ready to keep it. Woo often we are content to leave the 


Word of God which we hear on Sunday morning in the seat where we sit - to commen 


perh~ps that the sermon really struck home, and then promptly to discard it and 


forget it. Yet we must know and be sure that if God would truly bless us., we 
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must both hear His Word and keep it. 


Blessed means more than Happy . We are inclined to aall a man happy 


when things go well with him - when he is popular, good-natured, and congenial. 


Instinctively, hov1ever, we feel that the word blessed means something more - th< 


it is an inward and abiding something, not bestowed by prosperity nor destroyed 


by adversity. Blessedness is a sturdy quality in a man's heart, in his inner 


being - a gift of God Himself, not to be achieved but to be received. The bles~ 


edness that comes from the Word of God is the divine grace of f orgivness and th1 
I 


assurance of life in Jesus Christ. 


This divine gift of blessedness is not cheap nor easy to come by. It 


cost Christ His life. Christ died for a world of men, not a single one of whom 


felt it either necessary or desirable that the Son of God should give His life 


in this way for him. The godly gift of blessedness costs all who receive it. 


Christ does not say, Blessed are they who do their best; blessed are those who 


walk the tightrope between God and the world; blessed are those who are popular 


because they say the things people want them to say; blessed are those who talk 


for God, though they may walk in the counsel of the ungodly. What Christ does 


say is: Blessed are they that hear the Word of God and keep it . Coming face to 


face with Jesus Christ you cannot escape coming to the great crossroads. You 


must go either to the right or to the left. It has to be one way or the other. 


It is either the way of life or death - love or hate - blessing or cursing - Goe 


or Satan - heaven or hell. There is no other alternative. 


Our WJ rld is faced with many crucial decisions. People prefer not to 


talk about them in the hope that they will simply go away. Unfortunately some 


of these questions simply will not lie down and die. Racial antagonism - racial 
1~--~-r~~ 


hatred - is 1a question no one can avoid. It is not restricted to Selma, or 


Montgomery, or Mississippi - or even to any one country. It rises everywhere an 


every day in a new form. Hatred of people with colored skins by people of white 


skins in some parts of the world is matched by hatred of people with vA.~e skins 
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by people of colored skin in other parts of the world. The picture of one wor~ 


painted in many colors is not pretty. It is apparent that hatred can take any 


color. It can be white-hot, or blood-red, or deep-dyed in its smoldering in


tensity. 


No one claiming to be a follower of Christ, or a spokesman for Christ 


can ignore this worldwide problem. It affect$us all, and all of us must deal 


with it. It affects us right here - right where we are. It puts to crucial an• 


practical test the blessedness of being a follower of Christ. D~ I hear Hia 


Word, and am I prepared to keep it? The question concerns me - as it concerns 


you. We are at the crossroada. We are on trial to see whether we will act 


differently from those who are not Christians. Those who stand outside the fai· 


have a right to know whether the faith of Christ really makes a difference. We 


are at this crossroad because God is meeting us here - asking us whether we wn: 


hear His Word and keep it, or not. 


By nature all of us have a tendency to look upon ourselves as better 


than others. Parents are inclined to think of a young man, born to a family of 


lower economic status, as not quite good enough for their girl. People in one 


part of the world look down upon people in other parts of the world who are not 


as advanced as they consider themselves to be. Our Lord had little patience wii 


such attitudes . He cut right through all the superficial sham and pretense, 


pride and prejudice, that separate men from God and from one another. Beca~se 


men are what they are, Christ went to His Cross. He died because death is . . the 


destiny of men living out their lives apart from God. He died fo r us, for you 


and me, that we might have forgiveness and a new life through faith in Him. He 


died for all. I , if I be l ifted up, He said, I will draw all men unto Myself • • • 


God was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself. 


The apostles had to learn this great truth for themselves. Sometimes 


they ha.d to learn it the hard way. St. Peter was brought to his knees before he 


finally came to the realization: Truly I perceive that God shows no partiality -
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that God is no respecter of persons . St. Paul disccbvered this truth in a per


sonal way: God loves sinners, of whom I am chief . If never before, you are 


brought today to the same crossroads. There is a Cross at the crossroads where 


God meets you. On your lmees before the Cross of Christ! This is the Word of 


God. Be reconciled to God through faith in Christ! This is the Word of God. 


Be an agent of the Word of reconciliation. This is the Word of God. There you 


have it~ Take it or leave it; live it or lose it. You are called to live - no 


for yourself - but f or Him who l oved you and gave Himself for you. You are 


called to be a witness to His love in your love for one another. 


The improvement of human relations will not come about merely by laws 


and legislation. Some people have frackJ.y admitted, It'll take a miracle . Re


conciliation to God by faith in Christ is a miracle. The power of that miracle 


is at work in the world. The love of Christ is at work in those who hear the 


Word of God and keep it. It is not enough just to believe in miracles. God in· 


vites you to be a part of this miracle. He calls you in Christ to help bring 


together again a world divided by its hates. This is your crossroad, and this 


yout Cross to carry :ill Christ 's Name. 


Opportunity exists all around you. You can start right where you are 


by seeking out the stranger here today, giving ~ a warm handclasp and welcome 


ti' fi.vui, who have not felt welcome before. You can begin this afternoon around your 


dinner table with the members of your own family - at work tomorrow, in school, 


at the store - wherever you come into contact with people. The road lies beforE 


you. You !mow what it is. The Word of God is clear. It is the way of love anc 


concern. Walk down that road of faith and love toward your Lord Jesus - where 


mountains are waiting to be moved, and where they can be removed by a faith tha1 


works by love. Go down that road of blessedness - lmown, possessed, and enjoyec 


by all those who hear the Word of God a."ld KEEP it. Amen. 
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lThe Third Sunday in Lent 
~Rolling Meadows - 1977 
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Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NOMI NE JES U 


~
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ST. LUKE 13: 1-9 


Our text confronts us squarely with one of the most MIND-BOGGLIR3 QUESTIONS ever to 


BAFFLE the MIND OF MAN. PHILOOOPHERS and RELIGIOUS LEADERS of every age have tried 


to deal with it. In one way or another the QUESTION always comes down to this: "Why 


do the good suffer while the wicked prosper?" In other words, "What about the Law oj 


retribution?" That is to say': " If there is a Good God in His heaven, then with utte1 


consistency He ought to REWARD those who are 'good' and PUNISH those who are 'evil . " 


One would think that that would be the ONLY FAIR THI~ for a GOOD GOD to do. 


It does sound LOGICAL, doesn't it? After all, it ought to PAY OFF for belonging to a 


Church and trying to live a clean, decent, moral life. There ought to be some "added 


advantages '' for being on "God's side ." It should go without saying: "God's people ar 


automatically the successful people !" ..... And do you see where this LOGIC ends up? 


If a CALAMITY strikes some person, it must be the ~ULT of THAT PERSON'S SIN! 


SUFFERIR3 is AUIAYS RETRIBtrrlON -- "You're getting your just deserts - you poor, 


miserable sinner - you!" •• • ••• And by the same token, if GOOD FORTUNE smiles upon 


someone -- that must be because of his VlllTUE and PIETY! 


This ts the line of reasoning that the RICH and POWERFUL are most apt to enjoy - ---


since it JUSTIFIES both their GLUTTONY and their DISREGARD FOR THE POOR. After all -







so the reasoning goes -- the RICH must be MORALLY SUPERIOR to the POOR! The POOR are 


poor because they are SINNERS! And therefore they have no right to COMPLAIN. They 


are just GETTI?«; WHAT THEY HAV! COMING! 


Now JESUS never DISAVOWED the LAW OF SIN AND DEATH AND RETRIBUTION. What He did say 


was that GOD'S PERSPECTIVE was INFINITELY GREATER than OUR PERSPECTIVE -- as in the 


case of THE RICH MAN AND LAZARUS. The LAW did not EXACT ITS TOLL while the RICH MAN 


lived in the world --- but AFTERWARDS it certainly did. 


So we come to the TWO CASES in Today's Gospel Lesson -- the GALIIEANS "WHOSE BLOOD 


PILATE HAD Mll~LED WITH THEIR SACRIFICES " and the EIGHIEEN PEOPLE " UPON WHOM THE TOWE' 


IN SILOAM FELL AND KILLED THEM." In both cases JESUS asked the question: "DO YOU 


THINK THAT THEY WERE WORSE SINNERS -- WORSE OFFENDERS -- THAN ALL THE O'l'HERS ?" And 


then comes the PUNCH LINE: " NO; BUT UNLESS YOU REPENT YOU WILL ALL LIKWISE PERISH!" 


In respect to the LAW NO MAN or WOMAN is IMMACULATE! That is the point! ALL ARE 


SINNERS! "ALL HAVE SINNED AND COME SHORT OF THE GLC!lAY OF GOD ." •••• ' 'THERE IS NONE 


WHO DOES GOOD AND DOES NOT SIN .'' •••• And the DIFFERENCE in DEGREE IN SIN between one 


person and another may seem to be of VAST SIGNIFICANCE. to US -- but ulti1D8tely it 


AMOUNTS TO NOTHI?«;. ALL SIN is SEVERANCE FROM GOD --- and for that reason ALL SINNER~ 
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whether great er small -- are ~UALLY DOOMED. For All. CF US there is only ONE 


WAY OUT ---- and that is to SUK THE MERCY OF GOO! 


I aa convinced that this ie why JESUS was SO HEEDtESS about the COMPANY HE. KEPT. He 


MIXED UP the PROOTITUTES and the TAX COLIBCT<*S with the PURITANS • He didn 1 t see 


THAT MUCH DIFFER£~ between them. The DIFFERR?CES He talked about between people 


always had to do with their DESIRE FOR REDEMPTION! So He could accept A DEPRAVED 


SINNER -- when that sinner bad THIS SPECIAL KIND OF LONGING ••• ••• The only people 


He consistently DROVE FROM HIS PRESENCE were the HYPOCRITES -· because in the HYPOCRIT! 


this LONGING was altogether ABSENI'! The HYPOCRITE is a PARAGON OF SEU'ISHNESS ! 


It must not be so for us! The STORY CF THE. BARREN FIG TREE is the STORY CF "ANOTHER 


CHANCE ." The i IG TREE represents THE PEOPIZ OF GOD. In those days that meant 


ISRAEL. Today it means THE CHURCH. And what JESUS is saying is: '' I'm your last 


chance! If you don't take it now, it is all over .'' And He issued the same WARNING 


over and over again -- but, as we know, not very many paid attention. ••••• And not 


very many PAY ATTRNI'ION today. 


REAL REPENI'A?CE brings about a RADICAL CHANGE. It means LOOKING AT OUR OWN SIN •• 


admitting that it exists -- making NO EXCUSES for it -- accepting the FULL RESPONSIBI· 
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LITY for it --- GIVING IT TO JESUS --------- and then "BEARING FRUIT ." As a CHR.ISTti 


you may SUFFER, AND BIEED, AND DIE --- (GOD WILL TAKE CARE OF THE JUST DESERTS IN HU 


OWN GOOD TIME) ----- but AS A CHRISTIAN you had better PRODUCE FRUITS! You better 


be a FIG BEARING TRU! ••••••• That means TIME, TAIEJfr, TREASURE. -- getting INVOLVEI 


in CALLING OTHERS TO REP!Nl'AI«:B as your own life has been TURNE:D AROUND by HIS GRACE 


-- and USING YOUR GIFTS of WISDOM, HANDS, FEET, MO'lTl'H, (you name it) -- and TREASURE 


(yes, MONEY -- spelled M 0 NEY) for the work of MISSION and MINISTRY. -- -- -


The ONE POINl' about the PARABIE OF THE BARREN FIG TREE is that THE LORD DOES NOT PLAY 


GAM&S. He F!RTALIZES the TREE OF YOUR LIFE with His own HOLY AND PRECIOUS BLOOD -


the FORGIVENESS OF SIN, LIFE, AND SALVATION·~./\!~ have YOUR <MN CROSS TO 


BEAR -- because " WHOM THE LORD LOVES, HE C TE~, AND SCOURGAGES EVERY SON (OR 


DAUGHTER) WHOM HE RECEIVES . ' 1 But WOE to tha person who DOES NOT BEAR FRUIT! Amen. 
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The Third Sunday in Lent 
Rolling Meadows -- 1979 


Rev . Carl F. Thrun 


,1 I IN NOMINE JESU 
...... .. / .. · 


'. I CORINTHIANS 1: 18- 25 


Dt-. Pau 1 Bretscber i n his book, "The World Upside Down or Right Side Up? " ha s an 


interesting way of showing how we human beings turn GOD'S WILL AND PURPOSES complete!) .. "'" 


UPSmE DOWN. He suggests that it takes a TREMINDOUS MIRACLE -- in fact, a WHOLE NEW 


RE- CREATION BY THE HOLY SPIRIT CE GOO -- before we can even begin to plug into the 


\, \ 


' 'Right Side Up '' world of God, Who says, ' 'MY WAYS ARE NC71' YOUR WAYS• Si\f'i'H 'i'lll laeR:B . " 


• •••• The book is based on the Beatitudes~ from Jesus' Sermon on the Mount. Let me 


give you just a couple of examples of how Dr. Br etscher shows we get things "upside 


down ." Instead of, "BLESSED ARE THE POOR IN SPIRIT, FCll THEIRS IS THE KI?«;DOM OF 


HEAVEN," we turn that into, "Blessed are those whose spirits are high, for they sit 011 


top of the world ." Instead of, "BLESSED ARE THE MEEK, FOR TH&Y SHALL INHERIT THE 


EARTH,'' we say, "Blessed are the aggressive, for they shall dominate the earth ... 


Instead of, 11B~SSED ARE YOU WHEN MEN REVIIE YOU AND PERSECtrrE YOU AND UTTER ALL KINDS 


CE EVIL AGAINST YOU FA~ELY ON MY ACCOUNT. REJOICE AND BE GLAD, FCll YOUR REWARD IS 


GREAT IN HEAVEN, FCll SO MEN PERSECUTED THE PROPHETS WHO WERE BEFC8!' YOU," we have 


conveniently changed that into, "Blessed are you when men like you, accept you, want 


you for their leader, and consider themselves fortunate to know you. Rejoice and be 


flattered, for great is your prestige on earth; for so men have accepted the conformis 


who were before you .'' 
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Look at our text! GOD ON A GALLOWS??? No human being would ever have thought that or 


up! ••••• The GALLOWS is obviously not the place for any RE:AL GOD to be! And yet, su1 


enough -- THERE HE IS -- HANGING ON A CROOS -- FCR EVERYONE TO SEE! INCREDIBLE:! It 'a 


all ''upside down ." ••••• And that's just what St. Paul says: ' 'THE MESSAGE ABOt.rr 


CHRIST ' S DEATH ON THE CRC6S IS NONSENSE TO THOOE WHO ARE BEING LOST; Bt.rr FOR US WHO AB 


BEING SAVED, rr IS GCl>'S P~." 


Now look at how this works out practically. Have you ever asked yourself, 11Why?" I'111 


sure we have all asked it thousands of times -- especially on the long trip to the 


cemetery •••••• ' 'Why'' did this woman who died have to put up with so much suffering in 


her lifetime? ' 'Why" did this man have to die just when he was ready to do such great 


things? ' 'Why" does all of his talent and ability have to die with him? 11Why" did thi1 


teenager have to die so young -- before even having a taste of mature life? ' 'Why" did 


this baby have to die so suddenly when so many of the joys and hopes of the family wer1 


centered on that child? ••••••• So it goes, ' 'Why? Why? Why?" 


The truth is, DEATH IS Nor PRETTY! Indeed, very often LIFE IS Nor PRETTY! What peopl~ 


do to each other is most often not very attractive. BLOCI> is spilled all the time --


both in LIFE and in DEATH. This is a BLOOO SPATTERED WCIUJ>. Young people are killed 


in wars that never fulfill their purpose -- and older people die by violence on the 
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streel and even in their homes. And people ask, "Why?" as if God were somehow 


responsible for the whole thing. 


There has only been ONE DEATH in the history of the whole world for which GOD HIMSELF 


could be held CCMPI.ETELY AND WHOLLY RRSPONSIBIE. That was the DEATH of His Son. His 


' Son came to die -- by the Fathers design. The Father planned it that way. People 


killed Him, of course, as people do ---- in this case Goa> AND PIOUS PEOPIE along witt 


some people who were NO'I SO PIOUS AND NOT SO GOOD. ALL Cf' US were responsible for His 


death --- but at the same time it was the FATHER'S DESIGN to ' 'RECONCIIZ THE WORIJ> UNTC 


HIMSEU' " through the BLOa> Cf' THE Clla>S ••••••• Now that is really turning everything 


"upside down • " 


The death of Jesus Christ was real. He let us know how real it was when He cried from 


the Cross: ' 'MY GOD, MY GCI>, WHY HAVE YOU FORSAKEN M&7" That's death! In death, He 


asked the question, "Why?" It is our question -- and it was also His. He died --


really died! ••••• He died because of SIN! ' ~11£ WAGES Cf' SIN IS DEATH ." He died for 


SIN -- NOT HIS OWN but OURS! •••••• That's the GLORY Cf' THE CROSS Cf' JESUS CHRIST --


and it is also the reason why people are TURNED CFF BY THE CROOS. They turn away from 


it -- because they cannot SU THEMSELVES on that CROSS. They do not and will not - . 
believe that God would ever have to go to such an extent to SAVE TH!M. 
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The CROSS CF CHRIST tells us that LIFE is more than "food and drink ." It is more tha1 


"making a living ." Jesus said, ' 'MY FOCI> IS TO DO THB WILL CF MY FATHER ." He also 


said, " IF ANY MAN WOUU> COME AFTER ME, LIT HIM FCllGET HIMSEU', TAKE UP HIS CROSS AND 


FOLLCM MB ." He bore Hie Cross -- and He expects those who follow Him to bear theirs. 


It isn't enough that you SEE Ga> in the CRCSS CF HIS SON -- you have to SEE Ga> in 


your OWN CRCSSES •••••• And that turns people off. It is completely "upside down" fr01l 


our way of thinking. 


LIFE, after all, is supposed to be "one glorious picnic ." At least, that's the way a 


lot of people look at it. Anything else is not really LIFE. I have heard a lot of 


RELIGIOUS PEOPIE giving themselves credit for BEI?«; SO PRa3PEROUS because they FOLLOO 


Ga> •••••• The SECRET CF THE CRCSS OF JESUS CHRIST is that LIFE IS NO!' A MATTER CF 


THINGS. THitGS you can take or leave. • •••• Rather, LIFE is a THI?(; CF THE SPIRIT --


with JOY running over in GOCD TIMES and in BAD KNCMING GOD, TRUST!?(; GOD, FOLLOWING 


GOO, HOPING IN GCI> •••••• That's the SECRBT CF UAL LIFE. It's "upside down'' -- but 


it's REAL LIVING. 


I can tell you, ''It is not easy ." A€hristi~ legislat~ decides that it is against 


the WILL CF Ga> to make abortion easily accessible just because some people want it 


that way. His constituents may be overwhelmingly for it. A "vote" now to FOLLOW THE 
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WILL CF GCD could mean the lose of many votes later on ••••••• Or thec§'NAGER CF A: 


!uslNES) may decide that it is the WILL CF GOO =t to engage in i~roper or e..!!e 


illegal means of doing business. COMPETITION is stiff. His position with his own 


company may be compromised -- and he loses a contract because he decides that he is 


going to go the way God wants him to go.. He does that with FAITH AND LOVB TOWARD GOO 


-- knowing full well that DOING THB WILL CF Ga> can be a REAL CROOS, especially if ym 


LOSE YOUR JOB doing it. • •••••• Or what about GU!I} PEOPi:i)cheating on exams? The FE\I 


connnitted to doing the WILL CF Ga> do not cheat. Sometimes their marks are lower. 


Sometimes they fail. •••••• It•s all really " upside down ." 


According to the "foolishness " of our text, the greatest compliment anyone will aver b 


able to pay you in your lifetime is the YOU, FOR THE LOVB CF CHRIST CRUCIFIED, are 


becoming MCIUt AND MORE LIKE HIM. You are CCllPASSIONATE ~ You have a HEART~ You have 


the COURAGE to FACE: EVIL and you LOVB. THAT WHICH IS GOOD! You SPEAK WELL CF OTHERS --


and you are ready to GIVE T!IEM HELP •••••• In other words, you are becoming like your -- ; 


SAVICll -- because you have heard the MESSAGE CF HIS LOW: and HIS DEATH ON THE; CROOS fo: 


you. You are " turned rigbtside up by it '' and you are SAVED BY IT. Amen. 








Homiletics 


James 1: 2-5 


WORKING BRIEF 


Carl Thrun 


Intro.: I am a good man. I have never tried to~arwbody deliberate]y in 
nw life. I have given generous]y to Church and Ch ty. I have tried my best 
to be a good citizen. -- Perhaps these and sirni ar thoughts have gone through 
your minds, as you have tried to estimate yourselves in your ot-m mine's eye. Perhaps 
yau have even held these virtues up to God in the face of great su.ffering and 
trial and said, "Look God, look what I have done. Now why should I of all people 
be afflicted with such suffering and distress. n If this is your line of thinking, 
take care lest you fall fran the faith. As Christians we do not think that we are 
too good to have to suffer trials and temptations. We realize that we are sinners 
and that our deeds merit absolutely nothing. Being Christians we have come to knot·r 
God and what He has done for us. ''le knot-1 of His great a nd. womerful gift of Christ 
and the Spirit. AND HAVING THTS HISDOM, HE SHOULD LOOK UPON OUR TRIAI.S 17ITH Jf"\Y, 
FOR THEY STRENGTIIBN US IN THE FAITH, GIDNG US ENDURANCE AND CAUSING US TO BE 
EVE.."lt MORE DE~'ENDENT ON GOD'S GIFI'. 


I. Trials strengthen us in the faith, giving us endurance and causing us to be 
ever more dependerrt on Godls gif't. 


A. Our sinful flesh causes our faith to waver. OUr sinful flesh tells us 
that we are self-sut'ficierrt. It tells us that we need no God. It makes gods of 
oUBsclves. Being thus overcane with the pride of self and of our mn abilities, 
we no longer have a need of reliance on Gode He need nothing of' God, for we in 
ourselves are everything. Therefore, faith would thus have no place in our hearts. 


R. Trials strengthen our faith. It is onJy when we realize th.s.t we are not 
sufficient in and of ourselves, it is o~.r when we realize how incapable .... -e are, 
it is only when rely on God -- it j_s only then that faith is able to t .:.ke a place 
in our hearts. Su.ff erings and hardships are the means through 1·1hich we see our 
am inability. It is through mu.ch tribulati -:in that we enter into the kingdom of 
God (Acts 14: 22). 


c. Trials give us endurance, i.e., patience. 
1. Thereby 011!' faith does not give up. Text: 11Kncidng this, that the 


trying of your faith \10rketh patience. 11 Trials are the colid foundation i.>rto :;hich 
our faith is built. nnJ.:r --hen we are plunged do.m into the utter depths of su.ffering 
and grief does our faith rea11y take on meaning. It is then that we cling to God 
in faith. This faith does not leave us, but bej.ng strengthened by the ver,y- trials 
themselves, it looks ever so much more stea.dfast;ty to God and His grace. 


2. We grmr in the grace of God. -- rre are perfect men. Text: 11But 
let patience have her nerfect work, that ye may be per.feet and entire, warrt:ing 
nothing." :Then we are unswerved in our deliberate purpose and loyalty to faith 
and piety by even tl:e greatest trials c;.nd sufferings, ·we then abound in the grace 
of God. We no longer look to ourselves, but to the grace of Goe} alone for our 
salvation. By enduring steadfastly we will thus be preservec;_ unto the end. ~!hen 
the work of enduring steadfastly is complete, the Christian is comolete ·"nd lacks 
nothing. His Christian Character is complete in all its parts. It is God uho 
cones to man and conroletes this work. 


D. Trials make us ever more dependent on God's gift. In seeir., how utterly 
insu.ffieierrt and incapable we are of ourselves, God.ls git"t of can.fort in Christ 
becomes ever so much more dear and Drecious to us. OnJy in God1s gift of Christ 
and the Spirit in our hearts is there real peace. Trials make us dependent on this 
gilt. 
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for 


Therefore, having wisdom, we can loo~ w;>on ,pur tri~ wi~ joy. ~ ~.d 
A. WJ1at 1dsclom is -- lm<Ming Gect/1.//~ t / /~~/ · ~ 


/ 1. What God has done for us. He has given His only begotten Son tq: M"' 
on t ie cross for our sins. He has accepted the sacrifice of His dear Son 


ins. 


2:.. What God does to us. He gives us the gift of Christ and the Spirit 
in our arts through the Gospel. Upon giving us this gi~ of Christ aJtc;i ~ - ;,.,, 
Spirit, He no longer charges our sins to our account. ~- ,,.,,:,, . t Xr'' --Y 
~~ ./(1 (' r ~(( 


3 What this means for us. ·we cling steadfastJy to God 1'5' gift of 
/ Christ a the Spirit inoour hearts, for we realize ho:·r incapable we are · o'i: 


I ourselves to do His will or work out our own salvation. We know that we are 
saved by grace alone. 


B. The result of this ·wisdom is that we look uoon our trials with joy. 
Text: "l·tr brethren, count it all joy when ye fall into divers temotations. 11 


It is when ·trials cC8'ne upon us that we use our ~e faith which is ours 
through the gracious gift of God. Because oY~we kn°"T that through 
these trials our faith and dep~eence od's gift is strengthened and thus 
becomes more sure. Because of d know that these trials will give 
us endurance to remain firm in e ra.ith unto the end. Therefore, we rejoice. 


c. Hence, ask God for wisdom to be steadfast in trials. Text: "If aey of 
you lack w'isdan, let him ask of God, that giveth to all men liberalJy, and up
braideth not; and it shall be given him. 11 This wisdom is thus ours for the 
asl·ing. God will no~as it were, throw back our maey transgressions and short
comings into our faces and say, 11Don•t come to me for help. You deserve every 
bit of what you are sUf.fering." No, our good ancl gracious Father will give us 
the ~·1isdC8'n of faithful depen dence on His gift. 


I -; 


A-








Oculi - )rd Sunday in Lent 
Rolling Meadovrs - 1966 


IN ~!OMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


Genesis 3: 16-19 To the vmnan He said, "I will greatly multiply your pain in 
childbearing; in pain you shall bring forth chiJd ren, yet yom 


desire shall be for your husband, and he shall rule over you. 11 And to Adam He 
said, "Because you have listened to the voice of your wife, and have eaten of tt 
tree of which I commanded you, 'You shall not eat of it,' cursed is the ground 
because of you; :in toil you shall eat of it all the days of yon:r life; torns and 
thistles it shall bring forth to you; and you shall eat the plants of the field. 
In the seat of your face you shall eat bread till you return to the ground, for 
out of it you were ta.l{en; you are dust, and to dust you shall return. 11 


THE MYSTERY OF DEATH 


At one time or another all of us are confronted by the dark enigma of 


life. For long stretches we go on living our lives fairly normally, with no par· 


ticular problems. Bife simply pursues its course. Then, suddenly, we are con-


fronted with a contradiction which we simply cannot explain . We read in the new 


paper that an airplane has crashed - fathe:rS, mothers, children - all died. Amon1 


them are some great and wonderful people - a great musician, an irreplaceable scl 


lar. Some ridiculous little bor( ~t screw that came loose - it may perhaps hav€ 


cost only a dime - was capable of silencing beautiful music , annihilating the pre 


mise of increased knowledge, destroying human happiness, and shattering the t ies 


of love. Why should death exist? Why should the fate of men be like that of the 


beasts? \Thy s annot even the strongest love hold on to another when his hour has 


come? Why is the birth of new life accompanied by pain and dread and peril of 


death? Why do thorns and thistles encumber the f ields? Why should the hoITor of 


creeping cancer exist alongside of the miracle of new li.fe'Z f Always, always the _ 
__ . ~ ~~ "~ .vr 4 r~- ~-f ,,,_,, .~t ,,e.&-is<a- -6( ~..,., 1:-.e&,~~~i!t 


question: Why? Why? ~1 . .u..J?..c ~~~" .~,_J/,¢1 .Jt, ...µtiZ.M/ c--~~ ~£<,,'f 
~~ _,,tfUtr- -14"U ! 


Our text deals with th~se hard, harassing questions of life. It points 


to the background of it all, to the rift in the framework of the world and the co 


trad.ictions we cannot reconcile . It says that all the riddles of our existence -


from the mystery of death to t he t hroes of a young mother and the misery of toil · 


are t he result of the creature's disobedience to t he Creator. They reveal that t l 


world is no longer whole and sound and that it has lost its peace because it has 


lost its peace with God. In other words, the Bi ble does not simply say: Well, 


t.hat ' s the ·way life is~ Her e today, cone tomorrowt Rather it says very simply a1 


with an almost shocking s t r a i ghtf orwardness that back of the suffering and back oj 


the death :in t he world lies human guilt, and that therefore the only way I can con 
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to terms with my lo~ is to come to terms with my guilt - or else I stand under 


judgment! The wages of sin is death! The soul that s:i.nneth, it shall die ~ 


The guilt and disobedience of man consists in the fact that he wants t c 


be supennan . He •'1ants to be like God . To this day we men are constantly strivi.r 


to burst the bounds of our humanity. We want to reach f or the stars, to launch 


cosmic expeditions and grasp a t realms which earlier generations considered re-


served to God. In other words, we want more than God has allowed to us • We 1'fant 


more success, more power, more money . If we are workers, we want higher wages , 


If we are employers, we want higher profits. Expansi6n·1 must never cease. There 


fore, f I must also prolong my life - and I believe all the humbug of advertizers 


about some new hormone or cosmetic product which will make me live to a hundred 


and preserve the appearance of youth. And then what happens - and t his is the 


dlramatic point of our text - is that tllis arrogant man who wanted no limitations 


put upon him, this man who wanted to snatch God ' s eternity for himself, who v1ante 


t o. be immortal and like G6d, has his limitations cast i.-rito his teeth . He is driv 


out of paradise and the burden of mortality is placed upon his back. in other 


words , man is shown his limits, and the Jhins of time come clank:ing downt •upon him 


The fact that we must depart and that our life has 'lil end is therefore a reminder 


that we are only men and not God. The fact that we must die and leave everything 


behind that ·we have made and loved and perhaps also idolized is part of judgment. 


Death is not only at the end of our life, but is there long before - in 


every moment of our life. Wp:y do we keep hastening at our work? Why do we say: : 


must make the most of my youth? Why do we think: Wow we are in our best years , ru 


is the time to get it done? Why do we reatjI out for everything that is to be had 


Eat, drink, and be mer ry, for tomorrow •:e di e? Behind this stands the appalling 


fact that hour by hour we realize that we must die, that we have only a limited 


time. Today will never return again. 


Now the Gospel has the extreme audacity to turn all this around. When 


Jesus Christ heals the sick and raises the dead, the fundamental thesis behind thE 


acts is that siclmess and death should not exist. This unnaturalness , this dis-
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order, this wrongness in the world must give way when Jesus Christ comes and la;-9 


our hand again in the hand of the Father. The judgment is gone. Now death ac


quires , so to speak, a different quality; it ceases to be a hostile barrier let 


down between time and eternity . Now death becomes a bridge, a transition. That 


is what is meant by the statement that death has lost its sting. Death is no 


longer a judgment that compels us to leave all; rather it becomes the joy of goi 


back home. For now my Lord awaits me on the other side of the dark grave and He 


leads me from faith to sight, from this world where we see in a dim mirror to th 


table of the Father . Now I do not say, I must depart; I must leave everything 


worthwhile behind . Rather I say, Now I &'n going home - to the joy, and happines: 


and fulfillment of the Father's house . 


The pangs and oppressions of our life keep remj_nding us that this poor 


earth is not our home - that we are waiting for a new heaven and a new earth in 


which there shall be neither mourning nor crying nor pain any more, and every tee 


shall be wiped from our eyes and the last enemy has been robbed of its power. Tr 


first, hidden flicker of this promise can already be seen in our text. God had 


forbidden man to eat of the tree in the midst of the garden with the threat: In 


the day that you eat of it you shall die . But man did eat of it, and the lightn:i 


bolt of judgment struck beside him in the ground which woul d henceforth bear thor 


and thistles . But - and this is the point - the sentence of death did not over


take man on the spot. Instead of dying at once, the fate of mortality was impose 


upon him. He is thus allowed to go on living, though in the shadow of death. He 


was granted a reprieve. 


This is the exultation and promise that rings out in the New Testament, 


where all this is enlarged and where it becomes more graphic and vivid. The barr 


fig tree is not :i.m.mediately hewn down, but is given another year of probation. T: 


clock of our life is turned back once more, in order that even today we man know 


the thin3s that mal~e for peace . This night your soul is required of you, says th 


Lord in the story of the Rich Fool. The point is: In the com:ing night will my 


soul# be required of me. Today I am still allowed to live. Today I can still 







answer the question whether I am content with my fjJ_led barns, my success, my col 


duct, my reputation and prestige - until suddenly it all forsakes me! - or whethE 


I shall make my peace with God and set the whole course of my life toward home-


coming . Today I can stjJ_l listen to the voice of this God, who says to me: BehoJ 


I have not forgotten you; I have loved you with an everlasting love ! Today I car 


still look to thris Savior, God's own dear and only Son, Our Lord Jesus Christ, wt 


left His home in heaven to walk beside me on the refugee's road of life, for He 


Himself was homeless and had nowhere to lay His head. He lies beside us in the 


hospital ward, for He too was sticken and smitten. And yet at the same time He j 


the Physician who heals us. He is the Good Shepherd whose redeeming love leads 


us through the dark valley of the shadow of death, through the fears and troubles 


of the far country, to the Father's house . This is what it means when the Scrip-


tures speak of Him who became sin for us . Christ has abolished death and has bro 


life an::l IDmortality to light through the Gospel. He is anxious to grasp the han 


of each one of us, and at the same time He says, I know you . You no lonBer need 


to depart hence ' like a beast 1 ; you can come home 1 like a chjJ_d. 1 


De anynof y;ou.:.:i.!!~emh~ the stocy .~6 . .t:rmhe!~ibking::Q:f :-,t?ie '.Citanic - that 


great American ship that ran into an iceberg at the turn of the century? Is it 


not strange that the Christians on board sang, Hearer, !~y God, to Thee, and so lo 


their fear of drovming in the icy Atlantic? The point is that they did not sing, 


Farther away are the gold and jewelsoim w.;y- cabin, the precious documents in the 


ship's safe, farther away are my loved ones at home, farther than thousands of 


geographical miles - for now I must leave you for ever. No , this is not mat the: 


sang or thought. It was not sad leave-taking and passing farther away; it was a 


coming nearer: Nearer, my God, to Thee. 


So it is that 6ur great God gives us an answer to the mystery of death. 
,~ .4N.ey/_, ,;{L.Jdi -14 -"I> 


So He blesses the flush and youth and comforts the loneliness of old age. He l ay: 


His hand upon the little ones, and upon us too when the end draws near. He sends 


us the happy, starry hours of life, but He is also beside us in the dark valleys 


with His raid and staff and the marvel of His consolations. He always blesses. 


He is always near; and He changes everything - everything . Amen. 








3rd SUNDAY IN LENT 
Holy Cross -- 1994 


ST . JOHN 2: 13-22 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NOMINE JESU 


WHERE'S THE CHURCH? 


I'm sure you all remember this one: "HERE'S THE CHURCH - HERE'S THE STEEPLE - OPEN THE DOORS 


AND SEE ALLI THE PEOPLE!" When all is said and done, the CHURCH IS PEOPLE - and we are in th 


PEOPLE BUSINESS because GOD IS IN THE PEOPLE BUSINESS! PEOPLE are ALL THERE IS and ALL THER 


WILL EVER BE! And that's the whole point of CHURCH GROWTH -- NOT NUMBERS, but NUMBER/OF 


PEOPlff :L ..• TheCHJRCH is NOT THIS BUILDING! Buildings crumble and fall! Temples crumble and 


fall .•.•. The CHURCH is NOT. an INSTITUTION! Institutions come and go. But GOD IS ALIVE IN 


HIS WOR~D~ GOD IS ALIVE IN PEOPLE! 


St. John begins his Gospel by telling us that the CREATIVE WORD OF GOD -- the WORD who was 


in the BEGINNING WITH GOD and infact WAS GOD -- this WORD 11 BECAME FLESH AND DWELT AMONG US! 11 


He 11 TENTED AMONG US" in the person of JESUS CHRIST! And here in Chapter 2 Jes us iS about to 


begin His ministry -- and He dispels any MISCONCEPTIONS about what HIS WORK and MINt STRY is 


all about. He is certainly anything but a MEEK, MILQUE-TOAST WHIMP! Like the BABYLONIANS 


before Him, He tears into the TEMPLE with RIGHTEOUS ANGER AND RAGE! It must have been an 


AWESOME SIGHT to see Him CHARGING INTO THE CROWD -- throwing over the TABLES OF THE MONEY 


CHANGERS! [I can see them on the hands and knees trying to retrieve their precious coins.] 


I can see Jesus 11 DRIVING OUT THE SHEEP AND OXEN" and tel 1 ing those solJ the pigeons, 11 TAKE 


THESE THINGS AWAY; YOU SHALL NOT MAKE MY FATHER'S HOUSE A HOUSE OF TRADE! 11 
•••••• If this is 


even a small picture of the FINAL JUDGMENT, LET US BEWARE! 


Let no one UNDERESTIMATE the WRATH OF GOD! Ever since our f irst parents, ADAM AND EVE•, fel 


into sin, NO HUMAN BEING has ever been able to APPEASE THE WRATH OF GOD or WORK THEIR WAY 


back into GOD'S GOOD GRACES. God is NOT IMPRESSED with our RITES and RITUALS, our OFFERINGS 


and SACRIFICES and so-called GOOD DEEDS! YOU and I cannot do one single thing to EARN HIS 


FAVOR. All we can do is RESPOND with HEARTS OF GRATITUDE and PRAISE and THANKSGIVING to His 


MARVELOUS LOVE FOR US -- and we can PASS THAT LOVE ONt to others. In JESUS "GOD TENTED 


WITH US" - and on the CROSS the WRATH OF GOD and the LOVE OF GOD collided - and WHAT HAPPENS 


within the GODHEAD we will probably never know. It remains a MYSTERY! But what CHRISTIANIT' 


says and what THE CHRISTIAN(HURCH (His NEW-CREATED HUMANITY) says is that "GOD IS THE GREAT 


LOVER!" He goes all the way the the CROSS to SUFFER AND BLEED and DIE and "THE LORD HAS 
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LAID ON HIM THE INQUITY OF US ALL •.... AND WITH HIS STRIPES WE ARE HEALED!" JESUS is the 


SIN-FORGIVER in His own Person! There is NO FORGIVENESS in which the FORGIVER DOES NOT BEAf 


THE COST -- TAKE INTO HIMSELF THE HURT. That's the only way to STOP THE RETRIBUTION. JESU~ 


BEARS THE HURT -- and HE DOES NOT PAY BACK •• •... ••• "DESTROY THIS TEMPLE - - GO AHEAD AND 
0d ·~4V~- ~~~ 


DO IT and SEE WHAT HAPPENS and IN THREE DAYS I WILr RAISE IT UP! II fhencomes' thi:s marvelou ~ 


footnote: "WHEN THEREFORE HE WAS RAISED FROM THE DEAD, HIS DISCIPLES REMEMBERED ~HAT HE 


HAD SAID THIS. II 


SO WHERE'S THE CHURCH? It is where GOD IS PRESENT WITH HIS UNCONDITIONAL LOVE! JESUS is 


the TEMPLE -- the PRESENCE AND ACTIVITY OF GOD among us -- and WHAT GOD IS and WHO GOD IS 


~ is LOVBR -- "WE LOVE BECAUSE HE FIRST LOVED US" 11 IF ANYONE SAYS, I LOVE GOD AND 


HATES HIS BROTHER, HE IS A LIAR!" 


Think, for example, of Jesus' PARABLE OF THE LOST SHEEP. Remember, there were 99 sheep -


and ONE WALKED AWAY. Let's say that that ONE was YOU! Think about that. Here is this 


SHEPHERD who has ALL THESE SHEEP to take care of -- and YOU WALK OFF AND GET LOST . Let 's 


say you FELL OVER AND CLIFF and got stuck in a BRAMBLE BUSH -- and JESUS comeJwalking along 


and He looks over the edge ...•••• You also have to be very much aware that JESUS has 


undoubtedly LOST HIS JOB because some C. E.O. will probably have fired Him because He was 


NOT BACK THERE taking care of the 99. Anyway, here He is TRUCKING AROUND AFTER YOU, bacause 


you couldn't take care of yourself. And He LOOKS OVER THE EDGE - - and He SEES YOU BLEEDING 


down there -- and YOU'RE STUCK -- and HE REACHES OVER TO PULL YOU UP -- and WHAT DOES HE SAY 


TO YOU? HOW DOES HE LOOK? WHAT IS THE EXPRESSION ON HIS FACE? IS HE ANGRY? - MAD? Is 


He ta~ing under His breath, "WHAT ARE YOU DOING, CAUSING ME ALL THIS TROUBLE? -- YOU DUMMY, 


HOW COULD YOU HAVE f\ALLEN OFF THIS CLIFF? •.•••. When He gets you out, WHAT DOES HE DO -


KICK ''YOU ALL THE WAY BACK TO THE HERD? That's not what the GOOD BOOK says. It says He 
\y 


1 ovi ng !~RllJ T.S YOU ON HIS SHOULDERS AND TAKES YOU BACK TO THE HERD? 


Can you accept that? Can you really believe that GOD-IN-CHRIST really ACCEPTS YOU -- th~t 


ANYONE in this WHOLE UNIVERSE would really GO OUT OF THff±R WAY for you? Puffed up with thei 


own PRIDE and EGO and GREED, the people whom Jesus confronted that day in the Temple 
\ ll 


undoubtedly had that TWO-YEAR-OLD MENTALITY, 11 I DO IT MYSELF - WITHOUT THE HELP OF ANYBODY. 11 
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Perhpas we have such a hard time accepting and believing such UNCONDITIONAL LOVE because 


no one else has LOVED US or ACCEPTED US "JUST AS WE ARE." 


What an INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY for us to BE THE CHURCH, THE BODY OF CHRIST -- where each of 


us is a CONDUITf OF HIS TREMENDOUS LOVE -- to say to the people in our homes and neighbor


hoods : "I AM HERE -- WE ARE HERE TO GO OUT OF OUR WAY FOR YOU!" We are not going to RIP 


YOU OFF - we're not going to USE YOU -- we're not going to ABUSE YOU! We are ONLY GOING TO 


LOVE YOU! We are going to be the EYES and EARS and HANDS and FEET and CARING HEART of our 


dear U. ORD WHO 11 LOVED US AND GAVE HIMSELF FOR US!. 11 


FORGIVENESS OF SINS, LIFE AND SALVATION -- this is what keeps the CHURCH ALIVE. Nobody is 


going to DESTRY THE CHURCH - NOBODY! Nobody is going to KILL GOD'S PRESENCE IN THE WORLD -


NOBODY!' Nobody is going to STOP THE FORWARD MOVEMENT OF THE CHURCH - NOBODY! CHRIST IS 


RISEN - CHIRST IS ETERNAL! He is going to BUILD HIS CHRUCH -- and "THE GATES OF HELL WILL 


NOT PREVAIL AGAINST IT !" 








-- ! The Third Sunday in Lent 
t ·, Rolling Meadows - 1978 


( ':: 
Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NOMINE JES U 


EPHESIANS 5: 8-14 


MANUELO was a young man who lived in a remote mountain village. You could reach that 


village only after hiking on a narrow footpath for several hours. It was a place wher· 


the homes and customs had not changed for hundreds of years •••••• But MANUELO was 


lucky: he had a chance to vis it a BIG MODERN CITY. And everything he saw there was 


WONDERFUL~ He wanted to bring some of the WONDER back to his village -- something tha1 


would SURPRISE and PIEASE his friends back home •••••• What should it be? It would 


have to be SMALL and EASY TO CARRY -- and it would have to be CHEAP, because MANUELO 


didn't have very much money. •••••So he went into a HARDWARE STORE and bought a big 


paper sack full of LIGHT BULBS -- with SWITCHES on them so he could turn the lights on 


and off. And he bought WIRES for hanging them up in the trees of his home village. 


Then MANUELO happily traveled back to his home in the mountains -- bursting with his 


happy secret. That same afternoon he began making ready his surprise. Everyone asked, 


"What are you doing?'' as they watched him hangihggt the LIGHT BULBS from his porcb .. 1and 


the fruit trees in his ya~d. But he just smiled at their questions and said mysterious 


ly, ''Wait until dark -- you' 11 see .'' ••••• And finally when it was dark enough, MANUELO 


began to turn the switches for his LIGHT BULBS -- but NOTHING HAPPENED! ••••••• POOR 


MANUELO! Nobody had told him about ELECTRICITY. He didn't know that LIGHT BULBS are 


USELESS unless they are connected to a source of ELECTRIC POWER. 
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And that's how it is with us. If we are to be LIGHTS IN THE WORLD, we must be hooked 


up to the power source: JESUS CHRIS.T, THE LIGHT CF THE: WORLD. And that connection witl 


CHRIST is what we call OUR FAITH. ST. PAUL is speaking to people like us when he says 


''ONCE YOU WERE DARKNESS, BUT NOW YOU ARE LIGHT IN THE LORD ; WALK AS CHILDREN CF LIGHT .' 


He is telling us that THROUGH OUR FAITH IN CHRIST, we must move from DARKNESS to LIGHT . 


As all of us know only too well, there is something ATTRACTIVE about LIVING IN DARKNES~ 


-- about LIVING WITH EVIL. ST. JOHN echoes ST. PAUL to underscore this very point: 


"THIS IS THE JUDGMENr; THAT THE LIGHT HAS COME INI'O THE WORLD, AND MEN LOVED DARKNESS 


RATHER THAN LIGHT, BECAUSE THEIR DEEDS WERE EVIL. FOR EVERY ONE WHO DOES EVIL HATES Tli 


LIGHT , AND DOES NOT COME TO THE LIGHT, LEST HIS DEEDS SHOULD BE EXPOSED .'' The Scriptur 


and our own lives are full of this LOVE FOR DARKNESS. For example, when Loo.' 'S WIFE 


moved out of SODOM -- the CITY OF WORLDLINESS -- she could not help but LOOK BACK -----


and it was this BACKWARD LOOK that destroyed her ••••• So it is that WE TOO are tempted 


to LOOK BACK and LONG for the DELIGHTS OF DARKNESS. f/['r~k4-


ST. PAUL is painfully aware of the ODOR CF DEATH that goes along with this kind of 


livi.ng. He calls them "UNFRUITFUL WORKS CF DARKNESS ." Elsewhere he asks, "WHAT 


FELLOWSHIP HAS LIGHT WITH DARKNESS? 11 MOVE: OUT ~ YOU DON'T BELONG THERE! You were 


meant to be "A LIGHT IN THE WORID" -- therefore, "WALK (live) AS CHILDREN OF LIGHT " --- · 
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that is, as those who LIVE UNDER THE LORDSHIP OF CHRIST in the DOMINION OF LIGHT. 


It is only in this DOMINION CF LIGHT that the FRUITS CF THE SPIRIT can grow. CHRISTIA 


LIFE, like PLAN'!' LIFE, is "heliotr()pic " - - that is, it literally turns to the
1 


LIGHT. 


(Try it with the plants in your own home. Deliberately turn them around so that their 


leaves are facing 8WJY from the window into the dark room. Slowly, gradually, they 


always manage to turn themselves back to the window -- back to the light.) ••••• So it 


is that the CHRISTIAN TURNS TO CHRIST -- away from the darkness. Only in the LIGHT OF 


CHRIST can we bear fruit: " LOVE, JOY, PEACE, PATIENCE, KINDNESS, GOODNESS, FAITHFULNESl 


GENrLENESS, SEI.F-CON'l'ROLo" 


What is more, we BEAR FRUIT not for PERSONAL ADVANrAGE OR CREDIT -- but for the SAI<E OE 


OTHERS. God has a PLAN for the WORLD . We are BLESSED (or FRUITFUL) so that we may be 


a BLESSING TO OTHERS. In His Sermon on the Mount JESUS says very pointedly: " LET YOUR 


LIGHT SO SHINE BEFORE MEN THAT THEY MAY SEE YOUR GOOD WORKS AND GIVE GLORY TO YOUR 


FATHER WHO IS IN HEAVEN." ••••• LIGHI' is never selfish! The LIGHT if"casts for itself 


also HELPS OTHERS to find the way. LIGHT spreads! •••••But we must always remember 


that the LIGHT does not have its source within us. CHRIST IS THE SOURCE CF LIGHT. 


" I AM THE LIGHT CF THE. WORID ," He says • 
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But once CHRIST LIGHTS UP OUR LIVES, we too begin to EXPOSE THE DARKNESS for what it 


is. " WHEN ANYTHING IS EXPOSED BY THE LIGHT IT BECOMES VISIBLE, FOR ANYTHir«; THAT 


BECOMES VISIBLE IS LIGHT ." LIGHT always does that. The CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY is not 


ESCAPIST. It EXPOSES the EVIL of this world -- GREED, INJUSTICE, TYRANNY, HUr«;ER, 


'· 


DISEASE, OPPRESSION, PREJUDICE, etc •••••• Too often Christians seem to want to stay 


in the "comfortable middle" -- to assume a "neutral position ." ••••• The GREATEST SIN 


may not be with DOERS CF EVIL -- but with THCSE WHO DO NaIHIN:;, who quietly "PASS BY 


ON THE CYI'HER SIDE ." ••••• LIGHT cannot be kept in a BOX or in a CLOSET. It has a way 


of BREAK!~ OlIT • 


Today's Gospel tells of a ONE-TIME BLIND BEGGl\R who is being tried by the Pharisees. 


The BLIND BEGGAR is the CHRISTIAN BELIEVER who has been "brought out of darkness into 


light .'' He doesn 1 t know HOW Jesus did it -- but he does know that SOMETHI~ MARVELOUS 


HAS HAPPENED. "ONE THING I KNOW, THAT THOUGH I WAS BLIND, NOW I SEE ." • • • • • There are 


no reasonable explanations for our becoming CHIU>REN OF LIGHT. We certainly did not 


do it ourselves. ONLY CHRl:ST can give us the POWER TO SEE. It is a GIFT OF GOD'S 


GRACE. •••••And for this we have come to FALL DOWN and WORSHIP HIM. Amen. 








3rd Sunday in Lent 
\vest Henrietta - 1962 
I~~ 'l/(.eetd.~"3- - I qt 1 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NOMINE J...::su 


St. Luke 11: 23 He that is not with Me is against Me; and he th~t gathereth not 
with Me scattereth. 


fITIIBR -- OR 


No man ever confronts Jesus Christ and remains the same. For better or f 


worse- you must take your stand - either for Him or against Him. Here the wa;}rs part 
'..:, 


as they did at Calvary, where one man continued to follow the path of his criminali 


to its inevitable end, and another, recognizing the Saviorhood of the crucified 
.( -~ ~;,. .~~.,;&-1/-..?t«.t INX- -<-;,.d2~f!;'f!- .-...:~~i::if;,.,!fi&&,;~~+ -.,_f~& ~ 


Christ, discovered in Him, and ~cove&d for himself, lj fe ever lasting.! This stem 
I' 


uncompromising truth is to be found on ever~.l page of the Scriptures and today we 


hear it from the lips of Jesus Hiri1self: tie that j s not ·"i th Ye i s ai;am st ~fe • ~· nd h 


that gc..t hereth not v.ritr :tA"e scaU.<'retra 
~'!< 


As I sat home in my living room the other fi±ght 'watching television, I 


• began to take particular interest in the advertisements. Before fery long it becam 


apparent to me that my life had been hopelessly inadequate. If I did not use a 


certain brand of toothpaste, buy a certain kind of soap, or purchase a certain kind 


of automobile, my life wo~ld not be complete. I would be at a disadvantage among 


my friends, and would miss a 5reat deal of personal satisfaction. Either buy or be 


unhappy. That messa6e got across to me. Naturally I did not believe a word of it. 


Yet, this same kind of calloused attitude - I fear - has moved into the 


realm of religion. Many people have developed a ha.rd sheill sales resistance to 


everything - and have come to be of the opinion that there is no Either - Or in lif· 


They assume that always there are milder alternatives which allow a person to go 


happily on his way without the necessity of making a judgment or arriving at a 


decision. They don1t feel that religion is for them and yet they are not opposed 


to it. They themselves don•t go to church and yet they have nothing against church 


They don it profess to be religious and yet they feel that there is some good in all 


religions. They have a non-commital attitude and would like to be regarded as 


neutrals. 


Qod1s word, however, means business vdth its ~ither - Or l rt is either 


all or nothing at all. Either Christ lived, or He did not live. Either He died fo: 


our sins, or He did not. Either He arose from the dead, or He did not. Either He 
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is the son of God and our Savior, or He is not. Either you accept Him to your 


eternal salvation, or you reject Him to your dannation. Either - OrlL 


All this sounds simple en~ugh on the surface, but it is not easy to acce; 


No man ever accepted Christ without recognizing his need for Christ, for His sacri· 


f ice and His forgiveness. Most people don't want to be forgiven. They want to be 


recognized for their virtues. They seem to be standing arou.11d waiting for God to 


pin a medal on them for all the good things they have done. They are not disposed 


kneel before their Maker asking for forgiveness. Yet, there is no other way. Bit! 


- OrL Either you acknowledge your sinfulness and ask for forgiveness, or you refu~ 


to acknowledge His sacrifice for you and reject His forgiveness. Eit/you go prouc 


your own way, or you stop being proud &nd follow Qod• s way. Either you are an un-


reconciled enemy, or a reconciled friend. Sither you take the hand of God•s fttend 


ship offered in Christ, or you push it aside. There is no other easier way. You 


can•t just be ni ce to Christ, hoping to remain neutral. Either you are for Him or 


against Him. Either you believe, or you do not believe. 


Believin.g in Christ, owning Hirn as your Savior, will make of you a whole 


new person and 6ive you a whole new life. There are those who claim to be follower 


of Christ, all the while acting as if living by faith was something you can take or 


leave. Some people seem to enjoy goin6 to church, but it has not affected their 


lives in the slightest degree. They like to sing the songs of faith. They have a 


good feeling after saying a few words of prayer. They love to hear a good sermon. 


But after the service is over, they go out the same old people they were when they 


went in, governed by the same old ambitions and controlled by the same old desires. 


TheJ have not understood God•s Zi t her - or. 


Christ gave a striking illustration of what happens to this kind of 


would-be, neutral Christian. He told the story about the unclean spirit who was 


driven out of a man only to return and find his dwelling place empty. so he took 


seven other unclean spirits with him and moved back in - making the last condition 


of the man worse than the first. The point is that a sou: cannot remain empty. 
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Either C-0d fills it or the devil will. A Christian cannot remain neutral; or, mor• 


correctly, a neutral Christian will not remain a Christian . The devil will see to 


that. Either - Or& Heu t · <it i s not with }'.e .is against ; 'e; and he t n.:lt gatheret'i. 


n !"t v1ith ~-re scat teret h. St. Paul echoed the same truth when He said: Tf any man b• 


in Chri st , he i s a new creature· old t hings c:re passed <i.way• hehold, all t hings ar( 


become new. These words are sharp and cutting. Either you are a new man, a brand· 


new creation of God, or you are not. Either the old has passed away, and the new 


has come, or the old is still there and the new has not yet begun. 


What does this have to say for by-standers? What does it have to say fo1 


thos~who have no apparent interest in their church, who want to be regarded as 


members but shirk every responsibility? What does it have to say for those who 


grumble and complain: t~hy doesn•t t he pas t or quit har:,::>i ng C:l.boi.Jt church attendance, 


communion attendance, Bible stud~i, working in t he interest of daving souls f or 


Jesus? pm content with just being called a Christian . Why can•t I just be l ef t 


'-l l one Of course, you can be left alone, but then you can have not part with Chris 


rt became quickly apparent that the early Christians were different from 


the rest of the world. They were something brand-new on the face of the earth. 


Their contemporaries in Greece and Rome regarded everyone else as barbarian. Chris 


tians, however, had no such contempt for other people. They looked upon ever-y 


individual as someone for whom Christ had died. For that reason, they could not 


treat others as barbarians. Because they knew the love of Christ for them, they 


loved one another~ A noted Christian sookesman of the last century declared that 


whenever a woman receives any courtesy from a man sh8' ought to thank Jesus Christ. 


That statement may be too strong, but it is true that women acr uired a new status 


in the Christian era, as Christians proclaimed the doctrine that there is no 


spiritual difference between male and female, that both stand before God with equal 


digiity . Christians were different, because Christ called them to a new li~e of 


dtf ipleship - a life set apart for Him. 
;Jfrp<.l"" '-4 ..d" .c.P-t.?t.( J'<-'q<. ! 


Are you ill-tempered and hard to get along with? Do you lie and steal in 


school or in business in order to get ahead? Do you think nothinf'· of slandering 
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others and spreading gossip? Do you live in your home as if it were ruled by hate 


instead of love? Do you look upon others as simpletons who can be bilked for all 


they are worth? Do you habitually profane the Name of God by the kind of language 


you use? This is the old way. Follow it, if you insist, but at least be aware of 


how out-of-date you are. There is a new way. rt is the way of Christ. Let us 


make no mistake about it. There is no middle way, nor is it nossiBlle to walk with 


one foot in one path and the other foot in the other path. rt is ~ither - Or ••••• 


He t h 1'" is nvt ·1it~ ve i s a,,,.ninst ;1e · and he t h t ;atheret h not with ve seatte!'et h . 


God is not asking for your opinion about this new life in Christ. He 


calls upon you for a decision and a commitment - E1ther OrL You can attend a 


lecture on love, courtship, and marriage; and later on you can decide whether or 


not you agree or disagree with the speaker. You may agree in part and disagree in 


part. Let us say, however, that there are just the two of you, and one soys to the 


other, I l ove you; will you marry me: P.ere there is no room for opinion. ,... you must 


make a decision. rt will have to be either les or f\Jo . you ma.y delay for a WlT.tnr,--


but eventually you will have to decide. There is no other alternative; 


Christ says to you today: - love you; will you have J.te: He is ~asking 


for your opinion. He is not playing arol)nd with you; and He does no expect you to 


play around with Him. What will your answer be? Zither - Ort Will you say, - w.s.n 


'tf be yours, Lord Christ, now and always i Will you fo~low His way, live your life 


for Him, work and labor in His Kingdom, even lay down your life for Him7 His way 


is the way to true happiness, and peace, and blessedness here in time and hereafter 


in eternitJ'• Blessed are they t h t benr the Word of '"',od and keep itl 


A.men. 








1 ne Jra ..)Unaay m L..Unr 


March 2, 1975 
l'\ev. 1.-art r. 1 nrun 


Rolling Meadows, Illinois 


St. John 9: 1 - 3 


I IN! IN! 0 JM\ lllNI IE J IES IUJ 


AS HE PASSED BY, . :JESUS SAW A BLIND MAN FROM HIS BIRTH. 
AND HIS DISCIPLES ASKED HIM, "RABBI, WHO SINNED, THIS 
MAN OR HIS PARENTS, THAT HE WAS BORN BLIND?" JESUS 
ANSWERED, "IT WAS NOT THAT'fUtSMAN SINNED, OR HIS 
PARENTS, BUT THAT THE WORKS OF GOD MIGHT B.E MADE 
MANIFEST IN HIM. 


When the6~n of Go~CAME DOWN from HEAVEN to LIVE OUR LIFE as WE MU> T LIVE IT - · 


He ran HEADLONG into SUFFERING. It is ALL AROUND US - - and it was ALL AROUND 


HIM. 11AS HE PASSED BY, JESUS SAW A MAN BLIND FROM HIS BIRTH." -
From TIME IMMEl10RIAL people have tried to EXPLAIN s~ething lik.a thls· If there is a 


~d and HE IS GOOD - - if LIFE is NOT simply a CRUEL JOKE perpetiated upon HUMAN IT' -
- - - - there must be some EXPLANATION for SUFFERING. There must be SOME WAY to 


UNDERSTAND IT so that it makes some SENSE. 


There is a6ANUTS CARTOO!;)that says it well. {fharlie Bro~- - the PERENNIAL PITCHER 


for the BASEBALL TEAM - - keeps on LOSING his sani.es by ASTRONOMICAL SCORES. ~ 


~he is having a PARTICULARLY BAD TIME ON THE PITCHER'S MOUND. The opposing -
t~ is HITTING the BALL all over the LOT. Discouraged,(£~arlie Bro0walks into the 


SATC~R - - whose name i€HRO;D~- - and he sar: "We're getting SLAUGHTERED 


~GAIN SCHRO~~ . I DON 'J KNOW WHAT TO DO. ~hX do we have to SUFFER like this 'i 
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(fcHROED®mutters under his breath; "MAN IS BORN TO TROUBLE AS THE SPARKS FLY 


UPWARGi. 11 €~r; Bro~is so DUMBFOUNDED by this heap of PHILOSO PHY tha t the -
only thing he can so>;: is, "WHAT'.?," .. ~ 


T~69cond basemanJnow ARRIVES on the scene to explain that~hroed;) w?s quoting fro~th1 -
~00~ of JOBJt~ 5th chapter, the 7th verse. There upon the@',tiOLE TEAfWgets into a 


CONFERENCE on the MOUND - - ARGUING LONG and LOUD about the PROBLEM of -
SUFFERING. l:_!hisf UFFERINGJ something people have COMING to them? ~ 


tiECESSARY part of LIFE? Will it LEAD to a NEW MATURITY? 


~ly,€harlie Bro:;;,walks away in UTTER DEJECTION with the comment: "I don't have a 


BALL TEAM - - I have a THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY • 11 


If this is what it takes to HAV&a@EOLOGICAL SEMINAR~- - then THEOLOGICAL ..... . ........ 


SEMINARIES are ALL OVER THE PLACE . Wherever there are PEOPLE, someone is 


WONDERING about SUFFERING - "Why does it happen to ME - - or WHY does it happen to 


SOMEONE ELSE? 11 
••••••••• • •• • • • •• • •• • In the little scene on the PITCHER'S MOUND 


~y,@::ttle Luo/stuck her nose into the CONFERENCE. In her opinion, she said, 


if the TEAM got CLOBBERED - - the reason lay in something TH 1iY had DONE. This is -







what she said: "If a person has BAD LUCK, its because he DOES SO MET HING WRONG. 


That's what I always say . 11 


That is win ta LOT of PEOPLE are ALWAYS SAYING . (fob1s 3 frien})told him THAT ~g 


time ago. T~ey advised hi
1
m to CONFESS his SECRET SINS - - which he must be COVER ING 


~· They didn't know what it was - - but they were CERTAIN that he was doing something -
WRONG. Otherwise, he would NOT be in the TROUBLE in which he found himself. 


Peop le REACT the SAME WAY TODAY. I go to see people who have SUFFERED @ -- -
TuRTU\:! !),..'...who are@ - - and in varia* II sax to me: '~, WHAT have I DON E? -
Is GOD PUNISHING ME?" 


At first glance, the guest.!¥ seems to be very much in order . {fhe DISCIPLES of our LOR]) 
"' 


thoug_ht so when the saw the MAN who had been BORN BUN D. They asked Him: "RABBI, -
WHO SINNED, THIS MAN OR HIS PARENTS, THAT 'HE ;-WAS BORN BLIND?" 


It is a NATURAL QUESTION - - because a LOT of SUFFERING has been brought upon by 


-


- -
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We LIVE in a PERMISSIVE SOCIETY! We DO as we PLEASE! And it is TRUE that we bring -
MUCH SUFFERING upon ourselves. 


But that is NOT w~ E"is TALKING ABO UT. He is saying that 2!_someone IS in a~ -
W.£:;L - - it doesn't HAVE to be his FAULT. JJ/:f.M u]}is POVERTY STRICKEN - -~sn - . 


hove to be THEIR FAULT • .!!€ m~loses his JOB - - that doesn't have to be HIS FAULT. 


,!!6.,..WOMA~gets CANCER - - she does NOT have to be NECESSARILY RESPONSIBLE for 


her PLIGHT. ~says about this man born blind, "IT IS NOT THAT THIS MAN SINNED, 


OR HIS PARENTS, BUT THAT THE WORKS OF GOD MIGHT BE MADE MANIFEST IN HIM. 11 


{iuFFERIN(Dis a PART of the HUMAN SCENE - - just because ALL of US are so HUMAN. 


-
We are MEN CREATED to@RVE G~- - but we DO NOT SERVE HIM. We are MADE to -
(!ov~ co]>- -but we DO NOT LOVE HIM. We are DESIGN ED t~ut our TRUST in cop 


!Lo~g- - but we DO NOT TRUST HIM. W_e_a_r_e_a_S=l=N=F=U=L=p=a=rt=o=f=H=U=M=A=N:~;:TY. ~ 


bect"Juse we are FALLEN - - therefore, we are SUBJECT to SUFFERING and DEATH. -- -


- --
SIN or HIS PARENT'S SIN - - but rather that he was HUMAN. Nothing can CHANGE that) 
::;:... -







~nless {GOD HLMSEL3 does something about that - - and that is the/GOOD NEWS ci the 


~GOSPEL!) 


(Chri~_:,ame to be a MAN AMONG MEN. Q he Son of G3 came to SUFFER WITH US and 


/< 


FOR US. He really became a PART of OUR LIFE ! HE SUFFERED ONCE -- the JUST ONE - -------
for the UNJUST - - "TO BRING US BACK TO GOD. 11 HE CAME that we might have(BoPij -
~d0~N in a world where@ FFERING and DEAT])seem to have the LAST WORD . 


-


HE SUFFERED EVERYTHING - - EVERYTHING suffering people bring on THEMSELVES by thei r 


OWN SINS, and eveiy thing they have to SUFFER just because they are a PART of HUMANITY 


~ 
that is TURN ED AGAIN, ST GOD. 11 HE BO RE OUR SINS IN HIS OWN BODY ON THE CROSS 


- - THAT WE MIGHT BE FORGIVEN AND LIVE THE KIND OF LIFE THAT GOD WANTS US -
TO LIVE - - IN SPITE OF OUR SUFFERING." -


The SUFFERING ~€IND MA't} w~ NOT F IN!SH.~p when he was HEALED - -~r now tha -
he could SEE . It was then that he was REALLY put through the WRINGER. People wanted an -
-
~{god 's POW~had gone to WORK in HIM. He wound up practically being THROWN OUl 
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' of the COMMUNITY. 


Q"es~h~ that they had THROWN. HIM OUT and found him and sai.:I, "DO YOU BELi EVE / I 


THE SON OF MAN?" And@ e m§B>said to Him: "TELL ME WHO HE IS, l!_R, SO THAT I 


CAN BELIEVE IN HIM !" Q e! u) said to him: 1'YOU HAVE ALREADY SEEN HIM, AND HE IS 


THE ONE WHO IS TAL. KING TO YOU NOW • 11 
••••••••••••••••• •• "I BELIEVE, LORD ! 11 -


([he m~ said - - - and then he KNELT DOWN BEFORE JESUS. 


@is m~was READY to take ANYTHING for CHRIST. (ot~have taken a LOT for CHRIST - - -
They have ACTUALLY REJOICED to be COUNTED WORTHY to SUFF ER for Him . There is a 


kind of BLESSEDNESS that comes through - - even in SUFFERING - - when a man€NONS~ 


:SHR1sr)€usTS CHR15fj ctld[9VES CHRISTj) 


That is the kind of FAITH ;his@LIND MA~HAD - - NO THING ELSE MATTERED any more . 


It is the kind of FAITH t~4f. Pa;Jtolks about when he says: "I RECKON THAT THE 


SUFFERINGS OF THIS PRESENT TIME ARE NOT WORTHY TO BE COMPARED WITH THE 


GLORY WHICH SHALL BE REVEALED IN US . 11 Now that CHRIST HAS COME and HE IS --
HERE - - what ELSE is there? We go througl{iUFFERING and PAl!'Dto LIFE ! Amen! ! ! 


- --








Tre~Third sunday in Lent 
R l~ing Meadows -- 1981 
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'- 1 IN N(){INE. JES U 


Isaiah 42: 14-21 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


As I was wrestling with this text from Isaiah 42, the words of an old Gospel Hymn kept 


spinning through my head. Maybe some of you have heard it. I wish it were in our 


hymnal: "Open my eyes that I may see 
Glimpses of Truth Thy Will to be 
Open my eyes -- illumine me 
Spirit D t.v ine ." 


There are two realms in which we " live, and move, and have our being" -- the one is 


DARKNESS where nothing can be seen -- and the other is LIGHT where all is clear and th 


this 
way peen. •••• • • But xJDDX•ki•gs must be noted: We can close our eyes, even in the 


light, and be in the dark as if there were no light! And this is tragic beyond all 


words -- when the people of God themselves -- THE: VERY CHURCH -- seems wi/fully to go 


with eyes closed -- turning the Light of the Gospel into darkness. 


This is why it is important to observe in our text that the "SERVAN!' " is primarily tht 


people of God. That things have seemed to be going along undisturbed -- "We're Okay"-· 


~ 
is only because of the Lord God's~restraint. ••••But the longer the delusion lasts 


I 


the more violent will be the eventual reaction. With the urgency and agony of the 


onset of childbirth, the time arrives when things can no longer be contained. THERE· 


WILL BE A BRE:AKII«; 00'1' ~ Then '!e will realize that we have been living in a desert 


wilderness and in complete darkness. But the C(){IN:; CF THE: LCIID which shatters and 


uproots will turn that desert wilderness into a new country -- and He will lead His 
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people into the Light. 


One of the features of darkness -- ae anyone knows who has groped about even in a 


~ Vllf!A'. .A LAtJ ~ .#J. µ 
familiar house is that nothing seems to be in the right placej{. Smafi oYjects eaeil~ 


stepped over or around during the day " loom large" and provide "major hazards ." Many• 


night I have either stepped on or tripped over my dog going to the bathroom. •••••••••• 


The Light brings everything into proper perspective. In the Dark even inanimate object 


seem demonic -- but the Light is another country~ 


So Isaiah sounds the warning that some people choose darkness or half-light and !.!!h 


others to go right along with them -- aliens from the realm of light. "WHO IS BLIND 


BUT MY SERVAN!', Cit DEAF AS MY M!SSEOOER WHCM I SEND? WHO IS BLIND AS MY DEDICATED ONE, 


CR BLIND AS THE: SERVAN!' CF THE' LClU>? HR S!ES MANY THI~S, Btrr DCE.S Nor OBSERVE: THIM; 


HIS EARS .ARB" OPEN, BUT HE DCES Nor HEAR ." ...... And Jesus pronounces the final sentanc 


in Today's Gospel: ' 'F<ll JUDGM!.Nl' I CAME INl'O THIS WCJUJ>, THAT THCSE.: WHO DO NOI SEE: MAY 


SEE, AND THAT THCl>E WHO SES: MAY BECM BLIND ."•••• • This is a self-created darkness --


where people no only reject God but eush Him away into forgetfulness as though He did 


not even exist. This is the plight of "God's Servant" -- His people~ 


Let us never forget it: TH&: LCJU> IS A Ga> CF HIST CRY~ In specific events and in speci· 
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fie times, He chooses to make Himself known to us by being involved with us. In 


Creation the Lord God "breathed'' the spirit of life into lifeless bodies. In the 


Exodus the Lord God loosed the chains of captivity and set His people free. In the 


Exile the Lord God broadened the vision of His chosen people and renewed them in theit 


calling as His chosen people. And in Jesus the Lord God revealed Himself most clearh 


and acted on our behalf. It was in His Son that the Lord God ultimately acted in 


history to show how much He is interested in us~ •••••• THAT'S WHAT WE MUST PRAY TO 


~ --- that no matter what happens that might scar this day, GCD 'S ACTIONS IN HISTCRY 
~ 
~ 


CANNOI' BE: nASED CR OOSCURJID ~ 


What is more, let us never become blind to tomorrow's possibilities and promises~ Let 


us never ~ our hopes and dreams for God's future~ The SIGH! CF FAITH gives us a 


VISION CF THE FurURE: -- a FU?URE when there is "no more tears ," or "pain'~ or ''injustic1 


or " family strife." Agony and despair may be a part of our present -- but they are 


not part of God's future for us~ BAD TIMBS may come -- but they are not forever and 


we are not left without hope~ •••••• Just imagine a world where GCD RmIGNS IN LOVE~~ 


No tension headaches - - No wars or rumors of war -- No agonizing death -- No thoughtle1 


words spoken in anger~ •••••• THAT'S THE, VISION WE MUST HAVE:~ 


One last thing -- If God in His Grace does "open your eyes to see" ---- then a certain 
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obligation and responsibility goes along with that. And that is the obligation of 


servanthood. BE:I?«; A SERVAN!' CF THE LCJU> IS Nor SO EASY -- IT'S HARD IT'S WCRK~~ 


It means getting involved~ Sometimes it means getting hurt~ ••••• I'm sure that that 


is what St. Paul is talking about in Today's Epistle, when he admonishes the Ephesians 


~ 


to ' 'walk in the light ," and not in darkness. To "walk in the Light '' means to "walk 


as a servant of the Lord" -- and the Call to Service is BE A SERVAN!' .:.:. BE: A MESSE.?«;ER 


-- BE.; A WITNESS~ 


But the truth is: TOO CFTE:N WE: ARE: BLIND, E;VEN DEAF! We may not want to see our own 


cross that needs to be carried. We may only want to see JESUS' CRCSS -- not ours. We 


may want to put blindfolds on -- to be selective in our vision -- to see pleasures but 


not pains -- to see smiles but not sad eyes -- to see the exalted Savior but not the 


crucified Jesus. 


We need -- all of us -- for God to ''open our eyes that we may see" -- and to realize 


that G(J) NEEDS SE.RVANl'S -- G(J) NEEDS ME -- G(J) N!.EDS YOU. Jtven in our blindness Q.Q?. 


NEEDS US T 0 SER VE HIM~ Amen • 








3rd Sunday in Lent Rev. Carl F. Thrun 
Bessemer - 1959 


'}ff j~ - i '1 6 f IN NOMINE JESU 


f~· l/f~tfb~kJ - 11' 111 
St. Li.Ike 11: 28 Blessed are they that hear the Word of God and keep it. 


HEARING AND KEEPING ! 


For many years a quaint custom was observed in a small European church 


After the men had partaken of the Lord's Supper in the chancel of the church and 


as they were returning to their place in the pews, each of them would pause for 


moment as he stood at a particular place and would bow reverently in the directi 


of a blank wall. How the custon had originated or why it was perpetuated, no on 


seemed to know. Then, one day, the walls of the church were thoroughly scraped 


and cleaned and there, on t he wall toward which the men had been bowing for year: 


was a picture of the ~avior. The picture had been there all the while under 


numerous layers of whitewash, but the custom of bowing t oward it had beco~e mean· 


ingless and valueless. 


Among us a custom of bowing toward a blank wall would soon be challengE 


and then, if no satisfactory reason for it could be given, i t would be discontin· 


ued. Nevertheless, the whHewash of familiarity and the meaningless repetition 


of accustomed tribute tend to blind us of the true qualities of our Savior. Our 


Lord Christ is just as ready to capture and fill our hearts as He ever was; but 


all too often our worship and pra~rers are fuO.tfuirm mere than meaningless blabber. 


Sometimes as a pastor prepares his sermon, he wonders whether the Word of God 


which he brings to his people is actually getting into the depths of their hearts 


whether it is really taking effect, or whether its reception is nothing more than 


whitewashed pretense. One day, after a sermon, the sailor-preacher Father Taylor 


met a sailor and asked him, My boy, you like preaching, don't you? The sailor 


said, Yes, sir, I like good preaching . Well, said Taylor, what do you consider 


good J)reaching? The reply was, You seem to be a very good-natured old duffer, ani 


I will tell you. When a man takes something warm out of his heart and shoves it 


into mine, I call that good preaching . That is it! And that is exactly what I 


would do for you. I would take all of the warmth and love and redeeming mercy of 


the Crucified Christ and shove it into your heart! I would set you on fire for 


the Lord! I would have you live your life in undying loyalty to Christ 24 hours 
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of every day! I would have you be doers as well as hearers of the Word of God? 


There is no spiritual value in admiring Christ at a distance, if He is not known 


and lvved personally in our hearts. Blessed are they that hear the Word of God 


and keep it! 


We Christians are prone to divide our lives into two parts. And we car. 


rest assured that the devil uses all his satanic wiles so to divide our loyalty. 


Like Peter, in the company of disciples, we boast to Jesus: If I should die with 


Thee, I will not deny Thee in any wise ! But when we get out into the world it is 


another matter. On Sunday we often appear to be one thing, and on the other days 


of the week quite a different thing. This is so in our business. hfe can.'t bear 


to be singled out as one of this Man ts disciples . We want to be part of the crow 


and part of the world. Thus curses and profanity come smoking from our nostrils, 


and we deny the Lord that bought us. We join in and laugh I heattily at the tellin, 


of dirty, smutty stories. We loaf with the others on the job, forgetting that ou· 


Lord would have us work for our living and be honest in our dealings. This is so 


in our social life. Time and time again we step across the borderline of modera


tion to join the world. We stuff ourselves with food and become guilt.y of gluttoJ 


We pass by God's code for decency and raodesty and morality, and chalk it up to jui 


a little playful, innocent fun. No harm done, we tell ourselves - just to the 


eternal welfare of our souls, that's all! We consume more than a moderate amount 


of alcbhol - we pride ourselves in being able to hold our liquor and in being ablE 


to stop before we become intoxicated; but the next morning we wake up with a big 


head, and what is worse we are not the least bit ashaned or penitent, and we 


indifferently pass it off to a night out with the gang. This is so in our family 


life! Instead of imitating Christ and His love and helpfulness around the house, 


we are gruff and cross and inconsiderate toward wife, husband, parents, children, 


brothers, sisters. Know ye not , says the Almighty in His Word, that the unrighte


ou~ shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not deceived: neither f ornicators, 


nor idol aters, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of ther.iselves with man-
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kind, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, 


shall inherit the kingdom of God . Ifo wonder the apostle in today's Epistle took 


such great pains to tell the Christians at Ephesus that they were to walk as the 


children of l ight. Jesus would give us to understand th&t there is no room for 


divided loyalty in our lives! He t hat is not with Me is against Me; and he that 


gathereth not with Me scattereth. Blessed are t hey that hear the \vord of God an 


keep it. 


Thus Jesus states that there can be no neutrality in Christianity. We 


can't lead a dual life. We must take a definite stand. Dante, in his Divine 


Comedy, draws a tremendous picture of hell; ~nd he assigns certain souls not to 


hell itself but to its vestibule. They are the souls who never chose God nor the 


devil, good or bad, who simply let things float along and never came to a deci


sion. They go round and round, following a moving flag, now here and now there, 


but never in any one place. According to Dante, they reel forever in a whirl of 


sandy dust, bitt en by wasps and hornets. They are not allowed to enter the light 


of heaven nor permitted to descend into hell. Heaven won't have them, for they 


never chose heavenly things. Hell will not receive them, because if they came 


into hell, the damned would have the happiness of looking down on something lower 


than themselves. Virgil, the high-minded pagan who acted as guide to Dante on hi 


trip through hell, remarks with scorn: Give t hem but a l ook, and l et us pass on. 


They are so contemptible because they woumd not decide. 


Blessed are they th&t hear the Word of God and keep it! - That certainl; 


involves church attendance. You hear some people saj' that they need not attend 


church, but can worship God in the great out-of-doors. But do they actually wor


~mip Him? Others say, I do not have to go to church, I can read my Bible at home . 


But do they actually read it? Have they never read the words: Blessed are they 


that hear t he Word of God and keep it? or: Not f orsaking the assembling of our


selves t ogether, as the manner of some is? or : He that is of God heareth God's 


Words. Ye t heref ore hear them not because ye are not of C'.rod.? In these words Jesi.: 
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stresses two things: Christians will go to church to hear the Word, and they whc 


refuse to go are not Christians. Do not get angr<J with me for saying this. Get 


angry with yourself. You are not dealine with me. You are dealing with Christ. 


Another very common excuse is: I am j8'St as good as a lot of people who go to 


church . Is that right? Who says so? Are you the ,iudge in these matters? In 


whose sight are you better? 


The .famous German chemist Hoffman visited Glasgow in 1890. He arrived 


there late Saturday night. The following morning he wont to call on Sir William 


Thompson. When the parlormaid answered the door, Hoffman asked whether Sir 


William was at home. The maid answered, Sir, he most certainly is not! Hoffman 


asked, Could you tell me where I might find him? You wil l find him i n church, 


sir, was the reply, where you ought to be . Where you ought to be - I wish I couJ 


burn these words into the conscience of every member of this congregation. WherE 


you ought to be ! 


Jesus speaks of those who hear the Word of God . Churchgoing without 


hearing the Word of God is useless. When a person sits in church and permits hie 


mind to wander, when he spends that precious hour to thing about the problems of 


his business, or lays plans for some pleasures and amusements, looks around to se 


how other people are dressed; in other words, when there is no attention or 


application given to the truths of God's Word - you have a case of an unprofitabl 


church attendance. 


Blessed are they that hear the Word of God and KEEP it. - The word keep 


does not fully render the meaning of the original. The word guard coMes closer 


to it. ·what is meant is that the true hearer will guard the Hord which he has 


heard safely in his heart and cling to it with firm faith as his choicest posses


sion. This is a matter of his personal salvation. But more than that, the Word 


of God will now exert a mighty influence in his whole life. Under no condition 


would he want to offend Christ, Who redeemed him. He will live the life of a 


Christian. For this he needs the strength which the Word of God supplies. This 
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business of speaking about living a Christian life without God and without the 


.power that God supplies in His Word is rank foolishness. 


You need the \lord of God. You need to go to church. You need the 


fellowship with God's people. You need the opportunity to join in the hymns and 


prayers and intercessions. You need to hear again and again the story of the 


Cross - how God's own dear Son came down into this sin-cursed world of ours that 


whosoever believeth in Him should not perish but have everlAst.ing life, how He 


went up to Calvary bearing the load of the world 1 s guilt, how He suffered and 


died to redeem us lost and condemned creatures. You need to hear it again and .. 
again, because as Paul says, the Gospel is the power of God unto salvation . You 


need to hear it again and again, because this is the one way in which you can 


overcome your sins of disloyalty, indecision, and lukewarmness. Again, you need 


to join God's people at the Lord's Table and partake of Holy Co.ll1J'!lunion. As you 


need your daily bread for your body, so you need the Bread of Life for your soul. 


Viay this be the exalted claim of everyone of you, that you say with the. Psalmist: 


I had rather be a doorkeeper in the house of my God, than to dwell in the~ tent.£l..,. 


of wickedness! 
Amen. 








,. 


THE THIRD SUNDAY IN LENT - 1988 
TEMPLE TERRAC E, FLORI DA 


I N 


St . John 2: 13 - 22 


N 0 M I N E J E S U 


T E M P L E W 0 R S H I P 


According to the Book of Kings , it was 11 on the 7th day of the 5th montfl, in the 


19th year of Nebuchadnezzar , king of Babylon, 11 that the Babylonian forces entered 


Jerusalem and, among other things , destroyed the great Temple of Solomon in all 


its glory. 11 They behaved like men wielding axes to cut through the thicket of trees' 


says t he 74th Psalm. "They smashed all th.e carved paneling with their axes and 
o~ 


hatchets. They burned your sanctuar~to the ground. 11 


You can all but hear the chaos and terror of it - -- t he falling masonry and t he 


splintering wood - t he massive cedar beams overlaid with gold thundering t o t he 


floor - the crackl e and hiss of flames as t hey sweep up the walls carved with 


pomegranates , palm trees , and lilies - the burning of the great olivewood cherubim 


with their outstretched wings . Who could ever forget it - t he burning embers 


floating through the sky - and the terrible heat of it as the priests scatter 


l i ke dead leaves before the wind? 


oXtd1 
"They burned your sanctuar~ to the ground 11


, says the Psalmi st , "they defiled the 


dwelling place of Your Name! 11 And that, of course, was close to the worst of it 


- t hat this Temple was not just the pride and glory of Jerusalem, but was also 


God's place. They didn't exactly say it was the place where God dwelled -


rather it was t he dwelling place of God's Malle ! At its wisest Israel always 


stopped just short of saying that God dwelled anywhere in space - but the Temple 


was the place where God TABERNACLED at least - where He PITCHED HIS TENT , 


camped out - to hear prayer and accept sacrifi ce - the place where His secret 


Name ''YAHWEH" was spoken and heard - where His glory was at least glimpsed as 


Isaiah had glimpsed it in the year when King Uzziah died. So of all places anywhere , 
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the Temple was the holiest place. If God made Himse lf known anyplace, that was 


where He did it . And now t hat place was a shambles - a smouldering ruin -


an unholy mess. 


On t he very eve of its destructi on, the prophet Jeremiah stood in t he court of 


the Temple and said it ! In the terrible candor of his calling, he blurted it 


out with such force that his eyes bulged i n their sockets: "Do not trust in 


these deceptive words: ' This is the Temple of the Lord , the Temple of the Lord , 


the Temple of the Lord! 111 He shouted it three times so nobody would miss it. 


And then he spoke what he believed was t he Word of God Himself: 11 Will you steal , 


murder , commit adultery , swear falsely • ••• go after other gods •••• and then come 


before Me in this House , which is called by My Name, and say, 'We are delivered?'" 


For Jeremiah the Temple fell t o t he Babylonians l ike a nouse of cards , not because 


God was a Pushover, but because a house of cards was what God's people had made of 


it. 


11 We are delivered , 11 they sa id in their Temple whi le it was still in business. 


They had been delivered at t he Exodus and many a time since. They had left 


behind t hem in Egypt the worst bondage of all - which was bondage to themselves. 


They had been shown the way to 11 get the hell out 11 
- but they were sti 11 in hel 1 


because by letting their faith become mainly a matter of RITUAL and BUSYNESS 


inside the Templ e and by living their lives outside the Temple as though there 


wa s NO GOD AT ALL to give a hang how they lived them - and thus wa s really no 


God at all - ~ELL was what they had made for themselves and within themselves. 


It was they themselves who had desecrated the Temple, Jeremiah shouted; and t he 


Babylonians had only delivered the coup de grace. Now they were on their own. 
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God was no longer to be found where for centuries they had expected to find Him. 


And the 74th Psalm begins like a dog howling at the moon: 11 0 God , why hast Thou 


cast us off for ever? •. . ••• Remember Thy congregation, which Thou hast gotten of 


old!" But as far as the Psalmist can tell, God did not remember them. "We are 


given no miraculous signs, 11 ·he says~· no prophets are left and none of us knows 


how long this wi 11 be. 11 


That was the worst of it all. The people of the Exodus - the people who had 


been delivered - were lost. Their cry is a cry of dereliction. 


Countless years pass and the people of the Exile return from their Babylonian 


captivity. The Temple is rebuilt. It took 46 years to rebuild it! And once more, 


the people of Israel make their pilgrimages to the Temple to worship and offer 


their sacrifices . And once more what went on in the Temple becomes a mockery to 


God and a sham. 


In the beginning of his Gospel account, St. John makes it a point to let us know 
~.;..- -d!R. t'<R~"v ~ f-1", 


that the creative Word Who was with God, the Word Wh~was God - this Word 


"became flesh and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth . 11 That is to say, 


God again tabernacled, camped out, pitched His tent among His people in t he Person 


of Jesus Christ, the Word made flesh. 


And here in our text you get a picture of Jesus as being anything but a meek, 


milque-toast Whimp. Like t he Babylonians before Him, He tore into the Temple 


with righteous anger and rage. It must have been some sight to see Him charging 


into the crowd - making a WHIP as he goes - throwing over the tables of the 


money changers - (Can you see them crawling on their hands and knees trying to 


retrieve thei r precious coins?) - then driving out t he sheep and oxen and 
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and telling those who sold the pigeons: "Take these things away; you shall not 


make My Father's House a House of Trade. 11 


••••••• If this is in any small way a picture of the Last Judgment, let us beware! 


Let no one ever underestimate the Wrath of God! Ever since the Fall in the Garden 


of Eden, no human being has ever been able to appease the Wrath of God. God 


does not need our offerings or sacrifices. He is not impressed with our so-


called good deeds. 


But that's what the Gospel is all about. Jesus of Nazareth comes as the FORGIVER. 


He goes to the cross and suffers and bleeds and 


BEARER OF THE RIGHTFUL WRATH OF GOD . He offers 


FORGIVER in His own Person! 


dies. He is in His Person ~ 
,four~ /Zf- .<J- . -


Himself once for a~He is the 


~~~~~~ 
~~J2-


.A..4./ 
And that ~ings YS te-the point of Jesus' Death. This is ltOW HE IS THE FORGIVER. 


There is no forgiveness in which the FORGIVER does not bear the cost - take 


into Himself the hurt. That is the only way you stop the cycle of retribution. 


Jesus bears the hurt. 


is the real Temple of 


He does not pay back! In this sense, He, in His Person, 


God! -- (j~ ~~A If~ /ft/di1 / 
Md~ ~ ~ .. ~£ Q- '/41 a4-1 I 


And how do we know? Because Jesus' Death is not the end of the story ! When the 


Jews asked for a sign, He said, "Destroy this Temple, and in three days I will 


raise it up •••• •• •• He spoke of His body. 11 And then comes the punch line: "When 


therefore He was raised from the dead, his desciples remembered that He had said 


this; and they believed the Scripture and the word which Jesus had spoken. 11 







.. 
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On the basis of the Resurrection of Jesus, the Church confesses that the One Who 


in His Person is the Forgiver is, in fact, GOD! And His dealing with sinners is 


God's dealing with sinners! So Christianity locates the whole of its Gospel in 
- -~_,1..-ef 


Jesus, the Christ, the Forgiver, the.A.Temple of God where God pitches His tent 


with us. 


The whole point is that God gives what cannot be achieved. God confers what 


cannot be earned! He has come to SERVE and not to be served. 


So your highest worship and mine is to believe Him and as Luther says: to love 


Him supremely and our neighbor as ourself! 11 Take and eat, this is My body given 


for you! Take and drink, this is the New Covenant in my blood, shed for you for 


the forgiveness of sins. 11 Amen. 








\ 
( 
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\the Third Sunday in Lent 
Rolling Meadows - 1976 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


I IN NOMINE JESU 


ST. JOHN 2: 13-22 


There is a MISCONCEPl'ION that many people seem to have about Christianity -- and that 


that the Christian should never GET ~RY or LOSE HIS TEMPl'ER. He should somehow alwa 


FLOAT ALONG ON AN EVEN KEEL -- keeping a FIRM CONTROL on his FEELINGS and EMOTIONS. 


Like FONZIE in " Happy Days " -- there is ONE THI?«; - at all costs - the Christian must 


never do ---- and that is " LOSE HIS COOL." It is considered COMPLETELY UNCHRISTIAN --


even SINFUL -- to " lose your cool'' or "blow your t op ." To be a Christian you must pla 


everything '' low key" - "dialogue'' - ''persuade" - "convince" - "rationalize '' - ' 'compro-


OON '/ fCt;K 1 #€ 80f11 .1 


ANGRY! That's a ''No - No ~" 


A fl~~~&>J'/ 
mize ." But whatever you do, DON'T GET 


Even the PICTURES we see of JESUS express this attitude. Most of us have been brought 


up to think of the "gentle Jesus, meek and mild" -- healing, helping, feeding -- still· 


ing the storm -- holding the little lamb in His arms -- blessing the little children 0 1 


His lap -- "softly and tenderly'' calling to sinners to come home. In many portraits 


even His face looks EFFEMINATE. 


Now this may all be GOOD and TRUE -- for certainly JESUS is KIND, and LOVING, and CAR-


It«; -- but there is ANOTHER SIDE which we often FORGET or IGNORE. And that is the SIDE 


depicted in the GOSPEL IESSON for today. TALK ABOtrr AN ~RY JESUS -- HERE YOU HAVE 11 
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It must have seemed as if ALL HELL had suddenly broken loose. But this was the 


INDIGNATION and RIGHIEOUS A?«;ER OF GOD! And WHAT A SIGHI it must have been ---G JESUS 


charging into the crowd -- making a WHIP as He went -- throwing over the tables of the 


money changers (can you see them crawling on their hands and knees trying to retrieve 


their precious coins?) -- then driving out the sheep and oxen and telling those who 


sold the pigeons: ' 'TAKE THESE THINGS AWAY; YOU SHALL NOT MARE MY FATHER'S HOUSE A HOUSl 


OF TRADE . 11
••••••• If this is in any little way a PICTURE OF JUDGMENT DAY, then let us 


all be on our guard! 


But, you may ask, what was so terrible about what they were doing? After all, they 


were only trying to HELP those JEWS who had come from afar -- from other territories 


and countries -- to be able to participate in the PASSOVER. What was so unreasonable 


about that? 


Scholars have given many answers -- that the MONEY CHANGERS and the SELLERS OF THESE 


ANIMA~ were actually OVER CHARGING and EXTORTING money from these poor pilgrims who 


had come to WORSHIP GOD on the FEAST OF THE PASSOVER that JESUS remembered how much 


His parents had to pay for a DOVE or a PIGEON -- that JESUS was attacking the SOCIAL 


INJUSTICE perpetrated on the POOR PEOPLE of His day ---- or that JESUS was attacking 


the PRIESTHOOD, tho~~ who PftsQJD4!d to stand as an EARTHLY AtrrHORITY between MAN' and GOD 
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-- that NO PRIEST or MAN could ever be granted SUCH Atrl'HORITY over the SOUL of ANOTHER 


PERSON ---- or that the SACRIFICE CF ANIMAIS was soon going to be OBSOLETE, replaced 


by the " LAMB OF GOD" who would ''TAKE AWAY THE SINS OF THE WORIJ) '' -- that is, JESUS 


HIMSEIF (there were always a CORPS CF PROPHETS saying that NO SACRIFICE CF ANIMALS 


could ever ATONE FOR SINS or PUT A PERSON RIGHT WITH GOD) ---- or that JESUS was simpl 


ZEALOUS that HIS FATHER'S HOUSE should be a place of QUIETUDE, of PRAYER, and WORSHIP 


-- that it should not be turned into a place of BUYING, and SELLING, and PROFIT MAKING 


I think all of these explaination are GOOD and VALID. 


But I also think there is SOMETHING MORE~ I think JESUS got so ~RY because -- and 


JUST BECAUSE of HIS GREAT LOVE. People imagines -- like they still do today -- that 


they could BUY THEIR WAY into GOD'S GOOD GRACES. All they had to do was to go through 


(<, 
a few RITES and CEREMONIES -- BE GOOD -- SACRIFICE YOU LAMB, or OXEN, or PIGEON - -


HELP THE POOR. THIS IS THE RELIGION CF THE LAW! Moses wrote that ''THE MAN WHO 


PRACTICES THE RIGHI'EOUSNESS WHICH IS BASED ON THE LAW WILL HAVE TO FIND LIFE BY IT '' --


that is, BE SAVED BY IT. 


And JESUS GOlr ANGRY with that kind of religion! He wanted them to know that REAL 


RELIGION does not begin with MAN -- but with GOD. It begins with GOD'S ACTION --


culminating in the LOVE which caused Him to "GIVE HIS ONLY-BEGOTTEN SON" -- His OWN, 
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DEAR SON who came to "RECONCIIE THE WORLD UNrO HIMSEU' 11 and bring us ._forgiveness of 


sins, life, and salvation . 11 He who BELIEVES IN HIM shall be saved. REAL RELIGION 


begins with GOD'S ACTION. All we can do is to REACT to HIS GREAT LOVE. 


Anything else n'J only GETS IN THE WAY -- but it MAKES GOD ANGRY. He has called us to 


be HIS COVENAN:r PEOPIE: " I AM THE LORD YOUR GOD, WHO BROUGHT YOU our (Jf EGYPT'' -- out 


of sin, and bondage, and nothingness. YOU DIDN'T DO IT -- I DID! DON'T JUST GO THROU< 


RITES AND 1.ITUAIS ! I WAN:r TO BE YOUR FRIEND AND COMPANION! I WAN!' TO BE IN CONSTAN:r 


COMMUNION WITH YOU! I WANr TO BE . IN A LIVING RELATIONSHIP WITH YOU': KEEP MY HOUSE AS 


A HOUSE CF WORSHIP AND PRAYER~ COME TO THE TABU: OF MY LOVE -- WHERE I SACRIFICED 


MYSEU' FOR YOU -- GIVING YOU NOW THE COST AND THE PRICE OF YOUR REDEMPTION -- MY OWN 


BODY AND BLOOD. 1.ET THE WORIJ> DESTROY YOU -- CRUCIFY YOU.:.:. IT DOESN'T MATTER. ON 


THE LAST DAY 1 WILL RAISE YOU UP! YOU WILL BE MINE FOREVER! Amen. 


• 


• 
• 


... 








The Third Sunday in Lent 
.Rolling Meadows -- 1980 
~ 


f 
I CCIUNI'HIANS 10: 1-13 


Rev. Car 1 F • Thrun 


IN NGIINE. JESU 


This text strikes a blow against false sacramentalism. It lashes out against those wh 


presume upon the Grace of God and suppose that because they have been forgiven they ca1 


live as they please. It is not enough that you are able to stick out your chest and 


boast, '' I am baptized and confirmed, and I come regularly tb ·Church and Comnunion o" 


Be carefuU For the moment you and I begin to think that our life in Christ is ''A-O.K 


-- in that moment we are in dire danger of falling from Grace and breaking our spiritui 


necks. 


St o Paul draws a comparison between Israel under Moses and the Church under Chtis.t o 


And he says to the Christians in Corinth as he would say to the Christians in Rolling 


Meadows, ''Don't get cocky about your relationship to God and Christ. Remember how it 


was with your ancestors -- the children of Israel ." All of them were under God's 


protecting cloud. All of them were :.led safely through the Red S~a. All of them were 


given manna to eat and water to drink in the wilderness. All of them were ''BAPTIZED 


INI'O MCSES IN THE CLOUD AND IN THE; SE.A." (That's a parallel of our being ''BAPTIZED INI'C 


CHRIST .") All of them "/{FIE SAME SUPERNATURAL FOO> AND ALL DRANK THE SAME SUPER" ' "·· 


NATURAL DRINK." (And that's a parallel to our spiritual food and drink in the Lord's 


Supper.) ' 'F CR THE.Y DRANK FR<l1 THE: SUPERNATURAL ROCK WHICH F OLLGJED THEM, AND THE ROCK 


WAS CHRIST .'.' (Again, the parallel between the water of life and Christ.) •••••••••••• , 
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And now comes the punchline. In spite of all of God's good gifts and blessings to the 


...... what7 11NEVE.RTHEIESS WITH MCST . CF THEM Ga> WAS Nor PIEASED; F Cl\ THEY WERE OVER .. 


THRCMN IN THE. WIIDER~S ." Today's English Version takes liberties with the original 


text, but certainly captures Paul's blunt meaning graphically in the words: ''SO THEIR 


DE.AD Ba>IES WJmE SCATTERED OVER THE DESERT ." The apostle is obviously warning against 


any false sense of securit;,,y we may feel just because we participate in the Christian 


sacraments. 


In "The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich" it is said that he who refuses to read 


history is condemned to relive it. So St. Paul wants us remember how it was with 


Israel of old. No sooner had Moses gone up to the top of Mt. Horeb to confit.m the 


c~enant which God had made with Israel when the people persuaded Aaron to make the 


golden calf so that they could engage in the pagan fertility rites. Idolatry, innnora-


lit;y, greed, lust, bitterness, complaining, rebellion ....... that was their response to 


the gracious care of God. ''NCW THF.SE THINGS ARE, WARNIOOS FCR US ,'' says the apostle, 


" Nor TO DESIRE EVIL AS THE.Y Dm. DO NOi' BE. IDOLATERS AS SQ£. CF THEM WERE:; AS IT IS 


WRJ.TTE:N, 'THE PEOPLE SAT DCMN TO E.AT AND DRINK AND RCSE. UP TO DANCE'• 1 WE MUST Nor 


INDUWE: IN IMMCIU\LITY AS Sc:d: CF THEM DID, AND TWENIY .. THREE THOOSAND FE.LL IN A SIN:;lE 


DAY. WE MUST Nor Ptrr THE: LCRD TO THE TEST, AS SCH:. CF THEM DID AND WERE DESTROVED BY 


SERPENIS; NCR GRUMBIE, AS Sa.£ CF THEM DID AND WERE DESTRO'iED BY THE: DESTROYER ." 
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And look at what happened to Corinth. This tiny community of God's people was torn 


apart by cliques and factions and party-spirit. The city itself was infested by the 


crudest and -lewdest forms of vice and evil the world has ever known. And it is worth 


our remembering that the original site of this once great, thriving city -- teeming 


with throngs 


desert. Its 


of m~ and sailors -- is today a ruins as barren as the wilderness 


- ~ted to the pleasures of flesh - shrines for fertility cults -
temples" now lie crumbling in the heat of the Mediterranean sun. 


Why is it important to look back at history? St. Paul tells us: " Na.I THESE THI~S 


HAPPl:NED TO THE:M J>.S A WAR.NI~, Btrr THEY WERE WRrrTEN Da.IN FCl:l OUR INSTRUCTION, UPON WHC 


THE END CF THE AGF.S HAS CQ£.'1 The point is that we are to be what God has called us 


to be: HIS PEOPI.E:!- We are not to boast or brag about that -- only to give thanks for 


that. ' 'THEREFOOE lE.T ANY ONE: WHO THINI<S THAT HE STANDS TAKE HEE.1> I.EST HE FALL . 1' 


To be sure, God's forgiving grace has been poured into our lives through Baptism and 


the LC?rd 's Supper. To be sure, by the waters of Baptism we have been united with Chris 


in His death and resurrection. To be sure, through the bread and wine of~ Holy Cummunio 


our Lord comes again and again to give us Himself -- His Body and His Blood -- tlJe seal 


of His Victory for us over sin, death, and the devil. To be sure, God's lovin_g power 


has made us His own people. •••••••But this does not mean that we have now become our -
own masters. This does not mean that we can become overconfident through a false sense 
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of security. This does not mean that we can live as though nothing has changed in our 


lives -- as though in accepting God as Lord we have not acquired new moral it!IJ?eratives 


This does not mean that because God has so loved us we are now automatically in the 


Kingdom and cannot be se:e_arated from God. 


Hang on -- not to yourself, but to Ga>! You will never survive by trying to muscle 


your way through with your own animal heat. You are no match for the godless forces 


which surround you. "IEI' ANY ONE: WHO THINKS THAT HE. .t.NDS TAKE HEED IET HE' FALL." 


Rather, hang on to your Great God. He promises to be there to struggle with you and 


for you against ev~ and e~ri ~ that tempts to loosen you from your 


discipleship. That's the Gospel! That's the Promise! ''NO TE:MPI'ATION HAS OVERTAI<E:N 


YOU THAT IS Nor CctfMON TO MAN. GCD IS FArrHFUL, AND HE WILL Nor LE:r YOO BE. TEMPI'ED 


BEYOND YOOR STRE.'OOTH, Btrr wrrn THE TEMPI'ATION WILL AIS 0 PROVIDE THE WAY CF ESCAPE, THA'l 


YOU MAY BE. ABIE TO ENDURE rr ." Hang on -- Hang on to the God Who has made you His 


own. Trust Him. He will keep you safe and secure in HIS EVSRLASTIN:; ARMS. Amen. 








OCULI, The Third Sunday in Lent 
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Rotng Meadows, Illinois 


Rev. Carl Ii . Thrun 


t DINI INl<O>MI lllNI IE JIES lUJ 
~d I 


..; · ~St . John 3: 16 - 18: [Today's English Version] THIS IS HOW WE KNOW WHAT LOVE IS: 
CHRIST GAVE HIS LIFE FOR US. WE TOO, THEN 1 OUGHT TO G l'v 
OUR LIVES FOR OUR BROTHERS! IF A MAN IS RICH AND SEES HIS 
BROTHER IN NEED, YET CLOSES HIS HEART AGAINST HIS BROTHER 
HOW CAN HE CLAIM THAT HE HAS LOVE FOR GOD IN HIS HEART: 
MY CHILDREN! OUR LOVE SHOULD NOT BE JUST WORDS AND 
TALK; IT MUST BE TRUE LOVE, WHICH SHOWS ITSELF IN ACTION 0 


Last FALL, during one of our WORSHIP SERVICES, we showed a MOVIE cal led, 11JEl\fl}l IFER 11 
- -


depicting a LITTLE GIRL at our SCHOOL for the DEAF in DETROIT. I have seen the movie some 


(fOr 7 tim!;)~ast - - and I have NEVER FAILED to CRY1pt . There were SEVERAL TOUCH


ING SCENES that brought TEARS to my EYES - - when her PARENTS had to LEAVE here ~ 


at this BOARDING SCHOOL - - at the end of the MOVIE when she says to her mother, 


11MA MA, I LOVE YOU I L LOVE YOU! 11 
- - - and particularly when she looks at a picture of 


tra CHRIST CHILD and says, 11BABY JESUS ! 11 -
This past :,eek you received a~ from the(DEAF SCHOOL at DETROI TJ asking you to -
CELEBRATE with them for 100 YEARS of CARING FOR and BRINGING CHRIST to DEAF CHILDREI 


I can just IMAGINE some of you saying b yourselves, 11 Boy, here we go AGAIN ! 11 And I confess 


that I have said that to myself too . W~E are we going to come up with any MORE MONEY? 


We have enough~EEDS and BILl;j)of ::-OWN - - ~Ware we going to ~ind any extra for 
. . . . . . . . - Will 


this very WORTHWHILE PROJECT? . . ...... . ... . . Surely NONE of us~ DENY that this is -
a GOOD CAUSJ but somehow - at the same time - w; always find our€ LIBIS and EXCUSES) 


We have so many€ 1LLS and EX! ENSEJ at HOME - I~ OUR OWN CONGREGATION : 


We CAN'T even MEET our BILLS - we arefu ,ooo BEHIN i)J and the TELEPHONE COMPANY 
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informed us that they will SUSPEND our SERVICE this WEDNESDAY at NOON if we don't 


Ray our PHONE BILL. We throw our ARMS up and we CRY, "WHERE are we going to COME UI 


with it all? 11 Th~ CHARITIES are al I VERY GOOD, but we first have to LOOK 0 UT for 


o~:f.coNTEND that this is lookins at LIFE all UP SIDE DOWN I I CONTEND that 


w~ the P<;_WER of the GOSPEL gf JESUS CHRIST has ITS WAY - THERE LOVE GOES INTO 


ACTION o And when LO VE goes into ACTION, it does not COUNT THE COST. It is alwc;rs 


- = 
ready to SACRIFICE! It NEVER sa~ "WOE IS ME! LOOK HOW BAD OFF I AM!" ~r, 


it ALWAYS finds the way of gettins the job QONE - - - in spite of{NSURMOUNTABIL~ 


and even IMPO BILITY LOVE finds the way for GETTING the JOB DONE ! LOVE TRUSTS - - -- - -~OD to PROVIDE the RESOURCES! LOVE says that -ft-can do ALL THINGS! "THIS IS HOW - --- -
WE KNOW WHAT LOVE IS; CHRIST GAVE HIS LIFE FOR US. WE TOO, THEN, OUGHT TO 


GIVE OUR LIVES FOR OUR BROTHERS! IF A MAN IS RICH AND SEES HIS BROTHER IN NEEC 


')titCLOSES HIS HEART AGAINST HIS BROTHER, HOW CAN HE CLAIM THAT HE HAS LOVE 


FOR GOD IN HIS HEART? MY CHILDRS,t:! ! OUR LOVE SHOULD NOT BE JUST WORDS ANC 


TALK; IT MUST BE TRUE LOVE, WHICH SHOWS ITSELF IN ACTION 0
11 -


On the CROSSROADS of the WORLD - between HEAVEN gnd HELL - HANGS JESUS CHRIS


* 
There He DI ED for YOU and for ME • There HE HANI S as a S2 that the way toQ IFE and - -~LOVE)is STILL OPEN - that HE has OPENED the door - that the ACCEPTABLE TIME is still 


here. Here is the LIFE ~LOVE so COMPLETELY in ACTION that you cannot MISS IT. He 
- - ~= -
came in the form of a SERVANT and LAID DOWN his LIFE on the ALTAR of the CROSS for OUR - -(f oRG~VENE~ - for€ UR uf9and€ L VATIO@ HE DIED to clear away ALL the BARRIERS 


o~ur@REE D and SELFl'SBN ESS ) He GAVE HIS LIFE that we might have a NEW LIFE IN HIM 


and WITH HIM - - a LIFE of LOVE and COMPASSION. 


And that brings a ~<§N10E RECKLESSNEssJ It b~ the kind of ~ that is ready to 


G;{: RIFICE ITSELF D It is th!. kind of D~E, EVANGELICAL, CARING SELFLESSNESS a~d -
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SACRIFICE that is always READY to say: "IF I LIVE, I LIVE IN HIMo IF I DIE, I DIE IN HIM· -
-AND NOTHING CAN SNATCH ME OUT OF HIS HAND." All that matters now is that I -
REACH Our in LOVING CONCERN to my FELLOW MAN with HANDS of HELPING,... C!iE -
and LOVE. --
The SAVIOR'S LOVE is NO CHf? I Q\LE - - -- you must PAY for it with ALL you ARE and 


1.t>R -
ALL you HAVE. You can~ your way into HELL - but the KINGDOM of HEAVEN can -
only be SEIZED bx FORCE. And that means that you must be WILLING to GO ALL THE WAY 


- - -ALL THE WAY w.!,!h( ouR LOvE) in ( OUR CARIN§) in &OUR COMPASSIO@ 


.~ tl8 y_o l(R must be READY to GO ALL THE WAY in GIVING your BOTTOM DOLLAR for PEOPLE -


BRINGING the GOSPEL to THEM - THE GOOD NE¥/S of6 1FE and SALVATI09t~gh 


HIS HOLY and PRECIOUS BLOOJD. 


l~ink the s~ory of the YOUNG MA~ in the GHETTOS o6f.,RLEM, NEW YOR3}says it well . 


A wouldbe CHRISTIAN was trying to tel I him that GOD LOVED HIM o He looked the man 


SQUARELY in the EYE and !&said: "I 'm SICK and TIRED of PEOPLE TALKING about LOVE. 


I want to see some LOVE with SKIN on it! 11 It is surely meaningless for us Christians to TALK 
=


ABOUT LOVE - - if we are NOT ready to p~recTIONS and MONEY)where our MOUH-


IS ! Our words are EMPTY when we TALK about how CHRISTIANS CARE - if we are NOT ...... -- -


Sunday after Sunday you are asked to HELP the MINISTRY of the GOSPEL and the PROC~-


MAilON of REDEEMING LOVE ia this place . Sometimes you are asked to go the EXTRA MILE 
e : = 


- - to put your RESERVATION IN for the BENEFIT DINNER V€-~ PETERSO'B)and to PRAY 


S4iO I~ -
F,.9WR with ALL YOUR HEART - - this little girl by God's GR6CE so far being HEALED 


~ -
from h3,,.iflll~...,.lRT ILH 4£S~ QPEfbt<ffetN • Today you are asked to GO the EXT RA -
~ and bring your CONTRIBUTION for the(ijAF SCHOOL in DETROIT) ..... . .. . . ---
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THE NEEDS are TREMENDOUS - but somehow 1 LO VE WILL FIND A WAY! In our TIME , 
THERE are THOSE who WEEP over ALL the HARD Kt;;LQCKS that life has GIVEN THEM. --~R/['HUN DRE D MILLION f>EO_..fLE) in our wgrld are today on J'iicK BEWeither with a 


S ~ORT or a LONG TERM ILLNESS 060 MILLION PEOe~are thrashing around tz ing to find 


R~F from the ~F ofe LCOHOLIS0 and€ RUG ADDICTI00 - - they are trxin~to 


ESCAPE LIFE~~EALITYJ ~! {foyr hundred thous~::leyear fe~at -they can NO LON GER live any kind of BENEFICIAL LIFE they get to the END of their 


ROPE - - and they TAKE their OWN LIVES ! There are 3 hundred and for million ELDERLY - -


-
Jesus Christ spenf'"His WHOLE LIFE in a MINISTRY of HEALING. H~ea:IGHT to tfe 


BLIN9} - E EARING to the DE!] - He opened the€?- NGUES of the MUTj)- He(C~L-E_A_B· 


SED the LEPERS - He HEALED those with ALL KINDS of DISEASE . His MINISTRY is one of 
C '1> - --


LOVE and of ASSION . And that is what YOU and I MUST BE ABOUT 0 We must be READY ---
to GIVE of{§ URSELVESJ - of our@ - of our@LENj) - and of ourf REASURERS}to make 


THAT MINISTRY of PEACE, and HOPE, and RECONCILIATION and LIFE, become the JOY - - -- - - -
and the HOPE of those who DO NOT KNOW HIM - - - or without our help will NEVER - . -
KNOW HIM. We are RICH INDEED! We 1¢-.1 OW HIM! We know LIFE and SALVATIO\I ! 


W!,.2!! RICH BEYOND MEASURE - - we H~ourGEARIN9and our€JG'HU and A~ur 
uENS!~- - - WE HAVE All;''_ THE GOOD GIFTS THAT GOD CAN GIVE TO US -


MATERIALLY and PERSONALLY. Now we are called ug.on to SHARE THEM . JJMY CHILDREN ! 


OUR LOVE SHOULD NOT BE JUST WORDS AND TALK; IT MUST BE TRUE LOVE, WHICH 


SHOWS ITSELF IN ACTION .. " Amen. 








3rd Sundav in Lent 
Bessemer :... 1958 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IH NOliDiE JESU 


St. Lu~~l}._:._23 He that is not with He is a~ainst Me; and he that gathereth not 
with Me scRttereth. 


EI THER- OR 


In the ~ · ear 1793 our country tried a noble exper:Lnent. It determined 


that this nation was to remain absolutel~r neutrnl and that wci were to avoid all 


entanglel"lents with other nations. The guiding principle for our statesmen to 


follow, as set fortr in the Monroe Doctrine, was that the United States ohould st<: 


out of all European affairs. But Americans soon learned that living alone in a 


neutral vacuum was not as simple a J11atter as the~· had imagined . It took just a f € 


major conflicts to prove that we could not reCTain aloof froE1 the other nations of 


the world. What we did affected them and what they did affected us in one way or 


another; and it became plain that neutrality was phrely a dream. We had to take 


sides to survive; we had to be for or against; we had to either work with them or 


fight against them. Neutrali t ;y as a foreign policy just didn 1 t work. 


And neutrality in the realm of the Christian relip,ion is jtwt as im-


possible as the polic;y of walking the fence is in interm1tional politics. I know 


that there are man;y who would disagree vrith me here c:rncl maintain that it is possib 


to remain neutral in gegard to religion. It appears as though the people of the 


world naturally fall into three classes -- those who are reli.>Sious; those who are 


anti-religious; and those who are indifferent or neutral to religion. I will admi 


that, humanl~' speaking, there is an element of truth in this division. As we look 


at the people around us, we notice those who belong to a church, who are active to 


,,17 
some degree at least in the profession of their religion, who are will11 to adr.Jit 


t hat they are religious people. These fit nicely into the first category. Then, 


no doubt, we are also acquainted with some who are antagonistic to religion, who 


scoff at the Bible and faith and eternal life, who wouldn't be seen dead in church . 


These are evidentl;y in the second category. But there are CTan~r other people we 


know who seerrii.ngl~, woulcln 1t fit into either of these classes. The;T seem to be com-


pletel;y neutral. 


opposed to it. 


They don 1 t feel that religion is for them and yet they are not 


0-t 
They themselves don 1t go to church and yet they have nothing acy.nsi 
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the church. They don 1t profess to be religious and yet the;r feel that there is 


soITJe sort of good in all religions. The:' have a non-committal attitude and would 


like to be regarded as neutrals. 


Perhars with some religions that system would work, but not with Chris 


ianity. It is a complete and absolute inpossibility to have a neutral relationsh: 


with the Christian religion.. In spite of the prevailing opinions of men, the Bib: 


proclaims a strict either-er proposition and leaves no room in Christianity for tr 


addition of a third categoIJ' to accomoclate those who say the;y are neither against 


it or for it. I fully realize that it is much more flattering to terITJ a person a 


neutral to Christianity than it is to lump him with those against Christianity. 


But Scripture was not. written to flAtter men. It was written to reveal the true 


condition of men. Therefore, the Bible plainl~: and boldly announces that there 


are onl;r two categories into which all men are divided; those in Christianity and 


those outside of Christianii,y; those with Christ and those against Christ; those 


who are saved and those who are not saved. While men may try to manufacture a 


neutral position, the Bible knows nothing of it and will not tolerate it. There i 
.\f ,'n 


no neutrality in Christianity, as the words oL our text indicate: He that is not 


1-1ith Ne is against r.ie and he that gathereth not with He r.catt.erelh . There can be 


no neutrality, as we shall see, either in beconJ/ing a Christian or in remaining a 


Christian. 


A Christian is simplf a person who believes that Jesus Christ, true God 


and true man, is his Savior. A Christian is one who accepts the Gospel message thi 


Christ died for him on the Cross, that Jesus is able to forgive his sins, that Jes1 


is his way to eternal life. Nothing less than this will do. To be a Christian a 


person must eo all the way in knowing, accepting as We and trusting in Christ as 


his Redeemer . No allowance can be riade for even a tinge of neutrcility. Either ;yot 


believe in Christ as He is revealed in Scripture, or ;rou are without a Savior. Yot 


can ' t go half6way and say that He was a great prophet, an outstanding teacher, a 


man who proclc.imed noble J!'lorc.l truths. ~'Jhen ~rou ber,in to compromise Christ you lo~ 
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Him. He either is the Son of God or He is not. He either is the Savior or He is 


not. His Gospel either is the message of salvation or it is not. There can be n 


niddle ground. It is either all true or it is all false. 1·!e accept it to our sa 


vation or we reject i t to our damnation. We follow Jesus to heaven or we suffer 


with the devil in hell. The Bible makes it a clear-cut division without any charn 


of bargain, without any possibility of compromise, without any opportunit;sr for 


neutrality. ~ither-or ! Either Christ or the devil! Either heaven or hell! ~e 


that is not ; ·ith Me is against Me . 


As much as the principle of !JU IUUTH;.,LITY applj es to becoming a Christ-


i an, so much more does it appl;y to remaining a Christian. Christ gives us a strH 


ing illustration of what ~ happen.sto neutral Christians in the woras inm1ediatel;y 


following our teA.rt . He tells the stor~c about the unclean spirit who was driven ot. 


of a man only to return and find his dwelling place empty. So he takes seven othe 


unclean spirits with him and moves back in, makin~ the last condition of the man 


worse than the first. Becoming a Christian and being with Jesus is important, but 


remaining a Christian and continuing with Jesus is doubly important. Once we have 


conquered Satan and sin through the power of Christ and have become Christians, we 


must constantly be on our guard that sj_n does no creep in again and strangle the 


faith we have. We dare not lapse into complacency and assune an attitude of neut


rality after we have beoome Christlans . The battle has just begun; and unless fai1 


is kept up, unless we constantly fill ourselves with the power of Christ, unless WE 


draw closer to Him, the devil will find an eas~- victory and our last condition wilJ 


be worse than the first !r· 


A soul cannot remain empty . Either God fills it or the devil does. A 


Christian cannot remain neutral; or, more correctly, a neutral Christian will not 


rP-main a Christian. The devil will see to that! 


Pe that is not wit.h Ne is against He ; and he that gathereth not >ii th Me 


scattcreth ! These words are cutting and sharp! The~r hurt! Stop and think!-What 


does it sa'r for tl oc wh h 
J 


1 oe o ave no apparent interest in their congregation, who want 
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to be re3&rded as members but shirk an;y kind of responsibility !? 1Vhat does it say 


for those who can constantly be found larmnting: vlh;r doesn't the pastor. quit harp 


ing about church att <"ndance , cour:nmion attendance , Bible stud:.-, congregational 


activities &nd work? I ' m content ·.Jith just beir:g called a Christian . Hh~' can ' t 


just be left alone? And then there are those who might be termed trouble shooter: 


TheJ' don ' t care one bit about Christ or the spiritual growth and well- being of 


fellow members . All they want is for themselves to be in the limelight ; and the 


best way to get there is to create trouble within the congregation. In the words 


j ust preceding our text the JeWB' accused Jesus of castin~ out a devil through the 


chief of devils, Beelzebub. The Lord ' s answer is significant : Zvery kinr,dor.i 


divided against itself is brm:~ht to desolation ; c..nd a house divided against a 


rouse falleth . If Satan also be divided ar;eiinst hiriself, how shall his kingdon 


stand? We must give the devil his due . He ffi:3.j' be more vlicked than men , but he 


certainly is not as stupid as men sometimes are . The evi l spirits would never be 


guilty of the folly of engaging in civil wa r . They d m,. indeed, tr~- to create fact 


ions among men; but give them credit for this -- they do not fight one a nother . T 


same principle holds true within the church . IVhen Chri8tians do not co- operate , 


work together, a nd set out to conquer for Christ and His kingdom; they are workinr 


a gainst Hil"l . He that is not '.1it.h He is against he; and he that r,athereth not ;lith 


lie scattereth. 


Jesus was crucified on the Cross for our redeJTJption. There He broke th1 


shakel s which held us bound to the forces of darkness, conquered sin, death , and 


the devil for us . He gained the victory through His almight~' power . And this 


same almight;r power lies.:1at our disposal in t he Word a nd sacr arienti:J. Can you see 


then wh;;r it is s o important that we be on our gua rd a _P,ainst a neutral attitude 


toward our Lord , His Word, the Sacraments, the work . of His Church? Christ i ans are 


built up in the Lord through I3ibl e study and rer,ular church and cormmnion attend


ence . They are strengthened through Christian fell owshi p , by participating in the 


orga nizations and activities of the church. The;;r ar e stimulated by working for 
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the Lord. \'!hen pra,yers becor.1e mechanical, when the family Bible collects dust , 


when staying home from church or going to church becomes simply a dull habit , whe1 


there is no feeling of need for the Lord 1 s Supper, when there is no interest in tl 


work and activities of the Kingdom, when the Lord Jesus is taken for granted, the1 


we have s;Pnptoms of bej_ng a neutral Christian. And there is no neutrality in 
X/7 ~'4-7// 17/ed /Vtff. Yo1,1 


Christianity . Therefore, for the welfare of your soul,1i use the sifts God has givE 


you in His Word &nd in His Church. Bl eGsed are they that hear the Wor d of God c.nc 


keep it ! Amen. 


- . . .... 








Oculi, The Third Sunday in Lent 
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 3-13-71 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


Revelation 3: 1 YOU HAVE THE NAME OF BEING ALIVE, AND YOU ARE 
DEADo 


We come TODAY to the FIFTH in our SERIES of SERMONS on St . John's SEVEN LETTERS to the - -
churches in Asia Minor - the Church in Sardis. 'Nhat does THE SPIRIT SAY to the CH URCH at 


SARDIS? The Spirit SAYS - "BEWARE OF NOMINAL CHRISTIANITY! 11 "YOU HAVE THE -
NAME OF BEING ALIVE)' - you are NOMINALLY ALIVE - "AND YOU ARE DEAD 0


11 


You have ALL the€ ARAPHERNALIA of RELIGIO~c; MACHINE~e ORGAN IZATIOD -


but the(YjTAL SPAR?)t'2J:.!EU the(REATIVE DYNAMIC thi ngJ is NOT THE~E. 


T~, at ~DIS, was the TR~Y o Fo~ a~ULFJ what€MAz@and@OUBLEWand -
(Q!scOMF ITEmthe ROMAN EMPIRE about early CHRISTIANITY was PRECISELY its Vl r.¢.glY. 


If they tried to PUT IT DOWN HERE - it would BREAK OUT THERE. 'Nherever they DARED to - - -
TOUCH IT, they got somethin~ like an ELECTRIC SHOCK 0 "LOOK OUT, 11 they began to say, --
"This NEW MOVEMENT is DANGEROUS 0 The thing's ALIVE! 11 


But NOT HERE. Not at SARDIS 0 "YOU HAVE THE NAME OF BEING ALIVE, 11 
- xou are 


NOMINALLY CHRISTIAN, but the LUSTER has GONE - - - the thing is NOT REAL! 


The WORD of the SPIRIT to the CHURCH at SARDIS seems to provide a very SUGGESTIVE -
ANALOGY for the PLIGHT of the CHURCH in AMERICA TODAY - and ESPECIALLY in 


SUBURBIA. S~S was a (GREAT COMMERCIAL CENTE!)and its PEOPLE were comparatively 


QAIEAL THYj It was the GREAT CENTER of the@Orl.~N IN DUS TRY) Just for thet REASON 


you have reference in the f ETIER to the CONTRAST between 11SOILED GARMENTS I II and 


"WHITE GARMENTS." Sardis was NOT a CENTER of CAESAR WORSHIP. Therefore it was - the 
QUITE EASY to be a CHRISTIAN in SARDIS. It was a CENTER of WORSHIP of~YBELD-


24-
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a WILD, FRENZIED ,HYSTERICAL AFFAIR but this was NOT as DANGEROUS to the - -- -
CHRISTIANS as CAESAR WORSHIP would have been • •••• • .•.. • •• The PEOPLE in SARrilS 


were[ROUD~RROGANT) and€ 0RRUPT) They were NOTORIOUSLY[ OOSE-LIVIN9J 


NO TOR IOUSL v{ELEASURE-LO VIN §}andif UXUlY -LO VIN §°) .zhey w!,'.e DEVOTED CH URCH 


GOERS and they CONTRIBUTED GENEROUSLY1. ~~ ~ ~.; --
The PROBLEM in SARDIS was that is was TOO E!:JY to be a CHRISTIAN .Qn MATERIAL THING: 


they probably had EVERYTHING that MONEY COULD BUY - but in{YERYTHING th? 


:MATTERi°D] - THEY WERE DEAD-. @:ateria~they were~ - Spiritual I they were DEAD ! 


VISITORS to the CONGREGATION no doubt exclaimed, 11 What AA IVE church you hav.iere 
- C" ~ _ .... , ... - ;_-. 


in SARDIS! " They w~ 'Ril iabl'e beehive of humming ACTIVITY 0 There was no SHORTAGE 


in the CHURCH of~ONEYor[ALEN0Yor{0ANPOWER°) There was eve.z INDICAT~N of 


LIFE and VIGOR . It was FASHIONABLE to BELONG to the CHURCH at SARDIS . They had the -
"NAME OF BEING ALIVE" - but the FINAL VERDICT was "YOU ARE DEAD ! 11 


If that doesn ' t describe the SITUATION in the CHURCH TODAY and OUR CONGREGATION , 


I DON 'T KNOW WHAT DOES ! I think of what{!lbert Schweit.z,~d was HAPPENING in 
,, ,, ~ /" 


our MODERN WORLD.. L£2.K, said @chweitze!J/ at what the MODERN WORLD has done to 
.,, 


the GREAT IMPERIOUS DEMANDS of JESUS in the GOSPELS. "fv\any of the GREATEST SAYINC 
which 


are found LYING in a CORNER like EXPLOSIVE SHELLS from4the CHARGES have been RE-
' 


MOVED . II 


(it. Pa;Dtold the CORINTHIANS: 111 MAY HAVE THIS , AND THAT, AND THE NEXT THING , 


BUT IF I HAVE NOT LOVE I AM NOI H ING • • " = rly, what the SPIRIT is SAYING to the -
CHURCHES and telling some of us :in the DEPTifS of our own HEARTS is this: I CAN HAVE ALL 


THE NOMINAL CHRISTIANITY in the WORLD - but if I HAVE NOT the life of JESUS I AM , __ 
NO TH ING. I canQO"telluctualize RELIGION) DEBATING endlessl y in DISCUSSIO N GROUPS 
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about the DOCTRINES of CREATION and REDEMPTION PREDESTINATION and FREE-WILL 


- - - !_;an~EGALIZEJ'Th STRESSING the OBLIGATION of CHURCH ATTENDANCE, SABBATH 


OBSERVANCE and s~rth - - - I can® STITUTIONALIZE i-Y MULTIPLYING the APPARATUS 


of MEETINGS and ACTIVITIES - - - I Can STANDARDIZE it, ITUALIZE it 


-
':!E, o!.JESUS ! 11NOTHING, 11 wrote@ erkegaaf?') 11 15 MORE DANGEROUS to TRUE - -CHRISTIANITY than to get MEN to ASSUME LIGHTMIN DEDLY the NAME OF CHRISTIAN, 


as if it were something that ONE IS as a matter of couw . 11 


-
Commenting on LAST SUNDAY'S SERMON someone remarked, 11 1 HEARD YOUR SERMON 


-to MISS the 11HOW 11 TODAY! The 11 HOW 11 is ALWAYS and FOREVER the WORK of the -- - ,..,.. -- -
HOLY SPIRIT of CH RIST! It is NEVER anything that WE DO - but it is ALWAYS what HE --
DOES ! That is WHY these LETTERS keep RIGHT ON REPEATING the REFRAIN: 11HE WHO HAS - --
AN EAR, LET HIM HEAR WHAT THE SPIRIT SAYS TO THE CHURCHES! 11 @artin Luth~ s;ry:_it 


so SIMPLY and so BEAUTIFULLY in his EXPLAINATION of the THIRD ARTICLE: 111 BELIEVE 


THAT I CANNOT BY MY OWN REASON OR STRENGTH BELIEVE IN JESUS CHRIST, MY 


LORD, OR COME TO HIM; BUT THE HOLY GHOST HAS CALLED ME BY THE GOSPEL, 


ENLIGHTENED ME WITH HIS GIFTS, SANCTIFIED AND KEPT ME IN THE TRUE FAITH; 


EVEN AS HE CALLS, GATHERS, ENLIGHTENS, AND SANCTIFIES THE WHOLE CHRISTIAN 


CH URCH ON EARTH AND KEEPS IT WITH JES US CHRIST IN THE ONE TRUE FAITH! 11 


The HOLY SPIRIT WORKS thru MEANS - what we Lutherans call, "THE MEANS OF GRACE!" 


They are ALL MEANS which BRING US CHRIST! They are WAYS by which the HOLY SPIRIT 


BRING !;LS and KEEPS US WITH CHRIST, OUR LORD! The MEANS are simply: THE WORD OF 


THE GOSPEL and the SACRAMENTS! 







,,. ,, 
TH IS is the HOW - LISTEN to the GOSPEL - PARTAKE in the SACRAMENTS !A The G~EL -
is simply the GOOD NE~VS that JESUS COMES into the WORLD and He STAYS THERE until He - -
DIES - and He DIES like ANY OTHER MAN - but now He is ALIVE and RISEN from the - -
G~E and He LIVES WITH US wh~er that GOOD NEWS is PROCLAIMED! And th~ 


'fltJ: 'fl1J.. ~ :GOSPEIJ}are only RECORDS of GOD and CHRIST at rwork in the WORLD I And €e SACRA-
/ ) - - -


~ 


~ '/'~ ]ENT}Jare the Vl:!LE, TA~E WAYS b~h He COMES to MEET ~US, and LIVE 


WITH US, and MOST OF ALL - LIVE IN US! ALL of this is the RESULT of what the HOLY -~ ~- -SPIRITABRINGS ABOUT! -
Therefore we ought to be GRATEFUL that in the SPIRIT POURED OUT upon the CHURCH at 
---- I := 


-
~REL1G100) - the very SHATTERING of c: and the= of being(NOMINALLY: 


- Cjj,R!SIIAJ;i) This is the WORD for the CHURCH at SARDIS: BEWARE OF NOMINAL CH RIST


IAN ITY! It is also a WORD for US. 11HE WHO HAS AN EAR, LET HIM HEAR WHAT THE -SPIRIT SAYS TO THE CHURCHES • 11 'AMEN 0 








i I ' 
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March 25, 1973 
Roi ling Meadows, 111 ino is 


Ephesians 5: 1, 2: 


H !Nl IN! (Q) IM\ H !Nl IE JJ IE$ lJJ 


THEREFORE BE IMITATORS OF GOD, AS BELOVED CHILDREN. 
AND WALK IN LOVE, AS CHRIST LOVED US AND GAVE HIMSEU 
UP FOR US, A FRAGRANT OFFERING AND SACRIFICE TO GOD. 


-
me ALL of this - - - but now HOW am I going to do it? 11 This is really a PROBLEM for me - --- -.;r 
as I am SURE is a PROBLEM for you too . I can LISTEN to all of this § NDERFUL COUNS~ - '/\- -
~e.DVISE) An_j in my MIND I can AGREE - - - I can say to MYSELF that EVERYTHING -
that the APOSTLE SAYS i(ABSOLUTELY RIG;J I can even MAKE UP my mind that I am =-a 


I can ~ake all sorts o NOB~ RESOLUTIONS! I can say say to my--
II 


self, Thrun, you must REALLY WORK at this . You must WORK AT 11 BEING AN IMITATOR OF - -
,, 


GOD 11 
- - - you must WORK at "WALKING IN LOVE! 11 


---. 


But I am SORRY to say, it doesn 't work that way. It just doesn ' t HAPPEN THAT WAY .• I can --
get up in the MORNING and say to myself, 11T~, TODAY you are really going to be "AN 


4 


IMITATOR OF GOD. 11 Today you are g:>ing to "WALK IN LOVE 11 and be MORE LOVING and: 


CONSIDERATE to your WIFE and CHILDREN :~~~~~ 1-
l~M~~~,tfw~a~#:S,~ 
~ 6VWpf:y Ji_, _/.t,,, ~·CV~ 'f"~ 


.aic JIP':: i IL ) so: lsiU:'I! an al RsliNit 161! a::el IHI 111 ll!i~ . ¥ew lmQ"' r: c: f :: cl I 1 l:at ">"" CAfC 11 


Me~~ fi~YS wtl1¥ M@P~EY rl:a:a ,._._. 1111 'dtb vll>!fC?4Rs u -Se ,;::iil ::un , you are going to PRACTI S,.~ 
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~ 
ALL of this!" But then, somehow, before very long - - - ALL of these@and~ 


and~EAT RESOLUTIONj)have GONE DOWN the DRAIN 0 


Isn't it that way in YOUR LIFE TOO? We can say, 11~ ~"to ALL of the€,DMONISHICNJ 


andGXHORTATIO~andfSTRUCTION:i}that the WORD of GOD GIVES to us. B~ 


CANNO,gfor that to happen in o~ r OWN LIFE ,, It is NOT a~er of our6king up our~ 
=- _____.... === 2!59 -


let me put it down for ~ou - once and for al I in BLACK and WHITE ,, WRITE it for YO URS ELF -
in INDELIBLE IN K: no matter HOW MANY RULES you draw up for YOURSELF - -€a KIND 


~EE? ; very da0f~•t DRINK too muc"h)lQo to CHURC~[AY your PRAYER%AD your 


~ORK for HUMAN RIGHTS) DO VOLUNTEER WORK in the HOSPITAL or elsewhere -


- - - MAKE a LIST as long as you like and DOUBLE it du ring LENT - - - - - - and it STILL WOt - .......... --
jo the TRICK 0 • o •••• •• •• ·'o ••• •• • In our LO RD'S day the Pharasees had WORKED OUT over -
600 "THOU SHALTS 11 and 11THOU SHALT NOTS 11 


- - - - and they WILLED 7 they me-le up thei r - ---
minds to OBEY THEM - - - - - and thex SUCCEEDED RATHER WELL. So wel I did they succeed 
- - -----=::::::::-- - --
t~at even@ spoke of "THE RI GHTEOU6NESS of the SCRIBES AND PHARISEES. 11 Yet in this 


whole pro~ss they did NOT CAPTURE the ELUSl;J; r the(f RAGRAN5:yor the~SELF-CONCI~ 
-· - A c 
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~YING of THEMSEL~to the NEEDS of their NEIGHBOR. 


The fact is that in the 23rd chapter of St. Matthew, our LORD castigates them beyond NO -
RETURN. He says that THE IR FRAGRANCE is like that of 11 DEAD MEN'S BONES ! '' In spite -
~ ~f their SELF-WILLED€ HA Vl~and 8---tl;:_y SMELL~ ! 0 • • • · . - • • • • • • · • • ••• • •• 


And so it STILL IS o ~n{fh~rch memb~ t~ that they are in the CLEAR because they are 


G ping the RULE]}and{§ERTING EFFO!Yi~putting forth WILL-POWER - - - - - - thai -
people with SENSITIVE NOSES STEER CLEAR of them. 


T~Y to a~ALLY CHRISTIAN u!})and{HRISTIAN BEHAVl~is found in the LAST PART 


~ 


of our TEXT: 11AS CHRIST LOVED US AND GAVE HIMSELF UP FOR US,A 6RAGRANT 
7 


OFFERING AND SACRIFICE TO GOD." In other words, if we are to 11 BE IMITATORS Cf 


~D" ~"WALK IN LOVE" - - - - - then we will have to@FEOJAND@:ACRIFICJand 


@RREN DER OURS EL ~~od j~as 8 Hl~SELF DID. There is an old ~age th~ys 
--


11 LET ro I /:N D LET ai) D ! II <:You andOJdo NOT become SAINTS by direct assault - ~ 
- --


own REASON and STRENGTH. Ra~, we become SAINTS by surrendering ~he{01ND and 


W~ of Jesus Christ. ~ os@!. PoFwhere: "I CAN DO ALL THINGS THROUGH CHRIST 


WHO STRENGTHENS ME." And the KEY WORDS there are surely the POWER WORDS: 
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"THROUGH CHRIST • 11 


To "LET GO AND LET GOD 11 means that we let Him SPEAK HIS GOOD NEWS to us. We let - ---
Him speak61s WORD of COMFO~and~and€URAN59 - - -6s WORD of PEA59 


ard~GIVENE~and@andGALVATIO!;J) We let Him come to us inE:OLY COMMUN-


~We let Him§ED ~~h{E1s BODY and HIS BLOO~for our NOURISHMENT and our 


STRENGTHo We SURRENDER ourselves to HIM inCi"RAYEfj And ALWAYS we REGARD - -
OURSE~VES as015 INSTRUMENryin theGORK we DO and the WITNESS WE BEAR) I~ 


/ / .)\ 


ON LY in this SENSE that we can even TALK about WORKING at ba ng a CHRISTIAN o 


But t~n something GREAT h~ns. We become ~@,l~and€i;rat~a111d(fERMEAT~w.!0 
-


!b_e{0iND of CHRIS] and the (§VE of CHR~ that PEOPLE LOOK AT US and ADMIRE t~ 


EFFORTLESSNESS of our CHRISTIAN BEHAVIOR. They see how instinctive and€""0NTANEO~ 


andETURA"Yand ~NCO NCIO~is our CHRISTIAN LIFE. They see the@an~ 


~IAN~and the@LEND~of our LOVE. And they say, "THERE GOES A CHRISTI~ -


a LITTLE CHRIST - HOW I WISH I COULD BE LIKE THAT l 11 And they say, "HOW THOSE 


CHRISTIANS LOVE ONE ANOTHER - HOW THEY LOVE PEOPLE! 11 







- .J -


There is ~ing<Ffo~ or@"RA1N@or~IF}C~about Tl-IA T KIND of LIFE. It is really a 


LIFE that "IMITATES GOD. 11 It is a LIFE that comes from~ING WITH H~ho LOVED US -
and GAVE HIMSELF UP FOR US! " And the MOREE LIVE WITH HiB)- - - the MORE we 


-
BECOME LIKE HIM ! And there becomes on~ut US - - @ondEYRAGRANC9ond 


c;!PoNTANEOUS ATTITUD9that MARKS the LOVE of a CHRISTIAN. ~re€ HOME w~h 
-


J;<2Wbecause we have SEEN GOD i~e§cE of JESUS CHR10 '!i::t~oW HIS L03a~ 


therefore we can§VE ONE ANOTHffi) Amen. 








I . , ;, 
I 
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Oculi - 3rd Sunday in Lent 
Rolling Meadows - 1969 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NOMINE JESU 


St. Iuke ll: 23 HE WHO IS NOT WITH ME LS AGAINST ME, AND HE mo DOES NOT GATHE 
WITH ME SCATTERS. 


If there is one thing that keeps popping out from the pages of the New 
rm -


Testament - like a flashing warning signal - or a blood hound nipping at your 


heels - it is this: CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHJP DEMANDS TOTAL DEVOTION AND INVOLVEMEJ 


In other vv:ords, you cannot r~!!lain{f§ and €3from the faith you profess 1 
as a spectator 


You cannot stay/\ on the sidelines cheering on - or else finding fault with - t~~ 


who are thn the thick of the battle l You cannot remain G nchalaeY or Qndiffere~ 
I-c6uldn1t-care-J.ess 


or take a who-gives-a-damn attitude. -
You must carel You IID.lst be concernedl You must become irnJvlved1 You mus1 -


be a..Partici2ant! You must get in the thick of thin:;s ! You must>be where the -
action is ! ••••• You c~ stay (§r aw@ - § ckadaisi<i?-]) .G;Ilomm.itJ,ai) ~ping_ 1 


slip into heaven by giving token tribute to our Lord Jesus Christ. HE WHO IS NC 


WITH ME IS AGAINST ME, AND HE WHO DOFS NOT GATHER WITH ME SCATTERS ! 
~~ 


Again and again - with ~ persistence - this truth is hannnered home ! 
.--..--- ~......... ... 


Speaking to His disciples, Jesus says: YOU ARE THE SAJ. .. T OF THE EARTH; B'JT IF THE 


SALT HAS LOST ITS TASTE, HOW SHALL ITS SALTNESS BE RESTORED? IT IS NO LONGER 


GOOD FOR ANYTHING EXCEPT TO BE THROWN OUT AND TRODDJ~N UNDER FOOT BY MEN l e 
cannot fulfill its function unless it l oses itself in the meat or the other food -
to which it is applied. If salt loses it saltiness, it is good for nothing! _..._,_ - -- . 


YOU ARE 'l'HE LIGHT OF THE WORLD • • •• NOR DO MEN LIGHT A LAHP AND PUT IT UNDER 


A BUSHEL, BUT ON A STAND, AND IT GIVES LIGHT TO ALL JN THE HOUSE. LET YOUR LIGH 


SO SIID!E •• • • ~re ,1: ?ne~g that :IB character;,,tic of fire it is the 


fact that it cannot burn~es it penetrates the surrounding combustible mater:i.. - -
It is ready to €i>en$)and (b!O: speiiD and ~urn itself out) Little can be done with 


a smoldering fire - it only causes a lot of smoke and a great stench - somehow 


there must be a blaze . And then there is no thought of saving itself! =- -
HE WHO seeks TO SAVE HLS LIFE WII.J_, LOSE IT; DUT HE WHO LOSF.S HIS LIFE FOR 


MY SAKE WILL SAVE IT ! Always there is the question: WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH CXJR - -
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~? ([o; rd t~ pl;inning eve~ing for our own advanta_}e and satisfaction 


(fiay it saf~ allowing ourselves a mode_:ate r a t i on of Jesus Christ and the 


Christian faith, just sufficient to make us think we are decent peo~le supporti 


the Christian catse -{§.ow a vague intere~in Christianity, the Church, and 


discipleship, but never enough that it costs very much!??? 


IF ANY MAN WOULD CDME AFTER ME, LET HJM DENY HIMSELF, AND TAI<E UP HIS GROS 


AND FOLLOW ME. The first disciples did just that - THEY FORSOOK ALL AND FOLLOW' 
pa& •• 


HIM . Nothing els.e mattered - ·rVHP.T SHALL IT PROFIT A MAN IF HE GAIN THE WHOLE 


WORLD AND LOSE HIS OWN SOUL? Nailed to the cross - thrown to the lions - burne1 -
at the stake - persecuted, beaten, imprisoned -- while the hosts of hell howled -
and did their worst, they sang of glorious victory: WE ARE MORE THAN CONQUERORS 


THRCTJGH HJM 'ViHO LOVED USl' That's COMMITI·~ - that's INVOLVEMENTJ 


Our Lord talked about 6}t1t trees) - how good some of them look even though 


they never bear any fruit. Then He said: NOT EVERY ONE \\HO SAYS TO ME, 1 LORD, 


I.ORD', SHALL ENTER INTO THE KINGOOM OF HEAVEN, BUT HE 'IHAT DOES THE VIILL OF MY 


FATHER VIHO IS IN HEAVEN •••• EVERY TREE THAT OOF.S NOT BEAR GOOD FRUIT IS HEWN 


DOWN AND CAST IllTO THE FIRE •••• RY THEIR FRUITS YOU SHALL KNOW THEMJ There is ... 
nothing worse than a fruit tree that does not produce. It may have~ and 


{!.£ts of leav0'!)- but it is on:g sapping strength and goodness from the earth if 


it is not doing the one thini it was created to do - th~, bear fruit ! 


Nothing upset the<'e:§stleS)of Jesus Christ s~ch as people who professed 


to be followers of Christ and went their way just as if they had never heard of 


H~. ThatG?ostlIDta~ about people like that as being dangerous ~~e 


cause of Christ. (it. PauJ}r~d@n3about such people: THE.'Y WILL BE •••• 


'Jiflil:AB'H!!I:~ , SF.LF-WILLED AND CONCEITED, LOVING ALL THE TJME WHAT GIVES THEM 


PLEASURE INSTF.AD OF LOVING GOD. THEY WILL MAINTAIN A FACADE OF ' RELIGION' BUT 


TREIB OONDUCT WILL DENY ITS VALIDITY •••• KEEP GLF.AR OF PEOPLE LIKE THAT, warned 


the apostle - PEOPLE WHO HAVE A FORM OF GODLINESS, BUT DENY THE POWER THEREOF • 
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(!3 compared such peczPle to WATERLESS CLCUDS . You have no doubt seen 


clouds like that yourself. The earth is dry as dust . Along comes a beautii)rl 


cloud . It looks as if the cloud might drop ra:l.n to bless the earth. But there --
isn tt any rain ~t. It passes over, and no_!:hing hap~ns •••• P~ who claim 


to be member of the Church - believers<: and followers of Christ - but who live 


like unbelievers - who remain distant and uninvolved - they are like WATERLESS 


~S -8 whose contribution is worse than worthless. - Look at the fierce :indictment that came crashing dmm upon the Church in 


Laodicea: I KNO\'f YOUR WORKS : YOU ARE NEITHER COLD NOR HOT. YiOULD THAT YOU WERE 


COLD OR HOTJ SO, BECAUSE YOU ARE LUKI;,"'WAR!t, AND NEITHER COLD NOR HOT, I WII.J.. 


SPEW YOO OUT OF MY MOUTH! 


What does all of this have to say to our congregatfon? Are YOU, perhaps, - -one of those who has detfirmjneg to s~ as fa.r._out on the fringe and remain as 
in the Ca.use of Christ and the Work of His kinsdom 


uninvolvedf\as ~- NEITHER COLD NOR HOT? Statistically our congregation 


numbers almost (ft'hou.s~_people. The ~verage a t t endance for worship during th~ 


first two months of this year was @ Hund.reds of our comm.~nicant members are 


found only occasionally at the Lord's Table - if they come at alll This is so 


in spite of the fact that the Sacrament is celebrated every Sunday - in spite oj -
the fact that the Lord is here, ready to give Himself , His b lessing, and His -
peace l -


What has happened to the spark of v igor and pa.ssionate enthusiasm - the - -
compellilhg obsession to (§}and @ and@- JESUS CHRIST IS LORD AND SAVIOR 


AND KJNG FOREVER! COME AMD SE~! COME AND DRINK OF THE CUP OF SALVATION! Is 


~. ~ it not true that we are often('bia~Z/and § d.iffere!!9- certainly not fired u; 


_.,._:-:::'II. - ~ ~;tll~.M .,;r~ ~'rt.vr"; But there is scroothing else. You must watch out for anyone who has a 


poisonous , venemous tongue - who wants only to cause@visi~ and @s~entio}iJ 


among the faithful - who is constantly putticg the worst construction on -
everything - 'Who is f~verE:ar dor§)and@!id~ but is n~r€_l~~g 
uj" and E£ncouragement D Stay clear of such people! They have the devil 
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on their tongues . They are like the man in whom the t:nclean spirit was cast ou -
- but instead of f~;I..ling fuJ.s .,.heart and soul with the Holy Spirit, with all the 


S and~~e~~ and@e~of God 1s grace in Christ - he left his heart 


empty. The unclean spirit came back again, but this time he brought seven othe: -
spirits more evil than himself - and THE IAST STATE OF THAT MEN WAS WORSE THAN -
THE FIRST. 


BY 'l.'HIS SF.ALL ALL MEN KNOW THAT YOU ARE MY BISCIPLES, IF yOU HAVE LOVE FOR 


ONE ANOTHER . SU.eh love was first bom in the heart of God H:il!ls elf . God did no· 


r~~or@~or~involve~ God did not stay up in heaven and ~nd 
down mu~ti-colored .mimeographed sheets telling us ~w to get to · heaven • .!:_ 


Himself came in the person of His Son into a drafy stable at Bethlehem, not 


despising us or disdain3 to be our Brother . The Son of God shared His life 


with us, tasting its~neline~ and its @ttern~and its~ He suffered, -
as only human beings can suffer. He shared the final tragedy of human death 


itself. He knows what we are. He is one of us. 


He came to drive out the demons that assail us - arrl to break the power of 


death and hell! He came to call us to discipleship - to give us His forgiveness 


His life . Those who profess faith in Him cannot remain Half-hearted about it. 


They cannot LIVE UNTO THE!dSEL~S, seeking only their own pleasures. They just 


have to LIVE FOR HIM WHO DIED FOR THEM AND ROSE AGAIN. That is discipleship! 


There is none other! HE WHO IS NOT WITH ME IS AGAINST ME, AND HE WHO DOES NOT 


GATHER 11/ITH ME SCATTERS! Amen .. 








The 3rd Sunday in Lent 
March 17, 1974 
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 


). j 


St. Luke 13: l - 9 


Rev . Carl F. I hrun 


DINI INl 0iVI11 INI IE JJi&iJJ 


[Today's Gospel Lessen] 


This Ga; pel Lesson for TODAY is certainly NOT one of my FAVORITES. One of its BIG WORDS ::=:::z. -
is the word 11REPENT 11 


- - - and whether thgt MEl}NS: "FACE UP TO YO UR SINS AND CON FESS 
wz .. 


THEM" - or "TURN ARO U,NQ AND PUJ YOUR LIFE IN A NEW DIRECTION" - - - - - --- __,. ~ 


it STILL DOESN'T have very much APPEAL. And to mcke matters even WORSE - - there is the 


!!9Q' abo_ythle:~ARREN FjG TRE~which faces the OPTION of PRODUCING FRUIT or getting 


CHOPPED DOWN! Try applying THAT to YOURSELF - - - and see where you COME OUT. -
At least for me, it is a GLOOMY WORD - - - it is NOT MY FAVORITE. 


And yet we must REMEMBER the GOAL of ALL SCRIPTURE is that we may be{REN EWED a'!5! -
2 TRENGTHENED) Whether our Lord sP.eaks words.ff WARN ING)-~€~EPRIMA~ -.2.r{i_ 


_gQoo CHE@)- - - - - HIS PURPOSE is ALWAYS !S~ILD us~- - !2G1vE us the REMED~ 
,, u 


- - to HELP PEOPLE KNOW what He calls the ABUNDANT LIFE . So we N EEO to LISTEN to tri> .... -- f -
W.Q] D, ey-.,;;e;.;.;n...;i-.f ..;.w;..;;e_d..,;;o_N_..O ... T......,Ll,_K_E_IT. -


Deep down, ~LL of us NEED and WANT essentially the SAME THIN GS. We want our LIVES to - - -
COUNT for something . We want an.§"tlook on lif!)that MAKES SEN SE. We NEED somef'ftima ~« 
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c::!?A "iJ to which we can GI VE OURSELVES. We NEEDGLATIONSHl11that SATISFY - -


RELATIONSHIPS withtEOP~ WORLD at larg!Jand~th G°7)D) 


The trouble is that we tend toQ.OoK in the WRONG PLACill- - -{iv the WRONG THIN~- · -
G'YRs~~ t~ WRONG GOALS J ==said: "SEEK FIRST THE KINGDOM OF GOD •••••• 11 


- - and our OTHER NEEDS will be FULFILLED. But we are not so SURE about that . So we find --- -
ourselves DENYING what HE SAID and going our OWN WAY. What our Lord PROMISES and -
GIVES are on HIS TERMS - NOT OURS. But our TENDENCY is to go after what we want on ---
OUR TERMS, NOT HIS J - - -
So it is NOT SURPRISING thatGuJbegan His PUBLIC MIN IS"J]Y with the WORD: "REPENT" 


- - meaning,[URN AROUNg - ~EORIENT YOURSE~-6fop MOVING in THAT DI RECTl~N 


and MOVE instead in THIS DIRECTION. "THE TIME IS FULFILLED;'Ar)t He said, "THE KING-


DOM OF GOD IS AT HAND; REPENT, AND BELIEVE IN THE GOSPEL! 11 That is another WCI)' of -
saying that if His WORD to us is to be{GooD WORE)- - - and if we are to EXPERIENCE its 
~ .... - --
effects in our LIVES - - - there wil I have to be some CHANGES MADE - - - - ~fr BEHAVl~RJ -
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I thin ti.. of this when: ever I hear a person say that he doesn't get ANYTHING out of CHURCH 


any more. Of course, it may be that on that particular SUN DAY there wasn't ANYTHING that = ... - =-


SPOKE to him. We have ALL EXPERIENCED that. But if this HAPPENS to you WEEK after 


~ - - - and if the MESSAGE oft~ CHLR CH simply leaves you COLD - - - - then I wonder --- - -
WHERE YOU ARE IN YOUR LIFE. Just WHAT are your GOALS? In what DIRECTION are you 


MOVING? Are you OPEN to{GOD'S woRWe11d<f1s WILLV· Are you OPEN to~ 
-- -=--


:CH~J- -§and~-he-PE-A~-CE, andf FORGIVENE-s])that He WANTS TO GIVE YOJ? 


Do you NO LONGER NEED thefuRENGTH and the HE~HE GIVES YOU at the COMMUNION -
T~E - - -Do you NO LONGER NEED Es REAL PRESENC})- - - Do you NO LONGER NEED 


-
His BODY and His BLOOD GIVEN and SHED FOR YOU? Do you NO LONGER WANT the 


eMPAN]and the FELLOWSHIP, and the COMPAN~SHIP of OTHER CHRISTIANS°}_ - -


tMele wlwi REJOleE 0111!1 61':'ii; TMA~IKS ;I $i:c GIFT sf liO~i~8ELF ~OR U8Y ........... 


In other words, if you LIVE as if GOD does NOT MATTER VERY MUCH - - - - then you should ---
N~T be getting anything OUT OF CHURC~ - - - - - a~jN::O=T=A=N=Y=TH=IN:-G that will 


-
Q§ENGT~EN and SUPPO~OU . ~col ls us to~YALTY)ond6B"EDIENC"E)a~GEAR: - _. ,_.,.. 


:ERun) And until we are READY to MAKE THAT COMMITMENT - by(F"i""s GRAC~ byr;;;-- . 
SPIRIJ- - then we CANNOT EXPECT ~t "SOMETHING OUT O~CliURCH 11 • Until THEN 


His lst WORD to us is always the \Vord: 11REPENT! 11 - -
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Listen again to Christ's parable: "A MAN HAD AF IG TREE PLANTED IN HIS VINEY ARDS; 


AND HE CAME SEEKING FRUIT ON IT AND FOUND NONE. AND HE SAID T~ THE VINE-


FIG-
DREssER ,'Lo, THESE THREE YEARS I HAVE COME SEEKING FRUIT ON THIS et:f TREE, AND 


FIND NONE. CUT IT DOWN; WHY SHOULD IT USE UP THE GROUNP?' AND HE ANSWEREl 


HIM, 'LET IT ALONE, SIR, THIS YEAR ALSO, TILL I DIG ABOUT IT AND PUT ON MANURE. -
AND IF IT BEARS FRUIT NEXT YEAR, WELL AND GOOD; BUT lf°NOT, YOU CAN CUT IT 


DOWN.'" 


That is STRAIGHT TALK! It is NOT PLEASANT! It is NOT COMFORTING - - - and it -
c ertainl~S NOT MY FAVORITE. But there it is - €RAIGHT and to the POI Ni]) The terms are 


established by GOD - - - NOT US. If we are to do BUSINESS with GOD it has to be on HIS 


- ---
TERMS - - - NOT OURS! -- ~[XCUSING and RATIONALIZIN3)- - -~ur(OMPLAINING~ -


:and POSTPONING)- - -~r GOOD INTENSIONS and SINCERITY of PURPOSE - - - - -~ 


all EVAPORATE~ th~AIR - and the VOICE that SPEAKS inquires about
1
th{fRUITS in our :-


--
• 


If your are UNCOMFORIAB~~ •th THAT - - -you are NOT ALONE. I don't LIKE it either . 


To be HONEST, l'auld prefer af ENTLE PAT on the BACD I would rather HEAR HIM SPEAK of 
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"STILL WATERS" and "GREEN PASTURES " - - - - of 11THE LILIES OF THE FIELD AND THE 


BIRDS OF THE AIR" - - - - - - CAREFREE and RESPONSIBLE TO NO ONE. Butfou and 


l~GE - - - CAPABLE and ACCOUNTABLE. Try as we may, we CANNOT ESCAPE our 


~ 
REBPONSIBILITY. Even when we hwi gone away from THAT VOICE into some FAR COUNTRY - · 


it STILL SPEAKS - - - - - - for it is{th"e VOICE of GOD j) 


-
(fh"e PARABLE of the FIG TR£'9is in one sense~ARNIN~ But in another sense it brings us 


@- --~a@ooD WORD of GRACE) It says that we COUNT for something! ~s 


that what you and I do does MATTER! It says that OUR LIFE is NOT "A TALE TOLD BY AN - -
l~T, FULJ- OF SOUND AND FURY, SIGNIFYING NOTHING." R~r, t~s€YME and 


~EAso0- - - ~is@URPOSE and a GOAjJ) Instead of ABANDONING US to our FUTILE -
W.,5!J_ - - - God expects US TO BEAR FRUIT. • ............ @e TR@is NOT CHOPPED - -
DOWN - - - it is FERTILIZED and GIVEN ANOTHER CHANCE. ---- --
So there isEOPE] There is@PPORTUNITYJ) The FUTURE IS{§PEN y We are NOT - - --- ---SHACKLED by the AST or IMPRISONED by the PRESENT. We have been GIVEN ANOTHER 


CHANCE! Our LIFE NEED NOT bezyMPff or HUM-DRUM) It can bfBUNDANY- 61vE~ -


- -=- ==- ___.. 







- (> -I I 


I 


I t • (t9LL OF POW~ - - - - - as it is given TO US from the POWER of the CROSS l~LF. Amen!! 


' • !' 


.... 








// 
I / . 
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Jrd Sunday in Lent 
Rolling Meadows - 1970 


IN NOMINE JESU 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


Ephesians 5: 1,2 THEREFORE, BE IMITATORS OF GOD, AS BELOVED CHILDREN. AND WAI 
IN LOVE, AS CHRIST LOVED US AND GAVE HIMSELF UP FOR US, A 
FRAGRANT OFFERING AND SACRIFICE TO GOD. 


I Corinthians 10: 17 BECAUSE '!HERE IS ONE BREAD, WE WHO ARE MANY ARE ONE BODY, 
FOR WE ALL PARTAKE OF THE ONE BREAD. 


This Sunday brings us to the third in our series of Sennons concerning Ho], --
Cbnmnmion . The theme is: THE LORD 1 S SUPPER AND FELLOWSHIP. 


lr.e'velation of the 
Pe~ the best way to begin is with a description of~ John'~Nerr Je! -


~ - with its @ ~at~ - Q_'-facing in each directio~ So the multitudes of -
the redeemed stream into the City of God - coming from the 4 ends of the earth - -
and brirt.ng with them their own distinctive [C"'";:-u ... l-tur-e-~ ... t;J~nguage?)Giist~nys"i) ~d 


(~adi taj In other words, the C~ - the Communion of Saints - is composed -
of a very d~e compasr of people j '!:t h~e it is tbat~ome§}) andGhii· 


3 are drawn together into a holy fellowship by the SAME DIVINE MAGNET -Q~l 


CHruST, OOR LORD]) 


It is from this perspective that the apostle can exhort and admoni sh us: 


BE J11ITATORS OF Qon, AS BELOVED CHILDREN. AND HALK IN LOVE, AS CHRIST LOVED US 


AND GAVE HIMSELF UP FOR us~ A FiAGRANT OFFERING AND SACRIFICE TO GOD . The ~ 


idea comes through again, when he says: BECAUSE THERE IS ONE BREAD, WE WHO ARE -
MANY ARE ONL BODY, FOR WE ALL PARTAKE OF THE ONE BREAD . 


Let me tell z.ou how it is from my point of view. I am sure that I am never 


so close to ~ as when I ~ive you HoJ.y Communion. S~ow - at that moment -


all that I have shared with z ou rises to the surface of my consciousness - the -
Ghifd~~m borr}).~.zou, the @Ecknesses sufferedj the Cf roubles and anxieti92> Z2,U 


have carried. Here - at the common Table of our :tcrd - the ties between pastor -- - -
and peogle seem to be particularly strong. 


I can say this in all honesty! It means tha~ I care about Y()U and t~I 


am comc~rned about you. The moment I stop caring or stop being concerned, !...2!d 


better get out of the ministry . Yet in saying this, I do not mean to insinuate -- -
that we will never have aey €f f~rence§) or@sagre~ments) - or that we must alway: 


~e eye-to- e;ye} about eve.!"l!-hing when it comes to procedures of adnrinistration ~ 
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even 'I t; aits of personality. There is a p oMMON BO@) that goes beyond all thi 


- and THAT BOND, THAT FELWWSHIP insists that we WALK together IN IDVE, AS CHRL 


LOVED US AND GAVE HIMSELF UP FOR US, A F'RAGRAJiT OFFERrnG AND SACRIFICE TO GOD . 


At the Icrd's Supper we find the ADHESIVE TAPE that binds us all together in ou: --comm.on Savior: BECAUSE THERE IS ONE BREAD, 1;7E WHO ARE MANY ARE ONE BODY, FOR WE 


ALL PARTAKE OF THE ONE BREAD l 


Certainly the @.eVil;} the @.d. evil f o!J) is always there trying to pull us 


ag a!2t• He knows very well that 11EV1'RY KINGDOM DIVIDED AGAINST ITSELF IS LAID 


WASTE, AND HOUSE FALIS UPON HOUSE.!! He wants nothing more than to cause DIVISim -
AND OFFENSES in our corgregation. 


.. """f j ,i. "f A Hof Y -Let me tell you that the d~Ah~s with~ satanic glee when our fellowship 


is broken. He delights in nothing more thaft to listen to 6,"nide thou@ fSJ and -~rkS) about those who are going up to the altar: "Who does she think she is, 


acting so nice and pious in church? She's a lot different than that with her - -
hus~d and children! And there goes€~ to Co~nion for the second time 


this month! 11He must have done something especially bad, and '\vhat he does 


ordinarily is bad enough . 11 And the rest..:iof them too: 11 Tb.ey make me sj ckL" "If -- ~· =====~~ 
they really were the kind of people they appear to be in ch!!,rch1 eve~hing woul 


be f~e - but I know very well they ~ not." 


The trouble with these people is that they fail to hear the sermon preached ·- -
by the Sacrament: 11GIVEN AND SHED FOR YOU FOR THE REMISSION OF SINS ." Here our 


I -


Lord and Savi.Qr k~on € oming to us~(f9rgiving us) trying to cf!'ing us aroun~ 
it 


He never gives up1 His love never stops ! . He keeps on sa~g ~us again and 


~ain and ~a:;n until - by the power of ~ Ho:cy Spirit - the wonder ~is WordJ 
__..._ -- - ------- -finally penetrate our stubborn hearts which are so slow to believe: "GOD SENT NCY. -


HIS SON JNTO THE VlJRLD TO OONDEMN THE WORLD BUT WAT THE WORLD THROUGH Hlli MIGHT 


BE SAVED . 11 


Well, if that is the way our Lord Jesus feels about us, then we sinners __...... 


ought to be forgiving toward one anothE}_r t If nothing else1 the@Y~ BOD})~d -
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t.!l,e ~@:iD§RJ which we receive at the Communion Table should humble us e~gh -
t~ it. The (S"ermqn)preached b:y: the Sacrament tells us that we are bound to 


live together and WALK together IN LOVE, AS CHRIST LOVED US AND GAVE HIMSELF UP -
FOR us·. 


of us who have found such friendships , this is indeed a great boon - but we neec 
- -----...... -= ... 


to remember that what ties us together is a@IN~ not a. HUMAN !22!!d· What ties 


us together is that we are brothers and sisters in Christ. That is what counts1 - - -
The Wamily of Chr~j?) e~ndS far beyond our circle of acquaintances . It 


includes millions of pea>le who BELIEVE JN THE SAME LORD and I.DVE HJM as. we do. 
~ ---~-


~Y' are, therefore, "MEMBERS OF THE SAME LIVTIIJG BODY, 1t because they 11ALL PARTAK ---... -.._,,,_,__.... 


OF THE ONE BREAD .rt The c~ of this fellowship is Christ. And the expectatio -
of this fellowship is that joyous time - when people of every clime and nation -


~~l~.-@-Orlj)~~~~ - when we shall ALL gathe -around the Banquet Table of Heaven in PERFECT COMMUNION with our Lord and with - -
one another. 


Our text says that 1!..,e are to "WALK IN IDVE, AS ClffiIST LOVED US AND GAVE HIM 


SELF UP FOR US11 - that ~WE WHO ARE MANY ARE ONE BODY, FOR WE ALL PARTAKE OF THE -
ONE BREAD." That implies that there is a relationship not only between the 


individual communicant and his Savior, ~ also among the connnunicants themselve; 


Th~s the (f ~on Me~ - this is the ~amily around the fable) If Christians. 


r~ to eat and drink together, there must be something S2_riouslywrong. 


You know how it is in your home. If at supper time ~f the@.~~e: 


into a tantrum and stomps up to his room and shuts the door and refuses to come -~ -@ if h!15band and wife get into an argufm~nt and one or the other w~ ·- -out -- THE WHOLE MEAL IS SPOILED. It doesn't matter h~ good a dinner it was, --
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IT IS SPOILED! It is spoiled because the fellowship bas been broken. - - The -
!'amily is n2.._ longer \VALKING TOGETHER lN LOVEl •••• And the same thing is t?.~e of 


the~~!s Suppi.i). .... And that is why the constant prayer of the ~h is t~ 


there may be no divisions or offenses among us - but that we may dwell together - - -
in p~ and ha1ino!}l• .... And it is this SACRAMENT that makes it ha.wen - where - -
our Lord who loved us to the end, GIVES HJMSELF TO US1 -


The€ly Christia~used to call this M!!l the 11 LOVE FEAST 111 They were ----. 
accustomed to @ss one anothW before going to the Sacrament. As they did so, 


they wished each other the peace of the Lord ••••• In our time and culture, t~s 


custom bas been ~vised (as, for example, in the NEW VfORSHIP SUPPLEMENT) to a 


@NnsHAW with the words, "THE PEACE OF THE LORD BE WITH YOU • 11 This ceremony is 


intended to be an expression of love that exists between people who participate - -
in the Holy Communion. It is really wonderful" .:when this goes beyond mere . -
ce-=.'!"}Z to an ho3 est expression of ~!:V of~ of €_6'a1 conce~ ~ 


This is what we say and express when we come to the altar - the Table of -
our Lord - to EAT HIS BODY and DR:rnK HIS BLOOD, GIVEN AND SHED FOR THE REUSSION - ~ 
OF OUR SINS . ~re will you find LOVE like this tAlli& - so FRAGRANT anc.lOFFERING 


MID SACRIFICE TO GOD1 Amen. 








CRY INTO GOD'S SILENCE (Mt. 27: 46) 
'LOI, ELOI, LAMA SABACHTHANI? - MY GOD, MY GOD, WHY HA VE 
OU FORSAKEN ME? WHEN CHARLEMAGNE, KING OF THE FRANKS, 


1'1RST HEARD THE STORY OF JESUS' CRUCIFIXION, HE EXPLODED IN 
tAGE. GRABBING ms SWORD & RATTLING IT, HE SHOUTED, OH,. IF 
)NLY I HAD BEEN THERE WITH MY LEGIONS, I WOULD HA VE SLAIN 
HEM ALL. WE MAY SMILE AT CHARLEMAGNE'S LOYALTY - OR 
!MILE AT SIMON PETER WHO ACTUALLY DID DRAW HIS SWORD IN 
ESUS' DEFENSE, BUT WHERE WAS GOD THE FATHER IN ALL OF THIS 
ABBA, DADDY, GOD ALMIGHTY WHO COULD HA VE HEL'"PED. DADDY 


•ID NOT EVEN LIFT A FINGER ON JESUS' BEHALF. JUST IMAGINE -
~OD THE FATHER HIDING BEHIND THAT CLOUD OF DARKNESS THAT 
~OVERED CALVARY THAT DAY WITH THE TEARS STREAMIN OWN 
IS CHEEKS. HE WOULD NOT EVEN COME DOWN TO THE GARDEN OF 


rETHSEMANE TO RESCUE HIS SON WHO KNELT DOWN THERE IN 
fTTER AGONY, CRYING OUT, DAD, PLEASE TAKE THIS BITTER CUP 
ROM ME! DAD COULD ONLY SEND AN ANGEL TO STRENGTHEN 
CIM ..... ARE THERE ANY OF US HERE TODAY WHO ARE ABLE TO 
:VEN BEGIN TO COMPREHEND THE GREAT 'PRICE OF OUR 
lEDEMPTION - THE GREAT & HOLY & MAJESTIC GOD SPLITTING 
,PART LIKE AN UNSPLITTABLE ATOM -ALL OF OUR SINS & THE SINS 
IF THE WHOLE WORLD TRANSFERRED FROM US HUMANS TO HIM -
~OD TAKING THIS TREASURY OF W-RATH TBA T I HA VE BEEN 
TORING UP MY WHOLE LIFE LONG - THIS MASS OF EVIL - TAKING 
f ALL FROM MY ACCOUNT & YOUR ACCOUNT & EVERYBODY ELSE'S 
1CCOUNT & PLACING IT ON HIS DEAR & BELOVED SON AS THE 
TERNAL SCAPEGOAT: MY GOD, MY GOD, WHY 11AVE YOU 
ORSAKEN ME? THIS CRY OF DERELICTION - THIS CRY OF 
.BANDONMENT IS THE GREATEST MYSTERY THE HUMAN HEART & 
lIND COULD EVER CONSIDER - GOD'S SON ABANDONED BY IDS, 
ATHER! HE WAS THE ONLY PERSON IN ALL OF IDSTORY WHO WAS 
VITHOUT SIN. AND HERE HE IS THE VICTIM OF INJUSTICE & 
RUELTY & UNBELIEF & DISLOYALTY. HE J(J.S KILLED BY THE 
IGOTRY OF SOME & THE INDIFFERENCE OF OTHERS. HE 
XPERIENCED WHAT GOD ALWAYS EXPERIENCES AT THE HANDS OF 
WORLD FILLED WITH CORRUPTION . .... JESUS HAS BECOME NOW 


OTB THE VICTIM OF SIN & THE OFFERING FOR SIN. HE HAS 
ECOME THE LAMB OF GOD WHOSE BLOOD IS BEING SPRINKLED ON 
HE MERCY SEAT FOR THE SINS OF THE WHOLE WORLD. ST. PAUL 
\YS TO SO WELL: FOR OUR AKE GOD THE FATHER MADE HIM TO 
~ SIN WHO KNEW NO SIN SO THA WE MIGHT BE MADE THE 
lGHTEOUSNESS OF GOD. (2 Cor. 5:21) THE PROPHET ISAIAH IS EVEN 
lORE DRAMATIC: .J1E WAS WOUNDED FOR OUR TRANSGRESSIONS; 
~ WAS BRUISED FOR OUR INIQUITIES .. ... THE- LORD HAS LAID ON 
lM THE INIQUITY OF US LL. JESUS ENDURED THE A WEFUL 


CE OF GOD SO THAT NOW THROUGH ALL ETERNITY HIS 
\THER WILL HEAR HIS CRY FOR OUR PARDON & OUR 
'.>RGIVENESS.. .. . .. H /£ {. L v d ~ ~ 







WANT YOU TO SEE THAT JESUS' CRY OF DERELICTION IS ALSO A 
•RAYER OF GREAT COURAGE. WHAT ARE WE CHRISTIANS TO DO 
::VHEN GOD SEEMS TO IGNORE OUR CRIES FOR DELIVERANCE? THE 
>RAMA, A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS, TELLS HOW Sir Thomas More 
>EALT WITH THIS QUESTION. Thomas More WAS CHANCELLOR OF 
~NGLAND UNDER King Henry VIII. HE RESIGNED FROM THIS 
>FFICE AS CHANCELLOR WHEN King Henry DIVORCED & 
tEMARRIED & FORCED THE CH. OF ENGLAND TO BREAK WITH THE 
,H . OF ROME. Thomas More REFUSED TO SIGN UNDER OATH A 
:TATEMENT WHICH HE BELIEVED IN ms HEART WAS ABSOLUTELY 
\.'RONG. AND FOR THIS HE WAS IMPRISONED IN THE TOWER OF 
,ONDON TO AWAIT EXECUTION. HIS DAUGHTER, Megan, VISITED 
lIM & PROTESTED THE INJUSTICE OF IT ALL: IN A S'{A'fE THAT 
V.A:S EVEN HAL'F GOOD, YOU-SHOULD BE RAISED ON HIGH - NOT PUT -
lERE. More SUGGESTED THAT PERHAPS HE SHOULD JUST STAND 
IASJ' - HANG IN THERE. MEG PROTESTED AGAIN, ASKING IF HE ffi\D 
fOT AEREADY DONE AS MUCH AS GOD COULD-REASONABLY WANT. 
tlore' s ANSWER WAS SLOW & DELIBERATE: ELL FIN 


u ... ,,,.......,...a;..R -- IT 0 OVE ..... SO IT IS 
fERE WITH JESUS. HE SHOULD NOT HA VE BEEN HANGING THERE 
.GAINST THAT BLACKEND SKY. HE SHOULD HAVE BEEN SITTING IN 
ERUSALEM'S PLACE OP HIGHEST HONOR. BUT HIS WAS THE STORY 
IF LOVE - A LOVE THAT WOULD NOT LET us GO. On a Hill far away 
tood an old rugged Cross, T he emblem of suffering and shame. And 
love that old Cross where the dearest & best. For a world of lost 


inners was slain. THE BK. OF HEBREWS HAS A PASSAGE OF 
ECURRING SIGNIFICANCE: IN THE DAYS OF ms FLESH, JESUS 
IFFERED UP PRAYERS OF SUPPLICATIONS WITH LOUD CRIES & 
EARS TO HIM WHO WAS ABLE TO SAVE HIM FROM DEATH -- & HE 
vAS HEARD FOR ms GODLY FEAR. ALTHOUGH HE WAS A SON, HE 
EARNED OBEDIENCE THROUGH WHAT HE SUFFERED; & BEING 
CADE PERFECT HE BECAME THE SOURCE OF ETERNAL SALVATION 
0 ALL WHO OBEY IDM. (5:7-9) HIS LOUD CRY, WHY HAVE YOU 
ORSAKEN ME? WAS ANSWERED IN mE RESURRECTION! BECAUSE 
1F HIS BITTER SUFFERING & DEATH & REDEEMING .LOVE, THE 
ATHER HAS RAISED UP HIS SON & HAS GDlEbi A NAME THAT IS 


OVE' EVERY NAi'1E ..... . OUR FAITH MAlJ''SEEM TO BE TOTALLY 
ORMANT - LIKE A SEED LYING ON THE GROUND - BUT OUR 
1AITING MAY BE JUST A TIME OF PREPARATION FOR THE BURSTING 
DRTH OF THE RISEN XP IN OUR LIVE~, REPLACING WHAT WAS 
ERHAPS NOTHING MORE THAN SURFACE XIANIT¥. WHEN WE 
HINK WE ARE CAUGHT IN NOTHING MORE THAN D'EAD SILENCE, 
HE WORK OF THE SPIRIT BEGINS: THE SPIRIT INTERCEDES FOR US 
'ITH SIGHS TOO DEEP EOR WORDS. JESUS WHO FIRST CRIED OUT: 


, D F • IS NOW ABLE TO KEEP HIS 
R.OMISE: I WILL NOT LEA VE YOU COMFORTLESS. EVEN WHEN WE 
SK WHY? ....... GeD IS HERE. HE IS LISTENING & HE WILL ANSWER. 








LUKE 13:1-9 PUT MANURE ON IT 
MAGINE GOD SITTING IN THE CIRCLE HAVING THIS GREAT DEBATE. 
'ATBER, SON AND HOLY SPIRIT ARE DEBATING ABOUT DIVINE 
USTICE & .JUDGMENT AS IT RELATES TO DIVJNE MERCY, IT'S A 
•EBATE WITH THE GOD WHO GIVE US WHAT WE DESERVE - CUT I'f 
•OWN --=AND THE GOD WHO OFFERS US WHAT WE DO NOT DESERVE 
· GIVE IT MORE TIME. MERCY AND JUDGMENT ARE BOTil GIVEN 
roICES IN THIS STORY OF THE BARREN FIG TREE, THE ON£. IS 
1ERFECTLY JUSTIFIED IN WRATH & ANGER --- CUT IT DOWN! THE 
•THER IS AMAZINGLY PATIENT & TOLERANT- LET IT ALONE- PUT 
OME MANURE ON IT! ...... AND IT ALL COMES TOGETHER IN TIDS 
.IFESTYLE WE CALL REPENTANCE - TIDS DEEP CHANGE IN OUR 
lEARTS & LIVES WIDCH PRODUCES WONDERFUL FRUITS. THERE 
VILL BE NO FRUIT UNLESS THERE IS FERTILIZER. SO DJG AROUND 
f & PUT SOME MANURE ON IT! IT DOESN'T MATTER HOW IT SMELLS 
,R HOW IT TASTES OR WHAT IT FEELS LIKE! WHEN ALL IS SAID & 
•ONE, YOU WILL HAVE BEEN CHANGED INTO THAT HAPPY, SINGING 
tUUEB 'ON THE DUNG HEAP . .. ... AND IN TIDS WHOLE PROCESS 
K>N'T ASK, HOW COULD GOD DO THIS TO ME? RATHER ASK, WHAT 
•OES THIS MEAN FOR ME? WHAT CAN I LEARN FROM THIS? DON'T 
SK, WHY ME? RATHER ASK, WHY NOT ME? HOW CAN I WITH THE 
IELP OF MY CREATOR I REDEEMER GOD TURN THIS NEGATIVE INTO 
• POSITIVE - TURN TIDS UGLY PIECE OF DLA COAD INTO A 
PARKLING DIAMOND - PRODUCE TASTY FIGS ON TmS BARREN FIG 
'REE? AND AS WE ARE GOING THROUGH THIS PERSONAL 
fPBEAVAL, WE MUST ALWAYS COME BACK TO THE REALIZATION 
'HAT GOD'S THOUGHTS ARE NOT OUR THOUGHTS! ms WAYS ARE 
fOT OUR WAYS! AND YES,'SOMEpAY THE SILVER CORD WILL BREAJf 
.ND WE WILL ALL SEE HIM FACE TO FACE! WHAT THEN? WELL, 
'HEN WE WILL ALL STAND BEFORE THE JUDGMENT SEAT OF GOD & 
VE WILL HA VE TO GIVE AN ACCOUNT! AND I'M SUllE WE WILL ALL 
AY TO OURSELVES WITH FEAR & TREPIDATION, AM I EVER IN FOR 
f NOW! AND THAT IS TRUE EXCEPJ'.~~--lJIE MANURE THAT HA~ 
'URNED TIDS BARREN FIG ~INTO FRUIT PRODUCING 
•ISCIPLESHIP! AND THAT MANURE IS THE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST 
·-THE BLOOD THAT CLEANSES US FROM ALL OF OUR SINS! ..... SO WE 
fUST ALWAYS KEEP ASKING OURSELVES, HAVE I BROUGHT FORTH 
'RUIT THAT BEFITS REPENTANCE? HAVE I? ..... I REMEMBER AS A 
'OUN.G,fil!Y WHEN EVERY SPRING1MY FATHER & I WOULD DRIVE 
>UT INTO THE COUNTRY TO A FARMER FRIEND, & WE WOULD FILL 
IUSHEL BASKETS WITH COW MANURE & BRING THAT HOME IN 
•AD'S CAR. THE CAR WOULD SMELL FOR WEEKS I NO DEODORANT 
VOULD REALLY FIX IT --- BUT MOM'S FLOWERS AND MY VEGETABLE 
~ARDEN CERTAINLY GREW & BLOSSOMED & BECAME FRUITFUL . 
. ET'S GET SPECIFIC HERE! LET ME ASK YOU, HOW IS YOUR 
1ARRIAGE & YOUR HOME LIFE BEARING FRIDT - LITERALLY 
lADIA TING WITH THE PRESENCE OF GOD & CHRIST & SCRIPTURE & 







WORSHIP? ARE YOU BEARING FRUIT? OR IS YOUR LOVE & 
fOGETHERNESS BEGINNING TO FAIL? ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT 
CALLING IT QUITS? -- CUTTING IT DOWN - OR ARE YOU WILLING TO 
PUT SOME MANURE ON flf? [BOOK: 101 NIGHTS OF GRREAT 
ROMANCE)' YOU MAY FIND YOURSELF WAY OUT OF YOUR COMFORT 
(iONE, BUT IT MAY REALLY AMAZE YOU WHAT THE LORD CAN DO' 
\ COUPLE CAME BACK FROM A TRIP TO AUSTRIA & THEY TOLD HOW 
ITTJCH THEY ADMIREfTHE UNBELIEVABLY BEAUTIFUL GERANIUMS 
rHAT WERE GROWING IN FRONT OF THE INN. THEY WERE THE 
........... ·---"VT, BRIGH EST RED GERANIUMS THEY HAD EVER SEEN IN 
rHEm LIVES. THE WOMAN EXCLAIMED, WIE ROT DIESE BLUMEN 
ilNB! -- HOW RED THESE.ELOWERS ARE! HOW DO YOU DO IT? WHAT 
iORT OF FERTILIZJER DO YOU USE? .. ... L , THE LANDLADY 
U:PLIED. BRi'.NGS ME A F 


D FROM THE E EVERY WEEK THESE 
it.OWER5 GR6W TIN OD . 
.,ET IT ALONE! I PUT MANURE ON THAT BARREN FIG TREE! JESUS 
:AME PREACHING: THE HOUR IS COME! CHANGE YOUR WAYS! 
JELIEVE! HE CAME LOOKING FOR FRUIT! BEAR FRUIT THAT BEFITS 
tEPENTANCE! AND WHAT DID WE DO? WE CRUCIFIED HIM! WE 
~AILED HIM TO A CROSS AND THEN WE WENT BACK TO 
JUSINESS AS USUAL -- BACK TO VIRTUAL NOTHINGNESS! ..... . 
IEA VEN HEAVED & RAGED - THE EARTH SHOOK! THE 
N'HOLE CREATION WAS READY TO BURST FORTH IN WELL 
>ESERVED JUDGMENT!.. .. AND FROM lllE CROSS JESUS CRIED, 
i'ATHER, Li TALONE! F THEM. AND THE BLOOD 
•RIPPED DOWN - FERTILIZE-R FOR US - QIGGING DEEP INTO OUR 
tOOTS THAT WE MIGHT BEAR MUCH FRUI'F! IT'S RIGHT HERE! 
ESUS STILL CALLS OUIT': TAKE & DRINK! THIS IS MY BLOOD 
:HED FOR YOU! 








Oculi - 3rd Sunday in Lent 
Rolling Meadov;s - 1967 


Rev. Carl F. Thrun 


IN NOMINE JF.SU 


St. Luke ll: 20-23 But if it is by the finger of God that I cast out demons, 
then the kingdom of God has come upon you. When a strong 


man, fully anned, guards his own palace, his goods are in peace; but when one 
stronger than he assails him and overcomes him, he takes away his armor in which 
he trusted, and divides his spoil. He 'Who is not with Me is against Me, and he 
who does not gather with Me scatters. 


HOOKED 


In his arresting book, The Cross and the Switchblade (which, by the wa;y, is 


in our Church library) , {Q;.vid Wilkerso~reports that drug-addicted youths tell hj 


again and again: There are two habits you have got to kick if you 're hooked. The 


body habit and the mind habit. The body habit's not too much of a problem: you 


just stay in sheer hell for three days, put up with a little less torture for 


another month, and you're free. But that mind habit, Davie • • • that's something 


terrible ! 
c 


There} a thing inside you that makes you come back. Something spooky,, 


whispering to you. We 1ve got names for this guy: either he's a monkey on our 


back_, or a vulture in our veins . 
j¢-


The young men talking to David Wilkerson are 


drug addicts, and they are describ~ what it is like to break the habit that is -~«·:"1/rl .• ~l .,.,c<._/f 
eeRve,:.ed by the graphic word hooked. 


To be hooked generally means to be hooked for life, which ~n turns out to 


be very short because of the side effects induced by constant uses of d.rus;s and 


~abit-forming narcotics. The fact is, a narcotics user usually gets in deeper an 


deeper as he goes along . Hardly anyone is ever~ fully cured. The body can be -
straightened out after six weeks or six months of treatment, but =T'is one going 


to do about that spooky something inside - that monkey on the back - that vulture 


in the veins? 


The Bible talks that way about sin. Sin, any kind of sin, can be habit-form -
Whether you think of sin as weakness in human nature or waywardness from th -


will and life and way of God - it gets into a man's blood. Sin gets to be a - -- -
habit, and habit enslaves. To be enslaved by the habit of sin is to be hooked. -- dr"'. Sin is the poisonous ~ J.ll man's veins that binds, and enslaves, and imprisons - -
him. To be hooked by sin is to live in the nightmare of hell - bound and gagged -
in the dark dungeon of a living death -
hoot and howl and dance in diabolical -


- a dungeonn~ded bl satMic demons who 
a;;J .. ~c<:..-z:.?..{-fL· /l-.r,,-


glee at the sorry plight of those who are - /) -
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hooked. 


A lot of p~ple have tried to break that hook, to kick the habit, to get ric -
of the ball and chain holding them down and dragg:il'lg them back, and have not suc-


- They ~d there was always someth;ing inside them - a demonic power -ceeded. 


that drew them back - something whispering - too strong, too attractive, too 


alluring to be pushed aside easily. It is a real tragedy to be hooked, especiaD 


when you want to be ~· 


Think, for example, of the people who are hooked by a bad te:q>er . A good 


many of them don 1t really want to blow up every time something irritates them. 
(l~ 


They k:nov• better than to give into anger at the slight provocation. They know, 


too, ~ these outbursts do both to themselves and to everyone around them. Yet -
the very next time a situation arises which calls for moderation and self-control 


they blow their top . Giving expression to violent feelings is habit-fonning, 


and people get hooked by it. 


Or think of the habit-forming characteristics of lying and deceit . Deceit-


~ss can get such a griP on a p~n that he practically never tells the ~ 


or acts honorab:l..y in his relationships with his fello'Wlllen. .!£.he has the option 


between being straightforward and being crooked, he will be crooked. He knows 
.. - -


b_£tt~r - he may even wish that he could act otherwise. But he can't. He's hooke 


Some_ are hooked by alcohol. (["runkar~are listed by st. Paul with ~


cators, idolators, thieves, and extortioners who shall not inherit the kingdom of - -
God . With his customary bluntness, tM""'artin Luthe;Jonce said: A drunkard is a pig -
which the devil holds on a rope, leading it on like a butcher to the slaughter-


house of hell . This is strong language, yet not too strong for the situation it 


describes. Many an alcoholic has :agalhn and again made the high resolve that he ,_ .. ~ 
is going to quit drinking - but aga:in and again he reverts to the bottle . There 1: 


a demonic something inside and pulls him back. He's hooked . -
Some are hooked by sex. A (m;;'dern writer} has said: Someth:il'lg in the air has 


anesthetized the nerve of self-control, released the inner restraint, freed men o; 


vital checks and balances. We are becomeng the 'anything goes' generation. 
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~tv,,..t.Y..___ 
Describing the situation which exists on many American College campuses, t'Newsweel 


magazine reports: In its simplest terms, the new campus morality permits 'sex wi· -love' provided that a girl doesn't fall in love with two people at the same time 


Sex with anyone except 'Mr. Right 1 is largejy frowned upon, as is out-and-out 


promiscuity. The question is, how many Mr. Rights make a wrong? Actually, of 


course, this so-called new morality is simply the old :immorality in new dress. 


(TOday1s epistlj}leaves no doubt about the destiny of those who are hooked by thell 


passions: Be sure of this, that no :i.Imnoral or impure man • • • has any inheritance ir 


the kingdom of Christ and of God. Let no one deceive you with e.mpty words, for j 


is because of these things that the wrath of God comes upon the sons of disobediE 


Some are hooked by laziness , and strange as it may seem, others are hooked 


by work . How many excuses are offered in the name of work for failure to fulfill 


ordinary obligations to family and friends, as well as to God and His Churchl Th - -
inability to pray, for example, even in times of the utmost extremity, is more - - -
often due to continued failure to pray which has become encrusted into a habit - - -
~i~ from some fancy philosophy which denies the existence of God. ~e 


want to pray, but they can't, because they are hooked by their own habits • 
..__, ·-' 


Some habits are recognized as sinful beaause they transgress the will of God 


break up human relationships, and bring harm to the ~le who are hooked by them 


lQthe}i)are not so obvious - like the habit of pride, which makes a person th:illk o 


himself more highly than he ought to think - or the habit of prejudice, 'Which -
c8.l.lses a person to look down his nose at someone else who is different in one wey-- -
or another - or the habit of suspicion, which is always looking for wrong motives 


in others, trying to cause discontent - or the habit of fear, which is the~ 


posite of faith, since it trusts no one, not even God, and makes a man bare his 


teeth against the whole world• All of these are habit-forming. They get into a -
man's blood. Yielding to them, a man gets hooked. 


None of us is immune! All of us have the probleml This is precisely what ~ -
~d about our bad-off situation for which the message of the Gospel is Good News1 


If it is by the finger of God, said Christ, that I cast out demons, then the 
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Kingdom of God has come upon you! The Kingdom of God has come, and still comes, 


in Christ Himself. In Christ, God extends His loving rule over the hearts and -
lives of men. In Christ, God was reconciling the world unto lli.mself, not countir -
our sins against us . In Christ, there is rebirth and a new life - life pleasing 


to God - life as God wants it to be. - - In Christ, there is forgiveness. If anyonE 


is in Christ, he is a new creation ••• behold, all things are become new. 


The power of God entered the world in Jesus Christ. Here is the Stronger 
~ 


One who has stormed the stronghold of the evil one - casting out demons afflictir -
~ - crashing through the gates of hell and coming out victorious and tr,!..u.mphan1 


on the other side. And He did it all for us . He has the keys of hell and of 


death . And He offers us the power to overcome - to break the hold of sin - to 


quench the firey darts of the devi1 - to get rid of the grip of evil habits - to 


get unhoolted and to be free! To be in Christ is to own Him and to have Him own -
you. This intimacy of relationship the @ibW calls faith. (The dev@ still romms -
about like a roaring lion seeking whom he may devou:b - but you can resist Him noll -
steadfast in the faith. 


Faith in Christ means following Him, and that is never easy. It is a con--
stant struggle against the habit-forming quality of sin. Qome peop]j)who want to 


follow Christ do :1.not ·.seem to understand this. They want a b.rand of Christianity -
that involves little more than sitting on the sidelines - that calls for no 


~""'" (' c,iu.' tJ() c - m ,,,,.7"" .,, r -
discipleship and no suITender.}. They don't understand the@ wer of sijl) and they 


G-r'-. c:,. e. tr' a/ ' -


.O. ~ ~~on't understarrl the (fowver of Go{j)they can enjoy in Christ. !..Jaiow would-be 
~-"+= de..,'" p, t I •'I 1 •J 
~ ~isti_,!1S whose l~ are no different from the godless masses of people around 
"'1 ' "'•..,.'l!.t.( f 


them. They are just as nasJ:y, h~ul, deceitful, vicious, proud, and prejudiced 


as anybody else you could mention. In fact, some are worse. With a whitewash of 
,~-~ 


~y on ~ay, the Saturday before they get plastered ~h ~s anyone else in 


the block, and think nothing of other kirrls of hanky-panky which are sometimes 


excused because they are attributed to the weakness of mankind. He who :i.s not -
With Me :i.s against Me, said Christ, and he who does not gather ;rith Me sca:tters. 


~ ~" CC(.~.tf.IJI.~ 
Such people do ~t really know the liberating power of Chr:i.st wfie(!;ll.s ef;ry man " . - ---~., 







who would come after Him to a cross and a cruci.fi."lCion . They that are Christ 1 s 


have crucified the flesh id. th its affections and lusts . But this is obviously a 


high price to pay for all of us - because they are our affections and our lusts. 


The point is that such a superficial brush with Christ and the Christian faith or 


leaves a man worse off than before - like the unclean spirit who came back to fir 


his fonner residence swept and clean but unoccupied - and brought 7 other spirits 


more wicked than h:imself; and he was hooked 7 times worse than before. 


Genuine faith in Christ makes no allowance for defeatism. Faith overcomes. 


People of faith know they have been in a battle, but faith overcomes. Genuine -
faith in Christ will give you a new life and a new power - power to get unhooked -
from the old habits and to be free - free to live for Him who loved you and gave -
Himself for you - free to stand up with courage and confidence and to say with 


Llt P~ I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me . This is the way 
1..e..T "'' '"'' tJ • ..,.,r lf1s Po-er ""'~T,e>NT1-


to overcome. This is the ~ to be f~. A If the Son shall make you free, you 


shall be free indeed! Amen. 


'
·-r fJe.--f ie.-ve 


11~ I "'f Ph 


L 1 'v e- a.. c. &.~rJ '" 7 
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! J .3RD .SUNDAY IN LENT Rev. Carl F. Thrun 
I FBf-th, Mundelein - 198.3 


L> . IN NOMINE JESU 


EXODUS .3: 1-8b, 10-15 


" GOD'S IN HIS HEAVEN; ALL'S RIGHT WITH THE WORLD1 11 Have you ever heard that rather 


trite sounding cliche? There have been times, I can tell you, when I have lifted 


my fists to high heaven and literally screamed in defiance: 11 BULLLL - LOGNA! GOD 


CERTAINIX DOESN'T SED1 TO BE IN HIS HEAVEN - AND ALL IS FAR FROM RIGHT WITH THE 


WORLD, LET ALONE 'RIGHT' WITH MY LIFE. 11 


More often than not, GOD-FORSAKENNESS seems to be the lot of our life on earth. The 


opening chapters of Exodus give us the i mpression that GOD HAD FORGOTTEN HIS PLAN and 


HIS PEOPLE - leaving them totally and completely in the lurch. The DESCENDENTS OF 


ABRAHAM are SLAVES IN A STRANGE LAND and THEIR LOT IS A SORRY ONE, indeed. A HARSH 


PHAROAH has them UNDER HIS THUMB - and is making their lot INCREASINGLY INTOLERABLE. 


They are HELPLESSLY ENSLAVED - They are IN BONDAGE - They are IN CHAINS - They are 


HOPELESS - They HAVE NO FUTURE • • • • In fact, PHARAOH IS DETERMINED'~.®. EXTR.~ITNA.TE 


TIID1. HOW? - By giving them INORDINATELY HARD WORK and by ICTLLING OFF ALL THE MALE 


INFANTS. •••• In the mid~t of their anguish and agony and suffering t he PEOPLE OF GOD 


PRAY - and they PLEAD - and they CRY - and it's like TALKING TO A BLANK WALL! Day 


after day goes by - year after year - and NOTHING HAPPENS.••• GOD'S NOT IN HIS 


HEAVEN - AND ALL 1S .filll: RIGHT WITH THE WORLD! HE HAS FORGOTTEN HIS PROMISES! 


Now comes our text - and t he first thing God says to Moses, after warning him to show 


the proper reverence and devotion i n His presence, is: 11r HAVE SEEN THE AFFLICTION OF 


MY PEOPLE WHO ARE IN EGYPT, AND HAVE HEARD THEIR CRY BECAUSE OF THEIR TASKMASTERS; I 


KNOW THEIR SUFFERINGS, AND I HA VE COME DOWN• • • • tt It is i mportant for us to realize 


and identify with ISRAEL'S HELPLESSNESS. BIBLICALLY - THEOLOGICALLY - HISTORICALLY 


ISRAEL IS HELPLESS - ABSOLUTELY HELPLESS AND POWERLESS - and there is none of this 


nonsense about 11GOD HELPING THOSE WHO HELP TJm.1SELVES. 11 This is no SELF-HELP, DO-IT-


YOURSELF, PULL-YOURSELF-UP-BY-YOUR-OWN-BOOTSTRAPS RESCUE MISSION. The word here i s 
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G R A C E - sheer U N D E S E R V E D M ER CY! I t all happens from the SIDE 


OF HEAVEN: 111 HAVE SEEN THE AFFLICTION OF MY PEOPLE - I HAVE HEARD THEIR CRY - I 


KNOW THEIR SUFFERINGS - AND I HAVE COME DOWN!" 


Now watch what happens. When God "comes do'WI111 to rescue, and save, and deliver His 


people from their chains of bondage and slavery, HE DOES NOT RAISE UP AN ARMY - HE 


RAISES UP ONE MAN. That is IMPORTANT - ONE MAN - and He says, 11 WELL, MOSES, WE ARE 
?"""8 .7~~ 


GOING TO GET MY PEOPLE OUT OF THAT LAND. 11 MOSES IS GOD'S INSTRUMENT! •••• By the 


way, it is also VERY SIGNIFICANT where this CALLING OF MOSES takes place - IN THE 


WILDERNESS. In the Scriptures the WILDERNESS is the PLACE WHERE MEN MEET GOD - It's 


the PLACE OF NEW BEGINNINGS - It1 s the PLACE OF EXPECTATIONS - Itt s the PLACE WHERE 


GOD TAKES HIS PF.oPLE TO GET THili AWAY FROM THE T.El1PTATIONS OF THIS WORLD THAT HE MIGHT 


DRAW THil1 CLOSER TO HIMSELF AGAIN. So it was tbt Israel spent 40 YEARS in the 


WILDERNESS before entering the Promised Land••••••• At first glance you might think 


i t 1<1as pretty st upid of JOHN THE BAPTIST to conduct his ministry OUT IN THE WILDERNESS. 


That's a .!!Q!, GOD-FORSAKEN CORNER OF THE EARTH. But JOHN THE BAPTis11"' goes out into 


the WILDERNESS and he CALLS THE JEWS out into the WILDERNESS••••• And JESUS begins 


His Ministry by spending 40 days and 40 nights in the WILDERNESS••••• JOHN THE BAPTIST 


and JESUS both PARALLEL MOSES. 


If you read on in Exodus, you will discover that Moses was not over elated about God's 


proposal. He was hardly a willing participant in God's plan. He was sure that the 
~· 


people would NOT ACCEPT HIM, much less BELIEVE THAT GOD HAD APPEARED TO HIM. Even 


after the Lord provided him with some SIGNS to substantiate his story and authority 1 


he still held back. ~ter all, he was NOT AN ELOQUENT SPEAKER. So God agrees t o 


send Moses' brother, Aaron, along with him to do the talking. But the most important 


thing (the one "Which our text centers on) is the question about the DIVINE NAME. 


l}//fO IA//1-~ ;:: ~11 V 9 6H7 M 13? 


In the world of that time, a NAME was more than a HERE LABEL. It was a PART OF THE 


PERSON - almost an EXTENSION OF THE PERSON IIlMSELF - and REFLECTED SOMETHING OF IIl.S 


NATURE AND ESSENCE. Not only t hat, but to KNOW A PERSONfS NAME was to have a certain 
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POWER OVER HIM. Air_::All,f"-'l:"S.t..e, the Hebrew Name for God given here, YAHWEH, has been 


variously translated. Some t r anslate it, 11HE CAUSES TO BE WHAT EXISTS; 11 others: 


" HE WILL BE,11 "HE IS PRESENT," 111 AM WHO I AM. 11 "Still othe:r,s suggest that God' s 


answer here is a REFUSAL TO ANSWER - a declaration that HE IS BE'f OND NAMING and 


therefore BEYOND MAN'S POWER TO CONTROL. He is to be known NOT BY HIS NAME but BY 


HIS ACTIONS - particularly BY HIS ACTIONS IN RELATION TO ISRAEL. Indeed, He is a 


God who ACTS MIGHTILY WITHIN HUMAN HISTORY. 


At any rate, this Name, 11Y A H W E H11 became SO HOLY 1 SO SACROSANCT that it was 


Yhispered only once a year - by the High Priest - ett=-tmY~y4.tlf YOM KYPUR, the DAY OF 


ATON.EMENT, Yhen he sprinkled the blood on th; ~'Z S~ the HOLY OF HOLIES first 


f or himself and then for the sins of the pe~le:A•• S~w~~n, in the Garden of 


Gethsemane, Jesus asked those who came out to arrest Him with svords and staves, "WHOM 


SEEK YE?"- And they ansvered1 
11 JESUS OF NAZARETH." - And He r eplied Yi th this very 


sancrosanct Name for God, 111 AM - YAIMEH11 - And they were so terrified by His use of 
Divine 


the Name that THEf '"FELL BACKWARD in fear. JESUS WAS IDENTIFYING HIMSELF WITH THE 


DELIVERER GOD WHO REVEALED HIMSELF THAT DAY TO MOSES AT THE BURNING BUSH IN THE 


WILDERNESS. HE HAS COME TO SAVE HIS PEOPLE - LIKE MOSES. 


Moses went to Pharaoh with the Divine dictum, 11 THUS SAYS THE LORD, 'LET MY PEOPLE GO! '" 


There were the TEN PLAGUES culminating in the PASSOVER where the ANGEL OF DEATH 


killed all the FIRST BORN who did not have the BLOOD OF THE LAMB sprinkled on their 


doorposts and lintel. Pharaoh not only allows them to go ~ He ORDERS them to go. 


They go and get as far as the REED SEA when Pharaoh changes his mind. He sends out 


his armies to bring them back. So here come the ARMIES OF PHARAOH t hundering through 


the desert ALL SET UP TO DESTROY ISRAEL OR BRING HER BACK TO ~0'IVI1Y - and once 


again ISRAEL'S LOT IS ONE OF COMPLETE HOPELESSNESS AND HELPLESSNESS•••• AND W'HAT....DOES 


THE LORD DO? - HE DELIVERS HER - THROUGH THE CLDUD - and HE OPENS THE WATER -


and HE DELIVERS HER THROUGH THE SEA. HE LEADS THEM OUT OF EGYPT - THROUGH THE 


WILDERNESS - INTO THE PROMISED LAND. IT IS A "HOLY WAR" - WHERE GOD HIMSELF WINS 
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'THEIR BATTLE ••••• So how much credit can-Israel take for their deliverance from 


bondage into freedom? N O N E ! It is a G I F T - A L L G R A C E ! 


When we get to the New Testament, WHAT ' S THE WAR? Ephesians 6 tells us that we are 


no longer fighting the Egyptians - but S A T A N - "PRINCIPALITIES, POWERS, AND 


DOMINIONS. 11 And Jesus :hs the NEW MOSES. He comes to share with us our BONDAGE with 


its suffering and tear s. He goes to the Cr oss, a 11MAN OF SORROWS AND ACQUAINTED 


WITH GRIEF. 11 He cries out because of the seeming GOD FORSAKENNESS, 11 MY GOD, MY GOD, 


WHY HAST THOU FORSAKEN ME? 11 He dies to WIN THE WAR ! He rises - STRONG TO SAVE. 


Now DEATH HAS NO MORE DOMINION OVER HIM! THE VICTORY IS HIS - AND HE SHALL REIGN 


FOREVER AND EVER. 


So it is t hat when we CRY OUT OF THE DEPTHS - when we CRY OUT THROUGH OUR TEARS, 


OUR TROUBLES, OUR TRIBULATIONS, 11PLEASE, DEAR GOD, HELP US P' we can be sure of it -


GOD Ll IN HIS HEAVEN; ALL 1..§. RIGHT WITH THE WORLD. He will l ead.us safel y 


through this vale of tears to Himsel in heaven.} At the COMMUNION TABLE we celebr ate 


and rejoi ce in t hat deliverance: DEATH IS SW ALL/ WED UP IN VICTORY! Amen. 


a,J,~/~~~~£,~~~/ /'rj'k -~ 
v~-afi'~~/''/~~~.Toy~ 
1 'j'N!/l!O"j 1-f~r?JJ)f ~t~ ~ 5LfFF!!R111~ 


L1r£ ~ 1 P&l!Tff. 








ST. JOHN 2: 13-22 
"HERE'S THE CHURCH - HERE'S THE STEEPLE - OPEN THE DOORS & SEE 
ALL THE PEOPLE!" 


' -- CHURCH IS NOT A BUILDING / TEMPLE / INSTITUTION -- PEOPLE 
-- God is ALIVE IN HIS WORLD -- ALIVE IN PEOPLE 


~OHN BEGINS GOS./ CREATIVE WORD OF GOO which was IN THE BEGINNTI~ 
w GllD I IN FACT VIAS GOD / "WORD BECAME FLESH & DWELT AMONG US 
""IENTED AMONG us It 


-- Jtr. DISPELS ANY MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT WHAT HIS WORK & MINIST~ 
WAS ALL ABOUT 


-- NO MEEK, MILK-TOAST WHIMP 
-- "THROWING OVER TABLES OF MONEY CHANGERS" / "DRIVING OUT THE 


SHEEP:1& OXEN" I telling those who sold pige0ns: "TAKE THESE 
THINGS AWAY; YOU SHALL NOT MAKE MY FATHER'S HOUSE A HOUSE OF 
TRADE!" 


' LET NO ONE UNDERESTIMATE THE ~~~ATH. OF GOD! 
-- Ever since ADAM & EVEI, NO ONE HAS BEEN ABLE TO APPEASE THE 


WRATH OF GOD OR WORK THEIR WAY BACK INTO GOD'S GOOD GRACES 
-- ON THE CROSS THE WRATH OF GOD 1-LOVE OF GOD COLLIDED 
-- WHAT CHURCH SAYS IS THAT "GOD IS THE GREAT LOVER!" 


CROSS - "THE LORD HAS LAID ON HIM THE INIQUITY OF US ALL" 
"WITH HIS STRIPES, WE ARE HEALED. 11 


-- NO FORGIVENESS IN WHICH THE FORGIVER DOES NOT BEAR THE COST 
STOP THE RETRIBUTION 


-- JESUS DOES NOT PAY BACK: "DESTROY THIS TEMPLE -- GO AHEAD -
ANO IN THREE DAYS I WILL RAISE IT UP. 11 


-- "WHEN THEREFORE HE WAS RAISE FROM THE DEAD, HIS DISCIPLES 
REMEMBERED THAT HE HAO SAID THIS. 11 


. SO WHERE'S THE CHURCH? / WHERE GOO IS PRESENT w UNCONDITIONAL LOV 
--


11 WE LOVE, BECAUSE HE FIRST LOVED US 11 -


--
11 IF ANYONE SAYS, I LOVE GOO & HATES HIS BROTHER, HE IS LIAR" 


THINK OF JESUS' PARABLE OF THE LOST SHEEP. 
-- Here is the Shepherd w all these sheef & YOU WALK OFF & GET 


- -· LOST / FALL OVER CLIFT / STUCK IN BRAMBLE BUSH 
-- C.E~O. FIRES SHEPHERD FOR LEAVING THE 99 
-- WHAT DOES HE SAY TO YOU? HOW DOES HE LOOK? / EXPRESSION 
-- "WHAT ARE YOU DOING C8ft;ING ME ALL THIS TROUBLE / DUMMY .•• 
-- PUTS YOU ON HIS SHOULDER & TAKES YOU BACK TO HERO" 


CAN YOU ACCEPT THAT / BELIEVE GOD ACCEPT YOU 
--


11 I 1 LL DO IT MYSELF / WITHOUT HELP FROM ANYONE 
WHAT AN INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY FOR CHURCH f PEOPLE/ BODY OF XP 
to be CONDUITS OF HIS TREMENDOUS LOVE 


-- HERE I AM -- READY TO GO ALL THE WAY FOR YOU 


FORGIVENESS I LIFE/ SALVNI ION / what KEEPS CHURCH ALIVE! 
-- NOBODY IS GOING TO DESTROY THE CHURCH / KILL GOD'S PRESENCE 


CHRIST IS RISEN I CHRIST IS ETERNAL / BUILDING HTS r.HllRr~ 
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/ .... )st. tuke 11: 24-26 When the unclean spirit has gone out of a man, he passes 
, 1 through waterless places seeking rest; and finding none he 
-. says:, 11I will return to my house from which I came. 11 And when he comes he finds 


it swept and put in order. Theft he goes and brings seven other spirits more evil 
than himself, am they enter and cl.well there; and the last state of that man 
becomes worse than the first. 


THE EMPTY HOUSE 


~you ever been in an empty house? No matter how striking or attractive 


it may appear on the 6)Uts~ it is forlorn on the~ As you walk through 
' .. · . r . o -
an empty house, your footsteps leave hollow echoes ringing through the cold and - -
emuty rooms, and you feel that the ~is dragging out its meaningless existeni 


- waiting for life and warmth to move in again. But an empty house never remain -
completely em;ety for long. (5.pide~ ~e in to spin their webs @g~ t~ 


the baseboards. - f ats) scurry around the cellar -~a.ts) flutter ominously in the -
attic. - Children soon refer to it as being haunted. ws .... __ __ 


Jesus us.es this drJ-!Ilatic fieyre of an empty house to describe the p~r2 of 


an GW.pty SOUL~ A d~n, expelled from a man's soul, wanders through waterless 


places - the desert wa5tes and ruins , where these unclean spirits like to s12end - -
their va~ns . This d~on, h~er,, f2:!15 nothing to his l~ ~e ~ 


wastes and decides to return to the life from which he has been banished. To - - -
his delight he finds it SWEPT .AND PUT IN ORDER - all cleaned up an:l decorated -


and EMPTY! I Immediately he rounds up fuven other) horrible friends and takes 


possession once more - this time in for ce . For it is infinitely more difficult -
to eyi ct eight t enan\8-·>than one. So {jesus) observes grimly: THE LAST STATE OF 


THAT MAN BECOMES WORSE THAN THE FIRST. 


L~ a f;irgeon •s knif~s 1 wor~lay bare the vast, aching eigetiness of 


our times. For the s9ul of our world is for the most part an empty soul. Those -· 
who diagnose the ills of our dey agree on this with amazing uniformity. They al : .. .... - . 


'i'f'".~~~~=t~h._e something wrong almost inevitably ~ 


out to be womething missing - an /) tiness In spite of •as ~~ - . 
andQflu~beyond the dream of ancient kings, people 
~~ I 


emptiness;ancrsheer futility of their existence - their 


~ 


are gripped by the 


lives are~ll~){fC;~ 
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~ 
To be sure, tge house is ~ept clean and put in order - how entrancing ~t 


all is - withG1-eek airliner""i)to take .,~""to the :t;:n and sun capitol~ of the worl 


- with GelevisionJ and@e~ an~~- with n;: and fl.aB1}Y"63 - with 


bright, modern {§uild~Jof glass and saainless steel - with(Plastic~ and~ 


andG!ei}7ih~ from "an electric frying pay to an oscillating fan .'' The house 


sparkles and glitters, but the footsteps within have an ominously hollow sound. 


Swept, clean and --~ seven other demons more wicked than the first - -
threathen constantly W move in and take over: ~t~ thecElltica:[ 


;em~gogue~GQnfusio~l!!ituit'iJ - and with them c~ their sisters and t~ 
cousins and their aunts and their uncles : corruption, @:elinquenc~rcotic~ 


@~~~ • GiBntal and physical breakdowns) and • AND THE LAST STATE OF 


THAT MAN BEOOMES WORSE THAN THE FIBST •••• Wl~EW''iJiibEP im?i'~!¥.::t:J.MN .•.. 


Tee answ~r? The answer to it all is ~ ob~ous that e did not bother 


to put it into words. HE WAS THE ANSWER. He, telling the story, embodied the -answer to the desolation of the empty house - the Gfilpty so~ The aching voi~ :i.J 


ourrw;;r1fD can only be filled by Him who said: I AU COIJE THAT MEN MIGHT HAVE LIFE . 


.AND THAT THEY MIGHT HAVE IT MORE ABUNDANTLY. 


Of course, it is very easy to talR: about C~t being the 


{3 and the (r;tiness of our times]until we stop a:rrl realize 


answer to our -that the 01~ way 


He ca.n be the answer il through (i_eoplJl like you and me . A_l_ot_o_f_us_ have never 


reallz take~ our Christianity with quite that kind of a~don. We are perhaps 


perfectly willing t~e @esusJ~he house of our soul as a~- but o~ 
with the{i)roper reservatio~ - -


Our attitude is not unlike that of a/~autious landlord]who looks over his -prospective tenants with a wary eye and reads them the house rules in order to - ---= d any future difficulties and misunderstand~s: Ql.o pe~c§ child.re~ 
after 10;00 at night, G!:o wild partie~ The landlord ~kes it quite plain that 


he wants ~t, ~t, respectable tenants who will cause him no (discomfo!Jt ~ 


{!iEturbfili~e :;_) 


So you a:nE.re .. aill(i inclined to~[Chris~ as a prospective tenant, and we -
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say: Certainly I welcome Him into the house of my soul - of course, so long as - ... 
He observes wY(house rules J I want it understood that I want lllo discom.fo~ or 


F 


@isturbanci) :ill th~ way I run m.y lif$=l. I don• t want to @hange my habi t'Sj) ~ 
have a few prejudiC,:~ I don 1t intend to change them. I shall expect a reasonabl -
amount of (f~e of maj - I don't want to l ie awake nights worrying about the 


Gi,Qblems yr the world)~the (S"tate of my own soui) - I have worries enopgh ~ it 


is. If Christ w~ts to move into my ~e under those conditions, I'll be more 


than happy to have Him as a ~t - and I will, on my part, do wha. t I can to 


make His stay with me agreeable . I'll go to (chur~hen the weather ' s fine ~ 


I'm not too busy or otherwise engaged - ~ll {iaY my prayer;/ and do what I can 


to practice the W<?l.d.en Ru1;:::J 


And I suppose some would be utterly amazed to learn that Jesus never did 
+*'4 


move in under those tt;;;>orS:other terms:;> Those who offer sue~ think 
--- ilM,r .~ .. 


they have a decent Tenant ~ie ~~. - but the h~ 1ffiS actual)j" I\ empt¥ ~ 


the time et,.cept f2r aJ.l the d~ wh~ed in quietly and unobserved . 


~' asf • s. Lewi~has suggested, when God does come ~ T~t into an 


empty house He does not act at all like the nice2 quiet Tebant you bargained 


!:;! . Perceptively 8 has observed: At first, per haps ,, you can understand wha: 


He 1 s doing. He rs getting the drains right and stopping the leaks in the roof an• 


so on; you knew that these j obs needed doing and so you are not surprised. But 


presently He starts knocking the house about in a way that hurts abominably and 


which doesn•t seem to make sense •••• Actually He is building quite a di.f'ferent 


house f rom the one you thought of - throwing out a new wing here, putting on an 


ext ra floor there, running up towers , making courtyards. You thought you were 


going to be made into a decent little cottage: but Risis building a palace . In -
l ~c,k He aets as if H! ovmed the place , and b:_f'ore long


1
you can h:m11Y: call your 


life your own. .And as a matter of fact, you can't . Because, you see, He intend:: -
to come and live there forever . It is no long~r your house - it is Hisl 


Of course (Chr"iiY ~e answe;- to the Ghing vo~-Ube emptines:§> w@ch lief - -
-
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~s you and I give evidence in lives of GU:Wt con.fide~and 9 and~~ 
the hou.ses of our sou.32 are not empty too - that God m Christ has in fact taker -
over so that we can no longer call our souls our own? -


The point is this -Gsu.s Chrisy has not ju.st sa~~d you furn) something - !!.e 
has also sav~d ~u § something l He has. :indeed ~edeemed you from sin,, death, 


and the power of the devil - ~t the@an@and ioa1}of that re.demption 


is that :you might be His orm, and live under H:im in His Kingdom, and serve H:iln 
' L::iiiiiif 


~ and &~morro~and {fOreve!;> The {coyenany which He established with you 


in your ~tfi) is not mere'.cy that now - in Him - you have renounced the devil, -- ·-- - . 
and all his works, and all his ways . But there is also the positive side of it: 


YOU SHA.LL 'WORSHIP THE IDRD YOUR GOD AND HJM ONLY SHALL YOU SERVE. 


The hou.se of your ~rt will not st,§7'~ ~ in a state of(!acuWii) for lon 


If Christ does not live there, others will. If Christ does live there - if He h --moved into Yl2llr ~rt, then things will begin to happen. For the lord Jesus 


Christ tolerates no side- line disciples . You are either 6 H~ or you are - - -~r;:£ ~) ~ not only hung on the ~ in space b~en two malefactor s ; He -~w a shery, furrqv@ life and death) between them. The one reviled Him - ~ -
other said, Lord, remember me . -


This lesson come hard to our comfortable Christianity. We easy chair dis--
ciples have blurred the line of the ~ither-o~ - we grow uneasx at the fact, the - -
completely obviou.s fact, that if we are involved with Jesus Christ at all, we ar1 -totally involved. 11WITH THE HEART MAN BELIEVETH, and "HEART" in{l1lblical fan@§ 


~eEole ;;J- hisrmiiid:J his tf0e.l~ his Gdg) ana.(;n that is within~ 
To believe on the Lord Jesus Christ does not mean only that we have become 


acquainted with a 11?a;ffi®iBmf1J] 11 of facts about Him - it means that we have been 


drawn into the live momentum of a life that was lived to d~stroy the works of thE - -
devil . Every minute brings a dec:islhml FOR OR AGAINST Him, and the decision -
involves aEf:l.ggl~and a fight) .. But it is a great and glorioi;s fight; it is 
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a great and i[3:grious Jj;fe.A - Boe lifEt that mgyes b .. attle:scan:ed am victorious from 
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life - to join that great c1oua of . the Cross to the Cronn - through death to 


. .-u•Rc 
Td tnesses and white-robed martyrs tl_!at h~ve ~e~c;v iOne on befor~. It is a lif 


=4~~ 
that Ui ~to face ;ill t~ ~Ii in he+ji - ready for the 6!;.D5') and t ru.E 


- ~,/;_.Jj., 1: -~'l::/tl: f 
if they cane. :EFQ:S;..,. 493$-\vliere Christ is pleased to dwell. And the only 


qtiestion that remains to be asked :i.S: IS IT YOUR LIFE? Amen. -








IOW WOULD YOU LIKE IT IS SOMEONE CAME INTO YOUR H 
fOOK OVER, VIRTUALLY IGNORED YOU, & DID THEIR OWN THil 
,A TISFY THEIR OWN SELFISH INTERESTS & DESIRES? OR 
NOULD YOU LIKE IT IF YOUR HUSBAND OR WIFE OR CHILD SA 
_,OVE YOU" WITHOUT ANY REAL HEART OR SOUL I GA VE YOU L 
~ORE THAN A "KISS OFF" AS THEY LEFT FOR WORK OR SCHOO 
fESUS HAS GONE UP TO JERUSALEM TO CELEBRATE THE IDGH & 
i'EAST OF THE PASSOVER. HE GOES INTO THE TEMPLE -THIS F 
NIDCH HAS BEEN DEDICATED & SET ASIDE FOR WORSHIP & DEVC 
ro HIS 1IEA VENL y FATHER & HE FINDS PEOPLE THERE "SEJ 
~ATTLE, SHEEP, & DOVES!" HE MAKES A WIDP, THROWS OVEJ 
f ABLES OF THE MONEY CHANGERS & SHOUTS , "STOP MAKIN 
~ATHER'S HOUSE A MARKETPLACE!" ELSEWHERE HE SAYS, 
IOUSE WILL BE CALLED A HOUSE OF PRAYER, BUT YOU HA VE J 


TA DEN OF ROBBERS." AND THEN WE ARE TOLD, "THE BLIND ~ 
.AME CAME TO HIM AT THE TEMPLE & HE HEALED THEM." ...•. 
¥HAT IS TIDS PLACE WIDCH HAS BEEN DEDICATED & SET APAJ 
:'HE GLORY & PRAISE & WORSHIP OF GOD? IT'S A PLACE 
µ:ARING HIS WORD & CELEBRATING THE BLESSED SACRAMEN' 
lAPTISM & THE LORD'S SUPPER. IT'S A HOUSE OF PRAYER, Bil' 
JS BOTH TO GOD & TO ONE ANOTHER ...... I CAN'T EVEN BEGJ 
:ELL YOU HOW EXCITED I AM THAT YOU ARE SIGNING UP THE a 
RA YER VIGIL IN THIS SANCTUARY FROM GOOD FRIDAY NOON l 
:ASTER MORNING. 
'OPRAY IS TO CHANGE! THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO DOUBT A 
'HAT! NONE OF US WILL EVER KEEP UJ> A J>RAYER LIFE UNLE~ 
1.RE PREPARED TO CHANGE. PRAYER IS CHANGING FROM SOMJ 
1DNKING ABOUT GOD AS PART OF YOUR LIFE TO THE REALJZ) 
'HAT YOU ARE PART OF GOD'S LIFE.XAT THE TIME OF OUR BAJ 
~OD-IN-CHRIST INCORPORATED HIMSELF INTO US, RE-CREATrn 
'RANSFORMING. "ALL WHO HA VE BEEN BAPTIZED INTO CHRIST 
'UT ON CHRIST ....... IF ANYONE IS IN CHRIST, HE IS A NEW CREA1 
AYS THE APOSTLE. GOD IS LIKE A MAGNEl'f HE DRAWS THE l 
•F YOU & ME MORE & MORE INTO HIMSELF ....... "MY FATJ 
lOUSE IS A HOUSE OF PRAYER,"SAYS JESUS. AND HE BECOME~ 
:XAMPLE - HE WHO "OFFERED UP PRAYERS & SUPPLICATIONS 
.OUD CRIES & TEARS" - HE WHO WEPT OVER HIS BEL 
ERUSALEM, "HOW OFTEN HA VE I DESIRED TO GATHER 
:HILDREN TOGETHER AS A HEN GATHERS HER BROOD UNDEE 
VINGS & YOU WERE NOT WILLING!" LISTEN TO HIS BEATI 
:ONERNING THE BROKEN & THE BRUISED: "BLESSED ARE T 
VHO MOURN!" ..... "BLESSED ARE YOU WHO WEEP!" LOOK A 
l/A.RMTH & TF.NnF.RNF.SS TOWA.Rn MARY WHO BATHED HIS 







ORGIVEN! GO IN PEACE!" 
YOUNG MAN BEGAN PRAYING THE COMMERCIAL FOR NE~ 


VHEN HE & THOSE AROUND HIM WERE SWELTERING FROM Tm 
UN. HE SAID, "IMAGINE YOURSELF FALLING INTO A swrn 
OOL WITH A THIRST-QUENCHING SENSE OF 'AHHH!" ' AND Tm 
VENT ON. "THIS IS MY PICTURE OF MY BAPTISM- FALLING INTC 
RMS OF JESUS WITH A THIRST-QUENCHING SENSE OF 'AHHHHI'" 
~IN THE BUSINESS OF BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO OUR DRY B4 
[OLY PRAYERS ARE NEEDED FOR US TO KEEP ON DREAMING 
'REAMS & SEEING NEW VISIONS' ,. 
'BEOLOGIANS HAVE DIVIDKWfRAYER INTO THREE STAGES: PR 
tF THE LIPS, PRAYER OF THE MIND & PRAYER OF THE HEART. 
'HE OLD TESTAMENT PROPHETS & THE NEW TESTAMENT APOS1 
:v ANGELISTS DENOUNCE HYPOCRITICAL PRAYER & WO.Ii 
.UTHER USED TO POINT OUT THAT THE LORD'S PRAYER IS THE : 
AID PRAYER IN ALL OF CHRISTENDOM BUT THE LEAST PR.I 
ESUS COMPLAINED, "THIS PEOPLE DRAWS NIGH UNTO ME 
'HEIR MOUTH & HONORS ME WITH THEIR LIPS, BUT THEIR BEA 
'AR FROM ME!" ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS KEEPS REPEATIN( 
VARNING: "DON'T JUST TALK THE TALK, BUT WALK THE WALi. 
'OU WANT TO PRAY FROM YOUR HEART, I SUGGEST YOU INVI1 
'O KINDLE A FIRE OF LOVE WITHIN YOU. ASK HIM TO DEVEL( 
ICHE IN YOUR HEART. YOU MIGHT BEGIN BY PRAYING THE PRAY 
OHN DONNE: "BATTER MY HEART, YOU THREE-PERSONED 
IEND YOUR FORCE TO BREAK, BLOW, BURN, AND MAKE ME NEW! 
T. AUGUSTINE SAYS IT SO WELL: "TRUE PRAYER IS NOTBIN< 
,OVE!" THE HEART OF GOD REACHES OUT IN ALL-EMBRACING 
'O WOO US AND WIN US BACK INTO A CLOSE & lNTIMA 'I 
tfEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP WITH HIMSELF. GOD'S LC 
lELATIONSHIP CHANGES US, MOLDS US, FORMS US! AS WE A 
UM & LISTEN TO HIM HE SENDS US INTO MINISTRY TO HEAJ 
·ICK, SUFFER WITH THOSE WHO ARE BROKEN, PRAY FOR THEW 
\'ORLD . ...... REMEMBER JESUS' LAST WORDS TO PETER? "SIMOl' 
>F JOHN, DO YOU LOVE ME?" JESUS DID NOT ASK HIM ABOL 
:FFECTIVENESS OR HIS SKILLS. HE DIDN'T ASK HIM A 
~THING BUT HIS LOVE. "SIMON, SON OF JOHN, DO YOU LOVE 
rou GET A SENSE PETER STRUGGLING & STRUGGLING UNT 
1INALLY BLURTS OUT~' "LORD, YOU KNOW EVERYTHING · 
(NOW THAT I LOVE YOU!" JESUS LOOKS HIM SQUARELY IN m 
t SAYS, "OKAY, YOU HAVE WORK TO DO! FEED MY SHEEP! FEJ 
.AMBS!" THAT' S THE CHANGE THAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN } 
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